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Wart Hog taken with the Deerstalker, March, 1961, near Lake Albert, Uganda, Africa.

superbly finished,
single.action ... $116.00.

In every characteristic, this handsome little'
weapon must please the discriminating hunter
the rakish but traditional lines, the substantial
construction, the fool-proof dependability of the
unique RUGER self-loading mechanism are but
a few of its appealing qualities. Perhaps best
of all, the mild recoil and low intensity report
of the "Deerstalker" makes practice shooting
a pleasure ... $108.00. .

The entire line of RUGER firearms is on dis
play at your leading arms dealer, or write for
descriptive literature.

MATCHING CALIBER SUPER BLACKHAWK~·

STURM~ RUGER & COMPANY~ INC.
34 LACEY PLACE, SOUTHPORT, CONNECTICUT, u. S.A.

AMERICA'S NEWEST GAME RIFLE

.44 MAGNUM CARBINE
Proven on the plains of Africa, the RUGER

"Deerstalker" carbine is a technological break
through for the benefit of American sportsmen.

The entire recent history of cartridge devel
opment illustrates the trend toward shorter cart
ridges giving equal or-greater power in a smaller
package. An outstandingly successful example
is the .44 magnum. These shorter cartridges
make possible shorter, lighter, firearms.

. The new 53/. pound RUGER "Deerstalker"
was designed around the .44 magnum cartridge
and has, as a result, more killing power for its
length and weight than if it had been built for
any other commercially available cartridge.
With the 18'/2" barrel of the "Deerstalker", the
muzzle velocity of the big 240 grain bullet is over
1800 feet per second. The performance of the
"Deerstalker" on game has been proven not
only on White-tails in North America, but on
Leopard, Hyena, Wart Hog, Topi and many
other species in Africa.
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YOUR BROWNING DEALER
'"

Safari Grade $1645°, 51695°, 517450

.243, .264M, .270, .30-06, .308, .300H&H, .338M, .375H&H, .458M

Browning Arms Co., Dept. C9, St. Louis 3, Missouri
_ in CANADA: Browning of Canada, Dept. C9, P.O. Box 991, Montrea19, P.Q.

vvi-th
for

the FLEET
the CUNNING
the MAJESTIC

Flawless execution ofthe gunmaking craft is evidenced in Browning's deluxe grades. The
MEDALLION model carries the finest figured walnut, skip-line hand-checkering, rosewood
grip cap and forearm tip, hand-engraved receiver and barrel. To the OLYMPIAN model is
added even more intricate hand-checkering and carving plus a fitted gold name plate.
The receiver, floor plate and trigger guard are chrome plated in satin finish and hand
engraved with lifelike animal scenes appropriate to the specific caliber.

Select walnut stock in Monte Carlo design with cheek piece, individually hand-bedded,
hand-checkered and finished ... Streamlined, highly polished action ... Specially con
toured, chrome vanadium steel barrel ... Silent, three-position, sliding safety ... Rear
sight with quick, positive, horizontal and vertical adjustments and removable base ..•
Smooth, crisp trigger pull ••• Hinged floor plate and trigger guard hand-engraved in
black and gold.

BROWNING High-Power
®

Medallion Grade $295

Whether that gleam in your eyes signifies a trip to the bush of Mozambique, the plains of
Wyoming or to the next county for a big four-pointer, make it a better hunt with a
Browning High-Power. It pledges absolute dependability and fine accuracy ... It promises
fast handling qualities and the ability to take tough treatment ... The skill ofrare crafts
manship is so tastefully displayed, its masculine beauty equals indeed its serviceability.

Browning Dealers seek your
patience since assortments
may be limited. Production
is yet to equal demand.

Prices subject to change without notice

Olympian
Grade
$495

To serve
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THE COVER
The West hasn't changed much, once

you get back from the highways where a
working saddle and a working gun are
a man's tools for the job as well as means
for his pleasure. And the worki ng guns to
day are very likely to be Model 94 .30-30
and the Colt Single Action, just as in olden
days. The liHle carbine won't reach asfar, or
hit as hard, as some others, but it will "get
the meat" if you know how to use it. Pic
ture is by Harvey Caplin of Albuquerque.

EDITORIAL OFFICES: E. B. Mann, R. A. Steindler, 8150 N. Central Park. Skokie, III., ORchard 5-5602.
W. B. Edwards, 843 Judson Ave., Evanston, III., Kent Bellah, St. Jo. Texas.

REPRESENTATIVES: NEW YORK. Eugene L. Pollock, 60 East 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y., YUkon
6-9280. MIDWEST ADV. OFFICES, 8150 N. Central Park Ave., Skokie, III., ORchard 5-6967.
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NEW CARBINE IN POWERFUL .308, .243, .300 CALIBERS ... $99.951

99·E ••• outstanding new value! Delivers ,all the solid virtues
of the time-tested 99 design with NO frills to increase the
cost. Standard' side safety. Barrel length 20"•

Write for free catalog of Savage, Stevens, Fox
firearms. Savage Arms, Westfield 41, Mass.
Prices subject to change. Slightiy higher to Canada.

!l9-F ••• a real featherweight at only 61/2 pounds! Easy to tote,
quick to point. Same new top tang safety and trigger-sear
mechanism as 99-DL. Barrel length 22"••300, .308, .243, .358
calibers. $124.50.

TAKE YOUR CHOICEI
Now there's a famous Savage 99 for every
kind of hunting•••prices to fit every budget

Pick the 99 that fits your kind of shooting, in heavy brush or open plains ... any
North A.merican game from white-tail to antelope or elk. You can now choose the
world's favorite lever-action big game rifle in calibers and barrel lengths that fill
the bill exactly. Easy on the bank roll, too .•• prices start at less than $100.00.

This is the renowned Savage lever action' and unique rotary magazine that assure
quick operation, utmost dependability. You can fire six shots as fast as you can aim.
See the~ 99s -at your sporting arms dealer now!
(left) 99·DL ••• truly de luxe! New top tang safety is fast, quiet, convenient. New trigger-sear mechanism assures
crisper trigger pUll. Mont,e Carlo stock. Barrel length 24"••300, .308, .243, .358 calibers. $132.50.

• Sal/agemodel
990L
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ITHACA. HIW yoalC

BOTTOM EJECTION
Throws shells straight down.
Protects you from ejecting
shells, gas blowback. EaW
to load and unload.

Compare Ithaca's
exclusive features, precision
fitting, hand checkering
and top quality walnut
wood with any other
shotgun. Ask for an
Ithaca Featherlighf® at
your Ithaca Franchised
Dealer, now.

n
o
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Harry Reeves. Pistol Master

EDITOR'S

[T JUNE I «po,led <erta'o <haoge, '0 a" "aff aod
told you that other changes were coming. Some of
the changes forecast are apparent in this issue. Some
of greater importance are not visible but will enable

us to serve you better in the future than we have ever done.
Product testing and reporting will now be handled by GUNS

staff and "guest experts" at our new range-laboratory being
constructed at Tamarack Farms, a properf)' of our publisher.
The very best of testing equipment will enable us to report
more accurately and more scientifically than we have done or
than any other magazine in our
field can do, on guns, ammuni
tion, and all shooting equipment.
"Gun Rack," under the direction
of Bob Steindler and with con
tributions by outstanding special
ists around the world, will carry
our reports and comments. These
new facilities represent a major
investment, which we know will
payoff in service to readers and
advertisers alike.

New departments are in prep
aration for coming issues. One
is a voice-of-experience "how to" column offering advice and
solutions to shooting problems-on the target range, at home
in your workshop, and in the hunting field. The writer? Well,
he'll be anonymous for the present; may, in fact, be plural,
as specific problems call for specific experience. But there
will be help here for novice and expert alike-from basic
fundamentals to the things you have always suspected the
experts knew but wouldn't tell.

We are extremely proud to announce also the addition of
Harry Reeves to our Advisory Board, under the classification
of Handgun Competition. Surely no man in the world is as
well qualified to write on this subject as is the only man in
history ever to win six National Pistol Championships. First
man ever to break the mystical "2600" barrier, Reeves is still
the Master of Masters wherever handguns speak for record.
An Inspector in the Detroit Police Department, Harry will be
retiring soon, will be a frequent contributor to GUNS.

The greatest names in shooting have appeared in GUNS,
and this parade of bylines will be a continuous feature of
our program. Stories in preparation now cover hunting from
Maine to Hawaii, from Florida to the snowy tips of Alaska,
from Sweden to South Africa. Waiting for the printer are new
and strangely startling stories of military weapons, past,
present, and future-the guns we had, and who destroyed
them; the guns we have, and how we got them; and the guns
we need and where we'll get them. But not all of GUNS will
be the smash headlines; there will always be the basic fare of
how to kill a woodchuck (or a squirrel, or a whitetail, or a
pheasant), how to choose a gun, how to shoot it, or feed it, or
fix it. There will always be, too, the still more basic fare of
how to fight anti-gun legislation, and how to promote shooting.

These, plus format changes and improvements, will keep
GUNS smart and modern in appearance as well an in content,
maintaining its past, present, and still unchallenged position as
"The Finest In The Firearms Field." If we fail to please you,
tell us; when we do please you, tell your friends! Good things
deserve sharing!-E.B.M.

THE

Model 37 $94.95
other model. to $2500

SPECIAL OFFER!:
Ithllta Gun Ciltillog. LOllded
with expert tips tor better
shooting. Just 2St.

Write Dept. GM·jO

RAYBAR® SIGHT
Gives .You amazing gun
pointing ability under any
shooting conditions. Lets
•you lead faster, more
accuratel¥•
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A MAJOR INDUSTRIAL COMPONf.NT Of

FAIRBANKS WHITNEY

7

AY
From Manassas to Gettysburg to Appomattox,

both Yank and Johnny Reb saw their duty
and did it ... more often than not with the Colt .44

1860 Army. So, a hundred years later it is fitting that a replica
of that gun become the Civil War Centennial Model now offered by Colt.

Scaled ~ size in single shot, .22 cal. short, the Centennial
Model is presented in royal blue with gold-plated strap,

and trigger guard ... the single $32.50. Consecutive
serial numbered matched pair $59.50.

See your Colt Registered Dealer or write ...

COLT'S PATENT FIRE ARMS MFG. CO., INC.

HARTFORD 15, CONNECTICUT

CIVIL WAR CENTENNIAL MODEL

DEDICATED TO

LUll AND THE QTHE



HATCHER'S NOTEBOOK
By Gen. Julian S. Hatcher

(Stackpole Co., Harrisburg, Pa., $7.50)
General Hatcher certainly needs no intro

duction to shooters, many of us having cut
our eyeteeth on the earlier edition of
Hatcher's "Notebook." The recently revised
and enlarged edition is noteworthy for its
completeness and easy style. One is again
impressed with General Hatcher's thorough
ness and his familiarity with the newest de
velopments. His deep insight into arms and
ammunition becomes apparent on every page
of the book. You owe it to yourself to read
and re·read this book by one of America's
outstanding firearms authorities.-R.A.S.

CIVIL WAR SMALL ARMS
National Rifle Association

(Washington, D.C., 1961. $0.50)
With the revival of interest in the Civil

War period, this collection of six essays on
small arms of that period should prove of
great interest to the beginning gun buff.
Illustrated in the usual style of "American
Rifleman," where the articles were first pub
lished, one could only wish that more ma
terial on this fascinating subject had been
included in this N.R.A. handbook.-R.A.s

FREDERIC REMINGTON'S OWN ~WEST

Written &Illustrated by Frederic Remington,
Edited by Harold McCracken

(Dial Press, New York, 1960. $7.50)
Everybody knows Frederic Remington for

his drawings and paintings; perhaps not so
many know that he was also a writer of real
talent. Theodore Roosevelt, who had a very
considerable first-hand knowledge of the west
himself (as well as a talent for writing),
wrote Remington: "You come closer to the
real thing than any other man in the western
business . . • Somehow you get close not
only to the plainsman and the soldier, but
to the half-breed and the Indian, in the
same way Kipling does to the British Tom
my." This book contains the best of Rem
ington's writings, plus more than a hundred
of his illustrations. A valued addition to my
library, and I'm sure it will be the same in
yours.-E.B.M.

RELOADING HANDBOOK
National Rifle Association

(Washington, D.C., 1961. $4.50)
This 223 page manual on handloading is

a compilation of articles that appeared in
"American Rifleman" over a period of years.
This latest handbook contains 60 major and
45 minor articles, all fully illustrated, on
handloading in all its facets. For the begin
ning handloader, this could well become a
source of information on loads and how·to
load ammunition, make bullets, and all mat
ters pertaining to handloading. For the ex
pert, it will be a constant reference source
R.A.S.

00

TO ORDER:
Send check, cash or money order.

$5 deposit for C.O.D. SHIPPED PREPAID.
Calif. resid. add 4% state tax. Dealers and dist. inquire.

If not superior to anY $50 scope, p.Qual to any $80 scope, return for

PAN TECHNICS, INC. Immediate 100% cash "lund.

130 PAN TECHNICS BLDG.• SOLANA BEACH. CALIFORNIA

lightweight design, high Monte Carlo comb. cheek piece and '¥e"
castoff. Pistol grip cap and 45° forend tip of contrasting hardwood.
Nearly perfect inletting with outside needing only light final sanding.
Choice of walnut. myrtlewood, cherry or maple. For Mausers. Spring
fields. Enflelds. Sakos. Mark V. Mod. 70. HVA. 88 Win.• 721. 722.
Brevix, Mex., Swedish and Japs.
ROYAL ARMS Inc.,3274 EI Cajon Blvd.,San Diego,Calif.

PRODUCTION LINE SHOTSHELL
RELOADER AT A P~ICE

THAT MAKES THE INITIAL
COST OF "ROLLING YOUR
OWN" WORTHWHILE. u

Carved Stock 532.50
Plain $19.50
Reeoil Pad Instld•..$ 7.50

Please Add $1.00 Postage & Handling.

SHOOTERS WHO KNOW... READ THIS. OUR NEW
MK IV 1" TUBE RIFLESCOPE $27.5
OUR new factory contains the wor"ld's most
modern automated lens producing equipment
(our own development) with quality control
to 5 millionths inches (as required in mil.
range finders). This now allows us to build
a superior quality riflescope for less than
any other U. S. Dr foreiin plant. MK. IV has
blued steel tUbe, long 2lf2" to 4" eye relief
inc!: I" tUbe, 1.45" eyepiece,
12.5 overall. Internal adjustments. Dou~le shock mounted
optics, color corrected. 30' field at ] 00 Yds.,
4X only until '62. Fits any standard 1" scope mount
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BERET~
As you can see by the prices below, it costs

no more to own the finest. Let Beretta put actton
in your hands this season.
Take Your Choice From The Following Shotguns:
Single Barrel $ 41.95
Over & Under from 174.75
Pump from 91.25
Automatic from 139.75
Double Barrel from 16~.75

22 Cal. Automatic Rifle 72.95

Write Dept. G·I0 for FREE color brochure
featuring the complete line of Beretta Feather
weight Shotguns. Also available Beretta Pistol
Catalog if requested.

Beretta Guns available at all leading
Sporting Goods Stores

If you haven't, then there's a whole new
world of adventure waiting for you. For here's
a shotgun that· almost bags the bird for you.
It's lighter in weight, better balanced and more
precise in its unique engineering qualities.

For example, the actions are hand-fitted and
hand-engraved. The construction is Monobloc
(a Beretta exclusive on double barrel models),
and the barrels are machined of the finest
chromium alloy steel.

Incidentally, Pier Beretta designed these guns
specifically for the American Sportsman and he
has made sure that every gun is both field
tested and government proof-marked.

cr. . .."
:1'",0./_j S.ti'\.~'

Have you ever
owned a shotgun
as exciting as this?

J. L. Galef and Son, Inc., 85 Chambers St., New York 7, N. Y:
GUNS • OCTOBER 1961 9



· BEFORE YOU IUY iust any insulated clothing or
sleeping bag to depend on and live with for many
years, learn the hidden qualities. GET THE
FACTS! Read why scientists, armed forces, explor
ers, guides, sportsmen throughout the world rate
Bauer quality goose Down the finest of all insula
tions. RISK NOT ONE CENT! Order and com·
pare. Read what others say!

be as important as automobile driver educa
tion and I intend to do my part in teaching
the juniors just as long as I can get them to
take the course. Firearm accidents don't just
happen; they are caused by ignorance or
carelessness.

I would be glad to hear from anyone in
terested in my Small Arms Training School
and how I might receive more registrations
and publicity in waking up the parents to
firearms safety training.

Ernest L. E. Hack
Perkins St., Box 42
Bristol, Connecticut

GUNS OCTOBER 1961

One Man's Meat . .•
I found the article by Chuck Dell, "Make

Your Rifle Do Two Jobs," very interesting.
The loads he recommends for the .30-30 and
.30·06 are just about my favorites as far as
accuracy and killing power are concerned.
Not many hand loaders who write recommend
the 3031 powder; rather, they tend to go for
the slower burning kinds such as 4350 and
4320. I believe that 3031 is just about the
best type for such loads as .30-06 with 180 gr.
bullets, .30-40 Krag 150 and 180 gr. bullets
and the .30-30 with 150 and 180 gr. bullets.
In short barrels, this burns very cleanly and
there is very much less muzzle blast than
with the slower burning stuff. In the .30-30,
I cut back the powder charge to 31 gr. of
3031, due to the fact that over 30 gr. with
the Hornady 170 gr. bullet the powder is
compressed in the case and I found accuracy
was better if the charge were cut % grain.

In the .30-06 with 18 inch barrel, I find
that 44 gr. of the 3031 behind a 180 gr. Rem.
Core·lokt is about the best killing load I
have ever seen on deer. In the .30-40 Krag,
also with an 18 inch barrel, a charge of
38 gr. of 3031 and a 180 gr. Rem. Core-Lokt
are just about as good as any load.

As you may gather, I am very' partial to
the short barreled rifles for our type hunring.
Short barrels are accurate enough, in my
opinion, if a satisfactory load is worked out
and adapted to the short rifle. This trouble
with factory loads in short barrels is that
factory loads are compromises for the gen
eral run, and I believe they set a standard
of a 24 inch length and load to that.

Wallace M. Holden
Jackman, Maine

Bouquet-or Brickbat?
My congratulations to you for a wonderful

magazine and to Elmer Keith for his fine
article which appeared in the May issue,
"Recoil? Relax and Enjoy It." It reminded
me of that old saying, "I like to hit myself
'cuz it feels so good when I stop."

Bert Q. Mimoso
La Habra, Calif.

u. S. Safari
I have just finished reading the wonderful

article in July GUNS titled "Plans For A
U. S. Safari," by Bert Popowski. This is one
of the best and most truthful articles on
guided hunting that I have ever found in any
magazine. Against the crooked or inefficient'
guide the sportsman has no recourse. Did you
ever hear of a hunter getting his money back
after an unsuccessful trip?

Wilson 1. Du Comb
Carlyle, Illinois

No, but we know many guides who arc
neither crooked nor inelficient. A very few
bad apples can give the whole barrel a bad
odor.-Editor.

That Cooper Cover
Several readers have admired the picture

of Cooper and his crows, complimenting us
on being able to show Cooper as a shooter
for sport, not merely as an actor with a gun.
That picture, and also the one of Cooper
prone with a scope-sighted rifle, were taken
by Lee Straight, Outdoor Editor of "The
Vancouver Sun," Vancouver, Canada, during
his hunting trip with Cooper a few years ago.
-Editor.

Bert Popowski's article, "Plans For A
U. S. Safari," was excellent. Suggest he write
another one including a good long list of
questions one should ask in selecting a guide
outfitter. It would help a lot of inexperienced
hunters avoid costly mistakes.

A. 1. Arneson
Morris, Minnesota

Suggestions Wanted
As a subscriber to your magazine, I want

to say that you have some very good reading
material. I am a life member of the NRA
and an NRA Certified Firearms Instructor. I
conduct the NRA Basic Small Arms Training
School here in Bristol.

I read the article, "Good Gun Publicity,"
by William B. Edwards, and got to thinking,
how could I get good publicity on my NRA
Small Arms Training School so more boys
and girls would register and take the course.
I have had publicity in our local paper, on
our local radio station, and also on television
a couple of times. But I get the best results
from the press. I also have given talks to
Boy Scout Troops. What I would like to
know is how I can stir up the interests of
boys and girls and their parents in taking
this course in gun safety. Also, I would like
to get the word about the school spread to
surrounding cities and towns. I thought it
might be possible that some of your readers
might have some suggestions as to how I can
increase the registration in this school.

I believe that firearm safety training should

$29.95
Custom-fitted

r,~H~-.f:;'~;';~!!~
14 RUSSELL ROAD, NEWINGTON 11, CONN. II 0 Send free illustrated brochure: An expert's "

I
views on "Mystery of Choke".

o Send gun barrel shipping carton. I
I I
IN~E I
I ADDRESS ,

I CITY STATE IL ~
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GREAT

C.REAT SPORT-KING .22 autoloading
rifles

from

A HI-STANDARD .22 caliber OLYMPIC ISO"
Pistol in the steady hand of a U.S. Marine
Captain brought in the 33rd Gold Medal for
the U.S. in the Rome Olympic Games, 1960.

See your deaier • " or write for free
GREAT GUNS Catalog

first in fun on the range and in the field! These light·
weights are built for heavy-duty - and for heavy
barrel accuracy. They fire all .22 caliber Hi-Speed
Shorts, Longs, Long Rifle cartridges mixed or inter
changeably without adjustment. A Hi-Standard
FIRST ., side-loading port for fast, fumble·
free reloading.

GREAT SUPERMATIC (Gas-Operated) 12-gauge
autoloading shotguns

point as naturally as your index finger, boost game bags and shooting
scores! Low-recoil, Gas-Operated autoloading action holds 5 rounds
including one in chamber - fires all 2%" shells and rifled slugs
mixed or interchangeably without adjustment. "DUCK" models offer
the same flexibility in both 2%" and 3" Magnum shells!
Pick your perfect choice from 17 models: four barrel lengths":
with or without ventilated rib, adjustable choke.

HI-STANDARD

Department B-10

CREAT FLITE-KING pump-action shotguns (12,
16, 20 gauge)

feature short-stroke action - faster than most autoloaders!
Barrel and receiver are factory interlocked to insure absolute
alignment, low recoil •.• for life.
34 models - each one with 6-shell capacity including one
in chamber (20 gauge holds 5), each one perfect for super
smooth ... super-fast •.. super-sure shooting.

THE HIGH STANDARD MANUFACTURING CORP.• HAMDEN 14tCT~

GUNS '. OCTOBER 1961 11
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Send for these FREE Booklets on hunting. Order by number:
~'I'iOW TO GET YOUR DUCK," No. 420; "HOW TO BAG TH£
UPLAND FLYERS," No. 421; "HUNTERS' POCKET RECORD
BOOK," No. 444; "INSIDE FACTS ON SHOTGUN SHELLS,"
No. 4.50. Address FEDERAL CARTRIDGE CORPORATION,
DEPT. 294. MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
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Coastal
Decoy

LEUPOLD
Sportsman:.

ProCessional Corester type
sighting compass in com
pact pocket size for out·
<Ioorsmen. Accurate and.
easy to use for locating
your hunting camp and
following map courses,
making p~eliminary. s!'r·
veys, staklOg out mlOlOg
claims, etc. 2~" diam.:
wt. only 4 ozs. At your
dealer or order by mail.

I
Complete with illustrated

Dealer $9 95 guide showing how to make
Inquiries • full use of sighting compos!.
Invited Send check or m.o. (No COD's)

The MUSEUM of HISTORICAL ARMS
Dept. N• 1038 Alton Road· Miami Beach, Fla.

13

LEUPOLD & STEVENS INSTRUMENTS, INC.
4445 N. E. GLISAN ST•• PORTLAND 13, ORE.

Extra large cork decoy. Designed to decoy
birds long distances over open water. We have
used these decoys alone and in connection with
regular size and it has been proven that they
will attract birds which otherwise would have
passed by regular sized blocks. Made in Black
Duck, Mallard, and Pintail. Size 19Y," by
8Y,". Price $5.00 each. Set of six (3 males,
3 females) $28.00 postpaid.

L. L. Bean, Inc., 338 Main St., Freeport, Maine
Mfrs. Hunting and CalTlping Specialties

loaded full throttle for lower velocity.
Remington's Jet Magnum is the .357 Mag

num hull choked down to .22 with a long
sloping shoulder and a huge powder capacity
for the small hole in the barrel. One round I
broke down had 14.5 grains of powder that
looks like 2400. It isn't canister grade and
the charge is not suggested for reloads. It
may vary in different lots, as factory ammo
is loaded to pressure and velocity figures
rather than by weight. Factory loads pene
trate heavy steel plates like cheese, making
large, %" holes that look like they were
drilled. The same plates are dented by .357
Magnum bullets, that bounce off like a rub
ber ball.

Hunters will love the flat, I-inch mid·range
trajectory at 100 yards. By holding on the
top of most varmints you'll be dead-on at
150 yards! Groups are good, even at 200
yards and more. It's like a compact rifle in
ease of shooting, groups, and terminal
damage.

Another rifle characteristic is shell set
back if a round is fired in an oily chamber.
The shell fails to grip the chamber wall, and
set-back greatly increases the head thrust. A
.357 head develops more thrust than a
smaller one. Chambers must be clean and
dry. Use carbon tet (poison!) or lighter
fluid on a swab. High pressure is necessary
for Hi-V performance. The gun will take it
safely, like modern rifles and headspace, on
the rim, is very close.

I had the pleasure of firing some Reming
ton experimental ammo. Pressure was so
high cases had to be driven out of the cylin.
der. Remington doesn't sell this ammunition,
of course, but the excessive loads proved the
strength of the gun. No damage was done,
and not one chamber expanded. Sticky cases
indicate excess pressure, if they were fully
resized. You can not judge pressure by
primers flowing in the firing pin hole. They
can not crater with a floating firing pin.

As with rifles, watch for excessive bore
leading before shooting center fire ammo
after firing lead alloy bullets. It isn't likely
since the guns are well fitted and the bores
beautifully finished. But any revolver may
lead at times with lead alloy bullets. I
haven't had any trouble with rim fire ammo
or cast bullet reloads to date, but I check
all revolver bores and throats after shooting
naked lead alloy bullets. Initial leading is
easily removed.

Handloads with efficient bullets do more
damage on varmints than factory loads, even
at lower velocity. Factory pills penetrate
well, but more deadly bullets explode as if
fired from varmint rifles. The fastest, most
violent explosion is with the 37 grain Re-

(Continued on page 14)
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By KENT BELLAH

The .44 Magnum, factory-loaded .22
Jet, and Sisk-Bellah pill in new Jet case.

dream about it in Technicolor. It takes out
after meat like a hungry wolf, then gets
the wolf.

The gun is quite versatile, converting to
ordinary rim fire cartridges by flipping a
lever on the hammer. Both firing pins are
built in the frame, and are "floating" type,
as they should be. Long rifle ammo is used
in chamber inserts that come with the gun,
or in an auxiliary cylinder, available on
special order with a gun, or· fitted on guns
sent to the factory. At moderate range, .22
L.R. ammo prints pretty well in center fire
groups, allowing low cost plinking with in
stant conversion to the deadly .22 Remington
Jet C.F. Magnum. I consider this dual pur
pose revolver unexcelled for survival use, a
real sporting varminter, and plinker.

Fitting and finishing is Smith & Wesson
target quality. The target sights with a ramp
front, and target walnut stocks are ideal for
sporting use. The superb trigger breaks as
clean as scored glass. You'll find the little
blaster is extremely easy to shoot accurately
to extremely long range because recoil is
practically nil. The report is as loud as a
.357 Magnum, with a rifle-like crack, but
not as severe as some wildcat .22 revolvers

S & W .22 C.F. Magnum

SMITH & WESSON, creator of the Mag·
nums, set a new velocity record with

each new Magnum revolver they brought out.
Now they have done it again, shattering their
own Hi-V records with the "fastest of the
hot-shots." The potent new S & W .22 C.F.
Magnum revs up to. a really fantastic 2460
fps! The 40 grain jacketed soft point bullet
starts on a mission of death and destruction
like a Texas tornado with its tail on fire. The
new speed record may stand for generations,
or at least until new propellants are created.
A short time ago the gun seemed as far away
as the moon. Handgun varmi~ters could only
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(Continued from page 13)
volver pill I designed, produced by Sisk
Bullet Co., Iowa Park, Texas. It has a flat
nose and a deep hollow point in a soft leal)
core. The short, .320" jacket exposes plenty
of the soft nose and in itself is soft and thin.
Winchester made a quite similar design for
their .22 Magnum Rim Fire cartridge' a
couple of years after the Sisk pill came oul.

I had Sisk make similar types in 45 and
50 grain. You'll lose Hi-V shock wilh the
latter. Some lads have used it with good reo
sults on deer. I don't recommend this heavy
bullet, or any .22 handgun for deer. All the
revolver pills work well in rifles for varmints
with moderate charges. They were created
especially for Harvey's wildcat Kay-Chuk,
that I expected to spark a hot center fire
varmint revolver. I think it did. Perhaps
we'll have companion caliber rifles for tbe
new round someday.

Pulling some Remington .222" Jet bullets
I replaced them with 37 grain Sisk revolver
pills. They about doubled the damage on
jackrabbits. For reloads 1 worked up to 14.3
grains 2400, and decided 13.3 grains was an

j
Jet bullet expands with deep pene
tration, while Sisk-Bellah pill explodes.

adequate "heller" load in my gun. A load of
12.5 grains is accurate and potent, if you
want less noise. The 8 grains of Unique did
not indicate excess pressure, if you must use
Unique, and 7.5 grains down to 5.2 grains is
accurate. The 7.5 grains are pretty potent.
All loads were ignited by CCl No. 500
primers. I found 12.5 grains 2400 worked
well with CCI No. 550 Magnum primers. A
Magnum primer is not needed with these
powders, although they are excellent where
needed. I recommend eCI No. 500. ..'

Firing my 13.3 grain load into moist, sifted
sand, the largest recovered fragment was 8
grains of lead and jacket fused together.
Another shot gave a 5 grain fragment. Lead
smears indicated complete disintegration.
This is superb blowup. Jackrabbits were
damaged more than with a .222 rifle, looking
more like Swift damage.

Sisk's 45 grain revolver bullet performs
dandy with 12.1 grains 2400, giving a whiter,
brighter muzzle flash 12" in diameter. The
11.5 grains work well, and are less noisy_
The Unique flash is oblong, while 2400 forms
a ball of fire at the muzzle.

Sisk's 35 grain rifle bullet takes all charges
listed, with much less blowup. It holds ac
curacy with 5, 6 or 7 grains Unique, all
excellent loads for small eating game yOll
don't want blown to Kingdom Come, and so

(Continued on page 73)

Variable Power
2lhX to 8X

the
all-new,

The V8 is a
continuously

variable power
scope ... a fine

choice for an
all·purpose

hunting scope.
Instant power
change from

2'hX to 8X
with a 'h turn

of the eyepiece,
always in sharp

focus, reticle always
centered. V8, com·

plete with Weaver·Ad·
justable Mount, $79.50.

Model K4 Scope shown
with Weaver,Detachable
Top Mount; Scope $45.00;
Mount $9.75

~ 1961 W. R. We.ver Company

FREE Send for new 36·
page, full·color catalog.

Name _

Address _

City Zone _State _

here's what a
Weaver-Scope does for you:

• You see better, and good vision is the key to
good shooting. Superior optics provide a clear,
sharp, brilliant image.

• Your target is magnified, giving you a big,
bright view of your game.

• You aim faster and easier, with just the con
stantly·centered reticle to align on the mag·
nified target.

• You'll shoot more accurately, because a
Weaver-Scope gives you accuracy of aim to
match your shooting skill and your rifle's pre
cision. Weaver-Scopes are highest quality in
every detail: precision optics; micrometer ad
justments; sturdy construction throughout for
dependable performance in the field.

improve your shooting
with a Model K

WEAVE~COPE
~

Model K Weaver-Scopes
Whatever kind of shooting you do, you'll find
a Model K Scope to meet your shooting require·
ments. Seven models from 1· to 10·power.
Prices from $34.50.

You'll like these K Model features:

Exclusive Weaver Patented Fixed·Reticie
with Internal Adjustments*

Model K cross·~ No more off·cen·~
hairs are always ter reticles like
accurately 'un· this when you use , I v

tered; only the ',v the Weaver K ~~'I,
Imaee moves when" <. ':, :.. Models with fixed ,", '-"'~-~
you turn the ad- - '" reticle and inter-
justine screws. • Except K1 nal adjustments.

Sealed for all-weather dependability
Lenses are .# ~
HERMETICALLY SEALED
Against Air and Moisture ~ ,

... All Threaded Joints .
Sealed with

N NEOPRENE a-RINGS
\.j A Positive Compression Seal

K Models are nitrogen processed to prevent fogging.





By R. A. STEINDLER

Brass was not damaged or marked in
function tests of new Finnbear gun.

one or two strokes with a fine Swiss file.
From then on, no more ejection problems
were encountered.

The new Finnbear is in the finest Sako
tradition and has my whole-hearted approval.
A fine gun that will grace many a gun cabi
net, the new import sells for slightly less
than $170.

Kodiak Model 260
Kodiak Manufacturing Company of North

Haven, Conn., recently released their Model
260, a .22 RF Magnum semi-automatic rifle.
After putting the gun through its paces, it is
my pleasure to report here that it is superbly
accurate, is a pleasure to handle and shoot.
The gun holds point of aim very well, as was
attested by a number of very dead wood
chucks and gophers. At 100 yards, the gun
held groups to slightly less than 2 inches,
and at 50 yards, it was no chore at all to
shoot groups that measured between % and
% of an inch.

The gun is 40 inches long, with a barrel
length of 22 inches. Without scope, the
weight is approximately 6% pounds, plus or
minus depending on the density of the wood.
With one round in the chamber, the Model
260 holds a total of 12 rounds of,. ..22 RF
Magnum shells, and feeding is smooth from
the front-fed tubular magazine. The receiver
is grooved for the tip-off mount, and the
scope that Kodiak sells for a mere ten dollars
is certainly worth the money.

The gold bead front sight is very helpful,
especially on dark days or when shooting
against a dark background. Function of the
gun depends on the blow-back principle, and'
thus the weight of the gun is quite surprising
and is located forward. The two chrome
vanadium steel action bars go directly into
the bolt, and the inertia weight is slightly
over one pound. Twist of the barrel is 1 in
16, tests having shown that this is the best
twist for the .22 RFM cartridge.

In firing, I encountered a few malfunctions,
but let me hasten to explain that these were
not the fault of the gun, but of the ammo.
This cartridge does not burn all of the pow·

(Continued on page 55)

Finnbear accuracy is being checked
at 100 yard range with match ammo.

rest (the ground was very soft due to heavy
rains), was quite good, the gun grouping
1% inches repeatedly with a cold barrel.
With a hot barrel, the spread increased
slightly more than l4 inch. Test groups were
fired from a rest, and the few off-hand shots
merely confirmed the gun's inherent ac
curacy. The Sako mount held the BALvar 8
scope safely, and definition, despite mirage
effects, was excellent. I did encounter one
minor difficulty with the gun; the extraction
worked smoothly, but ejection was faulty in
a fair number of rounds. In taking the gun
down, it was found that the extractor nee-ded

The New Finnbear
Justly revered and respected by varminters,

bencb-rest shooters, and hunters, Sako ac
tions and barrels have racked up an impres
sive record over the years. Firearms Inter
national now has on hand the newest Finnish
arm-the Finnbear.

From its squared-off, modern fore-arm to
the Monte Carlo cheekpiece and fine rubber
recoil pad, the gun is one of the nicest look
ing production guns I have ever. seen. And
it shoots like the proverbial house afire.

This new Finnbear has three locking lugs,
plus one safety lug. The bolt face is recessed,
the trigger pull is adjustable, the sliding
thumb safety is silent and positive_ The
barrel is finely finished inside and out; Sako
uses the cold-forming process to build the
barrels. The gun I tested was a .30-'06, serial
number 336. The guns chambered for the
magnum cartridges hold four rounds, others
hold five rounds of ammo. Trigger pull was
3.75 pounds as the gun came from the fac
tory, and the pull was smooth without creep
or backlash. The gun without scope weighed
one ounce less than 7% pounds; barrel
length was 24 inches (for the .264 Magnum
the barrel is two inches longer). Over-all
length is 44% inches. As usual with Sako
rifles, there is no rear sight, but a peepsight
is optional. The hooded ramp front sight is
of conventional design.

The gun was tested with factory and G.1.
loads as well as with reloaded ammo. Accu
racy at 100 yards, shooting from a wobbly

HAND TRAP FOR
THE 2%'" CLAYS

MODEL 340TR

Rifled adapter converts
gun to a rifle of excellent

accuracy, handling all
3 lengths of 22 cal.

ca rtridges.

7-shot, bolt action gun
with adapters, hand
trap, target carrier,

and NRA Qualification
Course folder-all for

only $3995

Also-MODEL 320TR
(same as 340TR except

is single shot. Same
accessories)-all for

only $2995
~

MOSSBERG SPRING TRAP MODEL lA as
used on barrel of gun. Has base for station·
ary use. Also clamps to hand trap frame.
Complete assembly only $14.95.

Ask your Mossberg dealer to show you TARGO
FREE: Send to factory for descriptive folder

9. F. MOSSBERG & SONS, INC.
18110 ST. JOHN ST., NEW HAVEN 5, CONN.
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Now from the famous gun laboratories of
Winchester comes the greatest advance in
over 600 years of gun-making: Win-Lite: the
incredible glass fiber. barrel.

This shotgun is Winchester's Model 59. Its
weatherproof Win-Lite barrel is made with
500 miles of glass fiber fused and bonded to
an extremely thin steel tube creating a barrel
much stronger than steel at nearly half the
weight of conventional barrels.

The amazing new floating-action chamber
reduces recoil effect by 20 per cent. The in
scribed receiver is aluminum. It will never
rust. The Model 59 weighs 61/2 pounds. $149.95~) ~.

It is the strongest, fastest shooting lightweight
automatic ever made. It is a totally new expe
rience in shotgun handling. It will stand with
Winchester's all-time greats.
SPECIFICATIONS - Action: Self-loading, non·recoiling barrel. Barrel: Available in 3CY. 28-, 26-lengths and full, modified or Improved cylinder chokes. Barrels are instantryinterchange·
able. Stock: Checkered pistol grip and forearm of American Walnut Capacity: 3 shells-two in magazine, one in chamber. Shoots Magnum 23/4- or field loads without any adjustment.

.~.1 W/NCH£.fT£R~ •
W}NCHESTEa-WBSTERN DIVISION ,,110
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Author finishes off a Sika buck taken on Texas
ranch. These crafty animals make hunt exciting.

18

THE ANSWER TO THE
~.

'Where To Hunt'
PROBLEM

By BYRON W. DALRYMPLE
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HUNTING BIG GAME. WHETHER EXOTIC OR NATIVE. ON

PRIVATE PRESERVES IS NO LESS SPORTING. NO LESS EXCITING

AND NO MORE EXPENSIVE. THAN "WILD" HUNTING

The Texas blackbuck, still in
brown coat, fell to the .244.

T HE MORNING was crisp and clear and from beside
the open Jeep we glassed a distant lightly wooded hill,

seeking game. Something big and brown moved over there
-a rough haired animal as big as an elk. We had a good
long look but could see no antlers. Then another big rangy
form loomed out of the scrub cedar, and sun glinted un·
mistakably on a tall rack.

We hopped into the Jeep and worked our way along a
trail that would bring us behind the big· hill. As we rode,
excitement built in me. Mixed with a wonder almost akin
to disbelief. This rough, wooded region stretching around
us was on the Edwards Plateau, in Texas. But the big hulk
ing deer we'd studied through the glasses were native to a
land far removed from Texas. They were sambar deer,
from India.

We parked the Jeep and split up to try to drive the big
buck into range of one of us. We were hunting on a pri
vately owned ranch, and the deer were in a high-fenced
area of only 800 acres. It would seem a snap to kill one of
them. But I had been hunting for days and, so far, had
had neither a shot nor so much as a glimpse of the game
we sought until now. And I was to get very little more at
this time. There was a sudden crashing of timber. Two
bulky brown bodies hurtled toward me, disappeared into
cedars without presenting a shot, and larruped down into
the rough canyon below. It was over just that quickly.

"So this is big-game preserve hunting," my exasperated
partner blurted when we puffed up to the vehicle. "I'll
never sneer at it again."

He was voicing the sentiments of a number of hunters
who have tried it. To be sure, the subject has been a con
troversial one for some years. But today there are a great
many hunters who welcome the chance to hunt big-game
on a preserve. There is no question about it: the big-game
preserve is the coming thing in many parts of the country,
and in several areas it is already h.ere. Not only is it bound
to appear more and more with offerings of foreign game;
it is my prediction that within a few years a great many
preserves offering privately-owned native big.game will
be in operation.

I doubt if most hunters know just how far preserve
hunting for publicly-owned big-game has already. pro
gressed. Whether it is good or bad is a matter of opinion
and has little bearing. The fact is, that it exists, and is
swiftly growing. In a world whose population explodes,
hunters crowd the public lands even in areas where there
are millions of acres of them. Numerous hunters do not
like this crowding, and they are finding that an exclusive
preserve hunt costs very little more, sometimes no more, or
even less than an every-man-for-himself hunt on public
lands.

If we are logical about it, we are already using the pre~

serve system to a great extent on millions of acres of public
and private land where the game is state owned. Let us say
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that you have a stroke of good financial luck and are able
to make a long.dreamed-of hunt far back in northern
Canada. It costs you $500 to fly in, and $1500 for the hunt
package. The outfitter has a territory in which no one
else operates. It is public domain, to be sure; but the
"public" as such will never see it because it is too expensive
for John Q. Average to make such a trip. And so, basically,
you are hunting on a big-game preserve. It is a protected
territory where you have no competition from your neigh
bors, and for this, fundamentally, you pay handsomely.

Or go out to Wyoming to hunt antelope or mule deer.
Or to New Mexico or Colorado. A very great deal of the
land easily accessible to the average hunter is privately
owned. The antelope and deer, to be sure, belong to the
state. But more and more, in these states and many others,

Tennessee game preserve
hunting is rugged, even
in special vehicle and
hunters must shoot fast.
This is fine boar area.

Lucky hunters connected
with snapshot at running
pig. Hunting costs run
from $85-$125, depending
on size of boar killed.

20

you pay the land owner a fee before you hunt. I know
several Wyoming ranches that charge as much as $50 for
an antelope or deer. This, of course, is in addition to your
license. In most fee instance of this sort, guide is not in
cluded. The payment is for hunting privilege only.

Not too long ago I hunted in Colorado in an area where
every land owner had signs along the road advertising for'
hunters. Most of them charged $10 per day for hunting
rights. One I was on briefly took all comers. This practice
of packing the property, of getting every last dollar, is cer
tainly undesirable. It is one of the best arguments possible
for the privately-owned big-game preserve, where the land
owner also owns the game and is therefore forced to be
concerned for its welfare, and for the welfare of his hunters.

In New Mexico, there are several large ranches where
one may hunt elk and deer and bear for a package fee. The
game belongs to the state. But because these ranches are
well run and their game carefully cropped, by limited num
bers of hunters, there is no crowding. One must purchase
state big-game licenses, however; and this makes the price
of the package rather steep. But that's beside the point.
What I'm emphasizing is that these places-even though
hunters may never have thought of them that way-are,
for all practlcal purposes, big-game preserves. Fee hunting
for state·owned big-game is already pretty well entrenched
in one form or another over much of the U. S. today.

Texas is a prime example. I own a place there, and have
spent the last four hunting seasons there. Years ago, all bUI
a piddling amount of Texas land became privately owned.
Texans do not know public domain lands as do the resi
dents of many other states, and in modern times they
never have. Therefore, a system has evolved which was
forced by this circumstance. You must know someone who
invites you to hunt on his land, or you must pay for "day
hunting," or you must have a (Continued on page 61)
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FOR COMPANY AFIELD IN

YEARS AHEAD, THIS FATHER

TAUGHT SONS TO HUNT

By RAFE GIBBS

THE WORDS came tumbling out of
Chris, the spokesman, as abruptly as

he and Gray had tumbled into my den:
"Dad, can we go rabbit hunting with

Mr. Williams? He said he would show us
how fo shoot."

My sons, Chris, 12, and Gray, 11. •.
They had tossed me a question I had not
expected-at least, not so soon.

But surprise was not the only factor
involved. There was a father's jealousy of
a filial interloper; and he, my good friend,
John Williams. Only one first hunting trip
is given to a boy, and in this case I
wanted the father to be the giver.

I had given my boys roller skates, sleds,
bicycles. But these were such small prizes
compared with a first hunting trip.

My own first trip -came one morning in
the Twenties in central Washington's
pheasant country. And from it memories
of a dog pointing a cluster of frost-sheated
willows, the whir of accelerating wings, a
wild, brown-camouflaged squadron taking
off, the quick roars of my Uncle Ernest's
double-barreled shotgun, two grain-fat
tened birds plummeting downward for
Sunday's table.

I was 13, and thrilled. But I remember,
too, wishing my father had been with me.
He was not a hunter, however, and it had
been up to my uncle to introduce me to
the oldest sport. He let me shoot at the
next flushed birds. I bagged only a beauti
fully purple and brown and green should
er bruise, but I wore it like a badge.

And now it was my sons who would
earn their badges. If the time had come
for them to go hunting, it was my respon
sibility to show them the ways of the
sport.

"No, fellows, (Continued on page 43)

Learning to shoot includes hitting bird
thrown from handtrap. That is fun. Less
pleasure is found in negotiating wire fence
with empty gun and without helping hand.
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Gray and Chris practice gun-holding under the watchful eyes of dad
who looks forward to many long years of happy hunting with sons.

FIRSTollhe
GOODYEARS



T HE UTILITY gun was a fairly popular type through
the 1920's and 30's, but was almost killed off by the

National Firearms Act. This was due to the fact that in
their original design, most of these guns had features that
brought them within certain provisions of this Act. Under
our present system of nomenclature, we would probably
refer to them as "survival weapons," but there are distinct
differences that set the old utility gun apart from similar
types available today. They represent an interesting phase
of firearms development, yet reference to them is almost
completely lacking in modern text books.

The utility gun was introduced about 1920 and was
largely the outgrowth or successor to the earlier "Bicycle"
or "Pocket" rifle. The prototype came out about 1870 and
faded away between 1918 and 1920 along with extensive
use of the bicycle. The "Bicycle" gun was characterized by
a short, 8 to 18 inch, barrel and a detachable, usually
skeletonized stock. It was chambered for rimfire cartridges
from .22 to .44, and some were smoothbored, using rimfire 
shot cartridges, There were also a number of long barreled,
detachable-stock revolvers.

These guns followed the general design of short barrel,
light weight, small caliber, and the detachable or folding
stock. They were compact guns, chambered for the .22
rimfire and larger center fire cartridges, as well as shot
gun shells up to 20 ga~ge. The "Bicycle" gun was designed
primarily for hunting small game in areas that could be
reached by bicycle. The utility gun was an auxiliary or
secondary gun intended as a supplement to the rifle for

taking small game or birds for the pot. It was also ad
vertised for the trapper or farmer who needed both hands
free in making their rounds, but who might have occasion
to shoot predators or small game, In effect, it was a walking
or pack gun, intermediate between the rifle and the hand·
gun, with features of both. In the hands of the average
hunter, it had a longer effective range, and was therefo're
more practical, than the pistol or revolver.

One of the better known and most popular of the utility
guns was the Marbles "Game Getter." This was a combina
tion, over-under gun with a .22 rimfire top barrel and a
smoothbore lower barrel. It had a revolver type grip and
a folding shoulder stock made of nickel-plated, cold-rolled
sheet steel. The stock was swung back and held in place by
a sliding lock when in use. It was unlatched and swung
forward and down for carrying. The upper barrel used
the .22 short, long or long rifle cartridge. The lower barrel
was available either for the .44 center fire shot and round
ball cartridge (it would also handle the 2-inch .410 shell)
or the standard 2V2-inch .410 shot shell.

Barrel length was optional at 12, 15, or 18 inches. Weight
varied from 2 lbs. 11 ounces to 3 Ibs. 5 ounces, depending
on barrel length. The action was opened by pulling back on
the trigger guard to unlock, then the barrels hinged down
like a modern double barreled shotgun. Plain extractors
pulled the shells half.way out for manual removal. The
hammer was of the rebound type with an adjustable striker
that was set by the shooter to fire the barrel desired. Sights
consisted of a 1/16" gold bead (Continued on page 36)

THESE liuns WERE
ou--rtJ.\'IVED

BUT THE CRIMINALS THEY WERE SUPPOSED TO

HELP ARE STILL WITH US

By FRANK C. BARNES

Savage Model 24 cut to 18
inches is used by rancher
Bruce Grimes of New Mexico.
Folding. detachable stock,
right, is illegal under Act.
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Ithaca's Auto and Burglar gun enjoyed
popularity as protection and hunting
gun, came in 20 gauge only, with 121/ 4"
barrels, patterned well with all shot.

Stevens Model 35 Autoshot .410 single
shot choke bored pistol was available
with 8 or 12V4 inch barrel, as defense
or small game gun, for shot or ball.

H & R Handygun, "ideal side arm
for the hunter, trapper and woods
man," with detachable wire stock,
was highly accurate .22 handgun.

Marble's Game Getter
gun took .22 rimfire ammo
in upper barrel. Lower
tube took choice of shot,
ball .44 eF, 2-inch .410
shell, or standard .410.

Forerunner of modern collapsible shotgun was ~this

H & R Folding Gun with automatic ejector. Gun came
in wide choice of gauge, barrel length, and weight.
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The GUN YOU BOPE

Colt Python in .357
is good defense gun.

ANY GUN MAY HELP. BUT

SECOND BEST IS NOT GOOD ENOUGH FOR COMBAT.

HERE IS AN EXPERT"S CHOICE OF DEFENSIVE REVOLV.ERS

By BILL TONEY

must be necessary, and the dangerous intent and ac
tions of your opponent evident. This will mean waiting

.until he draws or raises his own gun.
The primary consideration then is his instant im

mobilization. His hostile action must be stopped before
the possibly fatal shot is fired, and you may have only
a fraction of a second in which to do that. Your
weapon must be accurate, hard-hitting, fast handling,
and easy and comfortable to carry. Among those who
seek the best handgun, the police officer will probably
spend more time carrying one and is more likely to
have to use it in individual combat with a determined,
armed opponent than anyone else. What will best fill
his needs? Would it also fill yours?

Our Government Model .45 caliber automatic pistol
is an excellent military sidearm, and some very good
foreign police agencies use automatics. And for many
years in America-and until recently in some western
areas-the single action revolver was the choice. Now
it is generally conceded that the double action revolver
is the best choice for police work.

There are minimum limitations on size, weight, and
length of sidearms below which we cannot go witho~tit

sacrificing power, accuracy, and ease of firing. Beyond
maximum limitations we sacrifice speed, handling ease,
and carrying comfort. Police officers performing under
cover work may choose a small, light, easily concea'ied
weapon in the most effective caliber available. Uni
formed officers wearing Sam Browne belts and out
doorsmen wearing heavy rigs carry revolvers with up
to six-inch barrels and weighing up to three pounds.
Four or five-inch barrels and 2~-2% pound weights
are good all-around choices for them or for officers in
plainclothes, but not for undercover work.

Since some combat shooting will require aiming,
sights are important. The front sight should be square,
1/10-1/8 inch wide, strong and sturdy, and sloped
forward at an angle of about 45 degrees to prevent
catching in holster or clothing. (Continued on page 64)

YOU ARE A householder, businessman, police of
ficer, or in the military service. You have been

considering the purchase of a handgun for self-defense,
but you are confused by single actions, double actions,
automatics, shorts, longs, specials, magnums, and so on.

First, for what purpose will the gun be used? The
manual of arms may be practiced with wooden rifles.
Window peepers may sometimes be frightened with toy
guns, and some "speed cops" are overgunned with
water pistols. The most important use that anyone will
have for any gun is the protection of life--his own or
that of a third party. The laws of justifiable homicide
vary from state to state, but I know of none in which
you would not be legally justified under certain cir
cumstances. However, to be justifiable, the shooting
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Long barrels, holsters make
drawing of gun fr.om sitting
position difficult. Six inch
Smith and Wesson is handled
easily by crack shooter Bob
Gough of EIPaso, Texas.

This is Bill Jordan's S&W Com
bat Magnum with grips of his
own design. Jordan is a master
of combat quick draw firing.
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SHEEP HUNTING CAN BECOME AN OBSESSION. ESPECIALLY IF

YOU TRY TO COMPLETE THE ""GRAND SLAM"" ON THE KING OF THE MOUNTAINS

By DON DeHART T HE EARLY morning sky was dull and overcast as I stood glassing
some of the rough, rocky desert real estate called the Sand Tank Moun

tains on the Arizona maps. As I carefully looked over a high rock peak
about three-quarters of a mile away with a spur ridge cutting off to the
East, I spoke to my two companions, Homer Coppinger, a farmer from
Echo, Oregon, and my partner, Austin Hall, a guide from Payson, Arizona.
"Boys, this looks like good sheep country." Moving my 9x35 Baush and
Lomb glasses slowly over the area, I saw what appeared to be a big desert
ram silhouetted on the skyline of the spur ridge below. "Great guns," I
exclaimed, "there is a big one." Homer answered, "I thought I saw some
thing on that ridge too, but it looked too big to be a sheep. But, by
jiggers, it sure is."

By this time all three of us had our binoculars on the ram. We watched
him as he slowly moved along the ridge. He paused, shook his head and
running a few steps, sprang into the air as though he were going to fight
another sheep even though there were none to be seen. After this display
he walked slowly out of sight. I had decided that he looked good and we
should get closer to see if he was as good as we thought.

This was December 2, 1960, and the opening day of Arizona's desert
bighorn sheep hunt. Out of eighty permits in the drawing, only ten per cent
or eight non-residents from other states had drawn the lucky licenses. To
say these permits are a much wanted item is putting it mildly. Arizona is
the only state where non-residents who have bagged the other three North



American Sheep can get a desert bighorn to complete what
is called the "Grand Slam." In other words, join that select
group who have all four trophies which include the Dall
Sheep (white), Stone Sheep, and the Rocky Mountain
Bighorn.

Homer had taken his Dall Sheep while hunting with me
in the fall of 1957 in Alaska where I operate the Alaska
Guides and Outfitters from my headquarters at Slana,
Alaska. We had gone to British Columbia where Dennis
Callison of Mile 422 on the Alaska Highway and I hunt for
Stone Sheep at the headwaters of the Muskwa River. Here,
we were able to get Homer onto a good Stone, which gave
him a "half-slam" and made him a confirmed sheep hunter.
The next two years, 1958 and 1959, he spent in Alberta
after Rocky Mountain bighorn. In 1959 he made his kill

Homer Coppinger, confirmed sheep
hunter, keeps glassing the mountains
even though he completed grand slam
with record sheep that morning. Lucky
break concluded hunt on the first day
of season and in relatively easy country.

Sharing the honors with Homer Coppin
ger just after completion of grand slam
is Arizonian Austin Hall who acted as
guide on this once-in-a-lifetime hunt.
Sheep scored 168% in Boone and
Crockett, was best Arizona sheep.

getting a fine ram. Now he had bagged three toward the
"Grand Slam" and of course, he had to try for a permit in
the Arizona hunt and came out as one of the few lucky ones.

He drove to Buckeye, Arizona, where he met Austin Hall
and me and together we headed for Gila Bend where we
were to go into areas 39 and 40 for which his permit called.
All in all, there were only fifteen hunters in the area, and
Homer was the only non-resident hunter.

After going through the game checking station, we drove
our pick-up and jeep some 25 miles into the area where
we had decided to start hunting. We had tents, food, water
and complete equipment and supplies for a stay of ten
days. This country is very dry and unless camp is made at
a stock tank there is no water to be found. I want to stress
right here the importance of (Continued on page 51)

Picku p truck served as
base camp in Arizona des
ert where sheep hunt took
place. Plenty of provisions
and water are needed in
arid country to insure
comfortable camp for 3.
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Trips for moose can be costly, but
the lordly trophy at rainbow's end
is reward enough for many hunters.

By BERT POPOWSKI

HERE ARE SOME TIPS ON HOW

TO PLAN A BIG GAME HUNT WITHIN

THE REACH OF YOUR BUDGET

luxurious accommodations like these, if available, cost·
plenty unless expense can be shared by several hunters.

fered a bum steer on what should be one of life's outstanding
experiences.

For example, during one recent seven-day span I answered
27 letters from obviously uninformed big-game hunters.
They'd killed their deer in their home states, perhaps added
some turkeys and other wily game, but they weren't what I'd
call "dry-eared" in this matter of hunting the game-rich west
ern states. And the variety of their questions indicated that
the available information had left them much more puzzled
than informed.

The first query I fire at a prospective hunter is this: "How
much money do you have to spend?" Some of them grow
hostile at that, yet it's a fundamental. I'm chiefly interested
in helping those hunters who can afford a good hunt only

AS A SADDLE-CALLOUSED vet of scads of trips into un
1"\. known big-game country, plus a dollar-impoverished
victim of some of them, I've the deepest sympathy for eager
beaver beginners who think such trips can be made for a
mere pittance. For, unless they're coached by an old pro,
they're doomed to some keen disappointments in both game
and field pleasure.

Although I don't consider myself as particularly slow with
a buck, I like to get reasonable value in return. Thus, I've had
guides and guide-outfitters-there's a huge difference-that
were absolute tops in their exacting professions; and I've
had others-their billfolds bulging with what tlsed to be my
money-that I was glumly glad to see the last of. For, to a
hunter, there's no sharper disappointment than having suf-
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once every several years. The guys who can afford Alaska or
Hawaii can stop reading right here!

Basically, the plentitude of anyone species and its areas of
distribution determines its basic cost. If you're interested in
antelope, bighorn sheep or mountain goats-all of which
we're lucky to have to hunt at all in latitudes between Canada
and Mexico-you'll need some expert assistance and advice.
And if you want to bag a grizzly you're bucking 10,000-to-1
odds in those same areas, with the cost skyrocketing accord
ing to scarcity of each species.

The non-resident hunter who can afford a western hunt
every second or third year might wisely invest in a white
tailed or mule-eared deer hunt in the west; with, perhaps,
an acclimating go at pronghorn antelope in Wyoming or
Montana. Where seasons overlap he might bag all three in
as many days or, at most, within a week. Then, any spare
time he has should be devoted to scouting up the best avail
able accommodations for the more prized species: elk, shi
rasi (Wyoming) moose, desert bighorns and javelina of the
southwest, to mention only a few. There are also treats of
small-game and varmint hunting to enjoy, plus some superla
tive fishing.

Several eastern hunters to whom I've outlined trips of such

Cost of a bear hunt depends on your point of departure.
Good hide is a worthwhile trophy, more useful than most.

where success is often measured by fine physical condition,
plus the usual hunting skills.

What such hunters can do seven days a week at home
might cause considerable distress, even death, at similar
western projects. Elk might be too much for them, especially
during early-season hunts when they'll be 'way up in the
mountains. So will mountain-living muleys, as distinct from
those that live in the plains. Neither leave high country until
forced out by snows. Such exhaustion risks can be minimized
by the use of Jeeps and horses, but they all add to the total
of estimated costs.

Another pertinent question is: "What combination of
species do you want to hunt?" Most visitors want to try at
least two kinds of big game; in fact, many western states
offer combination permits with that very thought in mind.
Conversely, some species are separated from others by hun
dreds of miles, often requiring additional permits in other
states. Too, they may be offered to hunters during early,
intermediate, late and, sometimes, special seasons to harvest
the surplus.

Finally : "Are you hunting for meat, or trophies?" It
makes "a considerable difference, both in the time and cost
you should allow for the j aunt. Purely meat hunters can

~"

Wide spread of whitetail habitat makes this the cheapest
hunt for most Americans. Meat value further reduces cost.

diverse interests have since written me in delighted apprecia
tion. They found western restaurants were willing to prepare
some of their game for on-the-spot enjoyment at rock-bottom
costs, they met up with some salty westerners with whom they
made fast friends, and their subsequent trips were often
financially eased through such contacts. Some of my neigh
boring sportsmen are so fortunately located they can give
visiting hunters hunts that'll be remembered for a life
time.

Hunting several western big-game species invites another
searching question: "What is your physical condition '?"
Visitors who are heavy with sedentary lard, soft from desk
jockey jobs or, especially, have faulty tickers, shouldn't plan
lightly on tackling sheep or goats; or plan on other species
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down the first representative specimen they see, sGlmetimes
from among dozens or scores sighted during anyone hunting
day-as in the case of antelope. But sheep, and sometimes
goats, are different. They have to have horns of certain de
velopment before they're legal. And finding a fully mature
muley stag, or a lordly bull elk or moose for its trophy value,
can often run into lots of observation and searching. Point
ing for a spot in the Boone and Crockett records may take
even more.

The neatest package deals involve guide-outfitting trips.
They vary with the region, the species of game, and duration
of the hunt. Thus, it's always wiser to go to red-hot areas
than to attempt to shave a few dollars off the daily charges
by hunting in fringe areas. (Continued on page 57)
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Elgin T. Gates with his record-breaking Ovis Poli, the largest member of the sheep family, both in body and horn.
Jack O'Connor, winner of 1957 award, displays the out-standing Dall ram he collected in Yukon on his '56 trip.

\Wrnl®q~ \Wrnl® in
BIG GAME HUNTING ~

Herb Klein shot this exceptionally fine African Cape buff with 48 inch horns on his first safari in 1953.



By COL. CHARLES ASKINS

W HO ARE OUR topflight huntsmen today? We have
15,000,000 shooting men in this country, but who

are the top guns within the fraternity?
This is a pretty sticky question because none of our fif·

teen million shooting men register the trophies brought to
bag, the numbers of shots fired, the days· afield, the dollars
spent, nor the guns bought. It is a fact that many great
hunters are scarcely known beyond their own immediate
hunting lands. This lack of an accounting makes it some·
thing of a chore to assess the shooting accomplishments of
the clan.

If we are going to single out an individual as our No.1
nimrod what shall be the basis of selection? Shall it be by
reason of game brought to bag, varieties collected, miles
traveled, powder burned or the days and months in the
game fields to qualify as our hunting royalty? Or shall we
just look around and maybe say that the chuck hunter
working a West Virginia sidehill is our choice; or the
government hunter who yearly kills thousands of coyotes;
or an Eskimo stalking our dwindling caribou?

When we bounce around the names of our all·time great·
est hunters, the legendary ones, that renowned Kentuckian,
Daniel Boone, almost always gets the nod as our No. 1
nimrod. Right after Dan'l, and practically in the same
breath, someone always puts forward Davy Crocket; and
after the hero of the Alamo there is Kit Carson, Buffalo
Bill, Big Foot Wallace and a veritable regiment of others.

What did these pioneer hunters kill? Boone never tackled
anything bigger thana bear, and one encounter has been
retold no less than ten thousand times. As for the others,
the stodgy bison seems to have been largest.

While our hunters of yesterday are pretty freely acknowl·
edged to be our all-time headliners, their fame cannot rest
on the size or the ferocity of the game bagged. True, the
grizzly is sometimes a toughie, but there are other and
infinitely more dangerous critters. Maybe then the renown
of our legendary game-stalkers is more founded on the
quantities of game fallen before their guns. Certainly in the
case of Buffalo Bill this is probably true. Cody shot up the
prairie bovines by the thousands. It gained him some meas·
ure of immortality in the hunter's hall of fame, and it
certainly contributed to the decimation which the species
suffered. .

Our shooting figures of the past are reduced somewhat
in stature when we compare their exploits with those of
sportsmen from beyond our shores. Take Sir Samuel Baker,
the outsize Englishman, who hunted during the tag end of
the last century. This giant of a man stood bare inches
short of 7 feet, weighed 265 lbs., and was so powerful he
had Gibbs of Bristol build a 21 lb. rifle. This musket
sported a 36 inch barrel and threw a 4 oz. ball backed by
16 drams of powder. When we realize the standard 12
gauge shotload today contains only 3l1t drams equivalent,
we get some idea of the power of the Baker ordnance. Sir
Samuel used this rifle for a full half-century of practically
continuous hunting. He was wealthy, and the chase was
even more than a passion with him, it was an obsession.

Berry B. Brooks, who was selected Outstanding Sports
man in 1951, with his very remarka-ble sable antelope.

He shot on every continent, including this one, and his bag
of game ran into the thousands.

Of more recent times are the exploits of the incredible
W. D. M. "Karamojo" Bell. This laddy, a Scot, hunting
after the turn of the century, accounted for lIOO-odd
pachyderms during a relatively brief hunting period, and
what is even more astounding, he used a 7 mm. rifle for
most of the hunting. Anyone caught stalking elephant today
with a pipsqueak like the 7 mm. would be tossed into the
Nairobi pokey. It isn't cricket to shoot the lordly animals
with anything smaller than the (Continued on page 44)

Some 147 carefully chosen trophy heads from all over
the world grace the walls of Elgin Gates' trophy room.
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GUN IN WORLD WAR II.

BUT THE GOOF COULD

PAY OFF NOW BY GIVING

US GUNS FOR BRUSH WARS

German-made evolution of MG42 (bottom) runs from MG34 built to "evade" Versailles treaty.
through MG34 (Modified), MG34 S shortened for handiness, and MG34/41. "34" series have a
rotating bolt; that in MG42 is Polish-inspired with vertical rollers fitting barrel end.
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Cal. 8mm German MG42

By WILLIAM B. EDWARDS

Feed group of MG42 (top) and T-24 is
identical. American gun takes German
belt using .30M2 rounds but jams were
found which NATO round might avoid.

W HICH WOULD YOU RATHER BUY, a Volkswagen or a
machine gun? At the same price, I'd prefer the Volkswagen;

but today's citizen-taxpayer is paying $1600 each to purchase Amer
ica's newest M60 General Purpose 7.62 mm NATO-caliber "light"
machine gun, whereas your VW costs $1585 at port of entry. In
cluded in the Volkswagen price are transoceanic freight, U. S.
customs, and the profits of the manufacturer, exporter, importer,

distributor and dealer. The $1600 contract price for the General Purpose Ma
chine Gun needs cover only the cost of manufacture plus a nominal manufac
turer's profit agreed upon in the contract and which is low enough to squelch
any accusation of "profiteering" on the part of the manufacturer.

Although the man ultimately responsible for the development and okaying of.
this gun-Dr. Fred Carten of the Office of Chief of Ordnance, Department of
the Army-told me that "this is the world's best light machine gun," there are
some who question whether, with modern methods of fabrication, a machine gun
has to cost so much. This is a matter of particular and immediate importance
today, when Mr. K is rattling swords at us over Berlin, when we may soon have
urgent and desperate need for a large supply of machine weapons to oppose the
superior manpower that could be thrown against us in The Divided City.

We have the capacity to produce such a gun-or once had that capacity.
Oddly, the very light machine gun which this capacity permitted us to produce
was, during its brief moment in Ordnance history, a distinguished failure. It
was distinguished mainly because the Germans from whom we copied it made
good use of the gun in World War Two, so good (Continued on page 37)

Cal. 30M2 U.S. T-24 LMG

Saginaw-made copy of MG
42 is like German gun in all
parts but feed group, sights.
For $25,000 two weapons
were made on standard tools.
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COSTS VERY LITTLE. SERVES MANY NEEDS

AS EASY TO BUILD AS IT IS TO CARRY. THIS BENCH

Bench can be used from side position, as pictured above, or
from behind rifle. A permanent rest can be added if desired.

ABuild-It-Yourself

PORTABLE BENCH REST

By VERNON F. SCHULTZ

A GOOD PORTABLE shooter's benchrest can
be built for $12. This one is a dual-purpose

stand, adaptable for the shooter who likes to sit
squarely behind the gun, and also for those who
like to sit sideways to it.

Main Cost is a 2'x4'. piece of 3,4" fir plywood,
interior grade. Make the cuts according to the
sketch, round off the corners, then sand and bevel
the edges, as fir is known for its slivering. Three
coats of floor sealer, with special attention and
saturation at the edges, will give a shower proof
finish to the plywood.

Four blocks of wood, 4 inches square or larger,
are cut to the proper.angle. Oak or any other dense
wood is best. (Most lumber yards have bins of odd
size scraps for sale cheap.)

The block is the most difficult item to saw, but
an error of JiG of an inch, one way or the other,
'will make little difference. Most important is to
get the leg pointed out (Continued on page 74)
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Easily slips on to any
shotgun or rifle.
"Progressive Action"
absorbs shoclc Will
give years of service.
Only $2.00.

Deluxe Slip
On Recoil
Absorber

IIWhite Linell Recoil Pads
Unique design offers gradual resistance to
recoil, instead of "mushy" cushioning or
abrupt "bottoming." There is a model fot
every purpose, whether rifle or shotgun.
For quality. long life and unexcelled shoot
ing comfort, insist on "White Line" Recoil
Pads. Deluxe (shown) $3.75.

Mershon
Custom
Walnut Grips
Designed for target shooters. In
this grip you will not experience
"Rocking" with recoil or ugly
gaps. Of finest imported walnut, expertly
checkered with a hand-rubbed oil finish.
Only $8.50.

MERSHON "10 Point" Grips
Fits all modern Colts and S & W Revolvers
and pistols. Easily installed. Improves shoot
ing accuracy. Prevents gun from slipping if
hands are moist or wet. Can be cut or shaped
to fit your hand. Only $5.75.

See your Mershon Dealer or write for FREE
literature

MERSHON
Sure Grip Shell Packs

Will safely and conveniently carry your
cartridges without dalnage or loss. A model
for most cartridges. Shells won't stick
when removed. Fits on any belt up to 2"
wide. Only $2.50.

Mershon Deluxe Handgun Cases
4 and 5 gun capacity

Compact and light. these
beautiful sturdy cases
have rack for 4 or 5 guns,
space for accessories and
sporting scope. Available
in two models - with or -.
without back door. The
exterior is finished in
your choice of 8 attrac
tive colors and materials
and Is fully lined to
match. 4 g-un c.apacity
without back door only
$29.50.

~
~ MERSHON CO.

dit:i.\iOll of

~ 12 3OF~~a~,~HAL~;;~e~. ~~E NUE

Dept. IIlil Los Angeles 1S, California

add a five-dollar bonus to the shooter who
scores 20 on the 2S-bird course, and a com
parable reward on the short path, with per
haps a jack-pot for the shooter with a per
fect score (if and when it is broken).

Future plans call for an all-around tourna
ment, when facilities are ready, combining
bird path, trap, and skeet scores for cham
pionship events, similar to the Williams Gun
Shop All-Around Michigan championships.

• • •
Perhaps a movement should now be started

to rewrite the Articles of War, stipulating
that future military engagements be limited
to the shotgun. The reason for this, after a
long history of recent domination of Inter
national shooting events by Iron Curtain
l;ountries, the United States team won the
World's Championships, at Oslo, Norway.

Francis Eisenlauer, Col. W. C. Everhart,
and Dr. G. C. McLaughlin teamed up to
crack 585 of 600 International-type targets.
An Italian team was one target off the Yank
winning place, and Russia scored 582 for a
third place finish. East Germany was fourth,
giving the Soviet and satellites a stand-off
in the place divisions. At least, in this en
gagement, tbe free world achieved a stand
off, or better.

Mr. Eisenlauer tied with an Italian gunner
for the World individual title he won in
Moscow last year, but lost a shoot-off, 24
to 25.

This column has always maintained that
North American clay target gunners ought
to hold their own with the best in the world.
This news from Oslo seems to bear out this
confidence in our marksmanship. Pull! con
gratulations go to the winning shooters, and
to the rest of the American team, Sgt. Wil
liam Abbott, Lt. James Clark, and Frank
Little, all of whom shot well, and won gold
medals in competition.

• • •
George White, personable manager of the

National Skeet Shooting Association, reminds
me with pride that skeet shooting is defi
nitely on the up-swing in 1961. At the time
of our conversation, 842 shoots had been
registered for 1961, as against 720 in 1960.
This is good news for skeet buffs, and a good
trend for all clay target fans.

• • •
More clay target booming can be expected

in the Northern Indiana industrial complex,
now that the Elkhart Trap And Skeet Club
is in operation. This fine new club offers the
full range of clay target programming, in
cluding registered shoots, merchandise shoots,
industrial leagues, and events for the begin
ner. The new club, featuring 4 fields and a
$100,000 clubhouse, is south of the Indiana
Toll Road, on the west side of the Edwards
burg road. Note to other clubs: the Elkhart

Do YOU HAVE a friend who is a hot.
trap or skeet shot and/or fancies him

self a great quail gunner? If you have such
a friend (or fiend) and want to cut him
down to size, take him at once to the Blaine
Waite bird walks, three miles south of Hart
ford City, Indiana, off Indiana Route 3.

Some quail hunters have said that no clay
target game could duplicate the field con
ditions~of quail hunting. If there are quail
'buffs who hold this opinion, they have not
yet tried the bi~(l'walks on Blaine Waite's
farm. Here, Waite and his associate Guy
Triplett .have simulated every evasive tactic
of. a_quail, and added a few variations which
have not yet occurred to quail (thank good
ness) .

The operation has been open almost daily
for a year, and as we go to press, no shooter
has a perfect score on either of the two bird
walks. One is a 25-target course, all singles,
and the other is a shorter IS-bird path, with
nine singles and three pairs of doubles.

One recent national trapshooting trophy
winner had to be content with a score of
fifteen on the 25-target walk. I was confident
a new record would be set when I scored 19
on the first trip around. I'm still thinking
up alibis for the lower score produced by
the second trip. I had a little gun trouble on
the short path, which I'm sure was all that
kept me, from a perfect score. I explained
that I really didn't have time for a second,
trip with another gun. When my wife pointed
out that I did have time, I suddenly became
too tired for another trip (what I didn't want
to reveal is that I'm going to slip on another
baJ:rel, and go '@lCk and mow 'em down).
If I'm 'not at home for the rest of the year,
try calling me at the Blaine Waite residence,
phone ,873 Ring 1, Hartford City, Indiana.
Mailing .add,reS's; RR. 2. I still think those
targets can be broken.

Without revealing too much of the set-up,
I can tell you that as you walk down the
paths with your guide, clay birds go zoom
ing off in front of you, behind you, to your
left to your right, and through brush or trees.
At one corner of a field, you creep through
a tunnel in brushy trees, then just as you
emerge, out flies a bird in front of you. When
you take another step, off shoots a bird to
your left, through a screen of trees-just
like quail.

You can warm up, if you wish, on regula
tion 16-yard targets, before setting out on
the paths. Fees are $2.50, plus shells, for the
2S-target path, and $1.50 for the shorter
IS-bird course. A landing strip for light
planes is located one mile from the walks,
for the convenience of visiting sportsmen. No
provision is made for alibis. You must pro·
vide those.

As we go to press, Waite is planning to

I
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THESE GUNS WERE OUTLAWED
(Continued from page 22)

he did in earlier portions of this column.
After the bragging about North American
victories in International Trapshooting, I
must now offset this by reporting that Russia
took top team honors in the World Skeet
championships at Oslo. The great Canadian
Barney Hartman did uphold our honor with
a second-place finish in individual. events,
losing the title to Carlos Plaza of Venezuela
by one target. The individual events were a
battle of the Americans, North and South.
The United States team placed fourth~
in the team events. ~
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shotguns, turned out a utility gun that was
later advertised for police use. It was noth
ing more than a light frame, double barreled,
20 gauge shotgun with 12% inch cylinder
bored barrels and a pistol grip. It weighed
only 4% pounds and was made with a short
forearm so it could be held in both hands.

I fired one of these guns once, and with
heavy loads, it did require two hands, if
you expected to have the gun in hand for
the second shot. No shoulder stock was fur
nished by the factory, but it was easy to
make and fit one that would fasten to the
gun with a simple strap. The factory did
furnish a special holster, the complete out
fit selling for about $45. The gun was orig
inally intended for small game, but just
before it went off the market, Ithaca called
it the "Auto-Burglar Gun" and suggested it
for automobile and police use. It was a
sawed-off shotgun in every sense of the
term and the National Firearms Act put it
out of business. It was, however, one of 'the
most effective small game auxiliary guns ever
made. Loaded with buckshot or the solid
ball, it was a wicked killer on medium size
game at close range,

Savage Arms Company had a rather unique
approach to the utility gun that should be
mentioned. This was a single shot, .410
gauge shotgun barrel that could be used on
their Model 99-G, takedown, high-powered
rifle. The entire outfit could be purchased
as a combination kit in a fancy basswood
carrying case. The shotshell barrel could
also be ordered separately at a cost of only
$10. The .410 barrel required hand-fitting if
not purchased with the original rifle. It was
a very handy item, but was discontinued
when Savage quit making takedown Model
99 rifles.

After the National Firearms Act eliminated
most of the desirable features of> -the utility
gun, weapons of this type disappeared for a
few years. When they did return, around
1938-40, it was as combination guns or take
down carbines. Savage-Stevens brought out
the .22/.410 over and under Model 24 and
also a single barrel shotgun with an inter
changeable .22 Hornet or .30-30 rifle barrel.
Marlin had their Model 90 over-under avail
able with a choice of .22 Long Rifle, :22
Hornet or .218 Bee top barrel and .410 gauge
lower barrel. All of these guns had barrels
that were too long; they weighed too much
and were too bulky to be real utility guns.
However, as primary weapons for small game
hunting they had many advantages over the
utility type and are still quite popular. The
Marlin was discontinued in 1942, the Savage
Stevens Model 24 is still being made.

At present, we have two guns that prob
ably qualify in the utility category. One is

club will be a family recreation spot. Camp
ing, playground, fishing, and picnic areas
are included in the new lay-out, so that more
Hoosier hot-shots will be in the making.
(End of commercial for my home state of
Indiana) .

• • •
Also in Indiana, the Sherwood Club, Sher-

erville, has added skeet to the already busy
trap fields at the popular Northwest Indiana
family recreation club.

• • •
Ye editor has to eat some of the bragging

front and a three leaf, folding rear sight
that gave a choice of a small U notch, buck·
horn with large U notch or a %2 inch peep.
A special heavy leather holster with shoulder
strap and belt loop was furnished with the
gun. Price varied from $24-26, and an extra
holster was $2.50.

Another utility gun used widely was the
Harrington and Richardson "Handy Gun."
This was a single barrel, single shot, break
open, shotgun-type weapon with a detach
able, heavy wire stock, It came in a choice
of calibers including the .22 Long Rifle,
.32-20, .410, and 28 gauge. The rifled models
had a 12lA inch barrel, but the smoothbore
offered a choice of B or 12lA inch barrel.
Sights were the simple front bead on the
shot models and a low ramp combined with,
an adj ustable aperture on the rifled ones.
Weight varied from 33 to 42 ounces. The
gun came complete with stock and a special
holster for $12-15.

Without the stock, this particular gun
was nothing more than a single shot pistol
in .22 or .32-20 caliber, and as such was
not subject to the National Firearms Act;
but it was discontinued anyway. Colonel
Townsend Whelen wrote up the "Handy
Gun" in the May 1932 issue of Outdoor
Life, and had some very kind words for this
gun on a big game hunt.

Harrington and Richardson also made a
folding, single barrel shotgun that, in the
light frame model, was something of a utility
gun. This came in ,410 and 28 gauge and had
a 22 inch barrel. It weighed only 4% pounds
and folded into a neat little package not
much longer than the butt stock. It was in
tended as a light, handy, small game, auxil
iary gun, but was too bulky to carry in a
holster. It was discontinued due to lack of
sales, not because of the National Firearms
Act.

The latest models of the well known
Stevens "Off Hand" or tip-up, single shot
pistol were advertised as utility guns. These
were available in .22 Long Rifle or .410
gauge only, and had 6, 8, or 12% inch bar
rels. Atone time, detachable stocks were
furnished for them, but this was discon
tinued several years before the factory quit
making these little guns. Many owners made
their own detachable stocks of wood or wire
as these guns were well adapted to such use.
Weight varied from 24 to 34 ounces, sights
were of the adjustable, open leaf type. They
were priced around 10. The shot version
became illegal, but the .22 was just a single
shot pistol that the factory discontinued due
to lack of sales. The one fault was the firing
pin, which could be broken quite easily by
dry firing.

The Ithaca Gun Company, famous for their

DON'T MISS THIS NEW CATALOG!
BIGGER AND BETTER THAN EVER!

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

KNOXVILLE 6, ILLINOIS

Ride into "big buck" country and bring boek your deer

with ease on the hill c1imbin', ridge runnin' TOTE GOTE,

Specially designed for off highway travel, the light-weight

(120 Ibs.) "GOTE" will carry a man and his gear up 45%

grades, through gulleys, across fallen timber and over the

roughest terrain imaginable with a minimum of effort on

1he part of the rider. Its completely automatic transmis

sion will let you travel speeds of 1 to 18 miles per hour.

REGISTErED iRADE ."-\ARK OF BONHAN, CORP,

AMERICA'S NO.1 OFF HIGHWAY CYCLE

GIL HEBARD GUNS

168 jam-packed pages devoted exclusive
ly to the pistolman. Over 630 illustrations.
Articles by top shooting and reloading
authorities: Blankenship, McMillan, Joy
ner, Reeves, Weinstein, Toney, Cartes,
White, Weston, Shockey, Clark, Gibbs,
Hebard. These alone worth many dollars
if published in book form. National Rec
ords, all latest products and prices, hun
dreds of score improving items and tips.
Clark, Shockey, Pachmayr, Colt custom
guns, Ruger, Hammerli, Hi-Standard, S&W,
Colt, Sig, Browning, Iver Johnson, Cros
man target and field guns.

The Pistol Shooter's "Bible" and stand
ard reference book. No catalog like it! A
MUST for competitive pistolmen or anyone
interested in handgunning.

Double your money back guarantee if
you don't agree it's the bigl'1est pistol shoot
ing value ever for $1.00. MaIled Immediate
ly in protective envelope. Postpaid $1.00.

ORDER YOUR COPY TODAYl

This year pack 'em out with ease!

TOTE®GOTE

r-----------------I
I Bonham Corporation G·2 I
I P. O. BOX 220 PROVO, UTAH I
I Send Free Booklet and Nearest Dealer's Name, I
I NAME, .... ....... I
I I
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U.S.-made copy of German LMG was fitted with BAR bipod for test but
either American or German style mounts, sights, could be used today.

THESE GUNS- COULD BRIDGE THE WEAPONS GAP
(Continued from page 33)

The amendments to the National Firearms
Act enacted during 1960 will now allow bar
rel lengths down to 16 inches, and this will
make it legal to build small caliber weap
ons that will more nearly approach the old
utility gun. The folding or detachable shoul
der stock is still illegal, but the ordinary
takedown feature is just as useful in prac
tically all cases. The long barreled, "Bunt
line" type revolver made by Colt and Ruger
lack only the shoulder stock to be utility
guns. If the hunter uses both hands and a
rest, the lack of a stock becomes relatively
unimportant. The modern hunting revolver
has, to a large extent, filled the need for a
utility or auxiliary gun, as conceived some
40 years ago. We actually have as good or
Detter weapons available in this category
as any time previously, and only the name
and the shot feature appear
to be gone for good_

lever and jerked the barrel to the rear as
the casing moved sideways, forward of the
breech. "We have hardly ever captured one
of these with a bad barrel," he explained,
"in spite of their high rate of fire of 1200
rounds per minute." He pointed to the mail
ing tube carrying two extra barrels strapped
to the skeleton tripod of the piece. "We
understand their gunners have orders to
change the barrels every belt burst, every
250 rounds. It keeps them from overheat
ing."

I was impressed by the sheet-metal stamp
ings and relatively low-cost welded construc
tion of this gun, as well as by its novel
recoil-operated engineering features. Espe
cially interesting was the light weight of the
piece. The gun could also be mounted on
a bipod or on an elaborate tripod which
permitted anti-aircraft fire. Low cost, ease

of manufacture, were the keynotes.
Behind the design of this gun lay an

earlier model, the MG34. It, in turn, was an
upgrading of the Rheinmetall MGI3. These
guns were developed during the days of
German Army limitation by the Versailles
treaty. Forbidden to develop what antiquated
arms design concepts called "Heavy Machine
Guns," German ordnance in Germany and in
collaborating factories abroad came up with
lightweight guns capable of being adapted,
as by quick barrel changes, to the tactical

(Continued on page 40)
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that it is even today the standard light
machine gun of the Bundeswehr and has
been returned to production at Rheinmetall
in West Germany at a cost of about $200
each, in NATO caliber. The gun was, and is,
known in Germany as the MG42. In the
U.S., the record clerk in Springfield Ar
mory's museum knows it as the "Machine
Gun, T-24." At the offices of the contractor,
Saginaw Steering Gear Division of General
Motors Corp. in Detroit, it is known as the
gun they couldn't get to fire right.

And yet the gun Dr. Carten calls the
world's best LMG owes its feed mechanism
and much of its bolt and mount construction
to this German prototype. It is so much like
the German gun that the noted German arms
engineer, Dr. Lossnitzer, now employed by
Springfield Armory, when he saw the first
models of the M60, was overheard to say,

"Well, I don't see where it is any better than
our MG-42." Perhaps he was right: at any
rate, Ordnance once put much store in this
novel German weapon, as 1 learned when I
first saw one.

The time was in 1943, at Aberdeen Proving
Ground's huge Foreign Materiel shed. While
visiting the arms display there under care of
Colonel Jarrett, I saw a group of trainee
officers being conducted around by a young
Lieutenant of Ordnance. He was showing off
an MG-42. Demonstrating the utter sim
plicity of barrel removal, he flipped the big

the Armalite, AR-7 Explorer, and the other
is the Firearms International Combo. The
AR-7 is a .22 semi-automatic that takes down
and fits into the plastic stock. Over-all length
is 34lf2 inches, takedown length 16112 inches
and the barrel length is 16 inches. It only
weighs 2%, pounds. The Combo is a rifle
pistol combination based on the Unique
Model L22 semi-auto pistol. It can be used
as one or the other by purchase of a rifle
barrel and stock unit to go along with the
pistol. The pistol has a 3%6 inch barrel and
the rifle unit an 18 inch barrel. Both of
these are very light, handy, and adequate
for small game. The Savage Model 219 single
shot .22 Hornet or .30-30 and the Model 24,
.22/.410 are both rather long and heavy to
be true utility guns. However, I have seen
some of these guns with the barrel cut to
about 18 inches and with takedown fea
tures. In any event, they are very handy guns.



A STUPENDOUS SHIPMENT -A STUPENDOUS FIND! From Guatemala-the world famous, ultra rare, BRNO VZ~4

Mauser with the beautiful Guatemalan Quetzal "FREEDOM BIRD" receiver crest-and in the ever-popular 7MM cali
The happy culmination of one of the largest arms deals of the century. The ultimate MAUSER wanted' by EVERYC
but rightfully in the all heart hands of YE OLD HUNTER-only because of his sterling international reputation.
one can EVER steal a march on you if you order YOURS today at a low, LOW $34.95! In special select cqndl
only $5.00 additional. ALSO genuine M98 Mauser bayonets, with scabbard and leather parte epee only. $:
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Ye Old Hunter is all heart!

Ye Old Htmter illustrates all weapons by actual unre~
touched photographs 80 you can see how they RI::ALLY look!
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One of the most soug-ht aftcr rifles in the $249world today. and at the lowest price ever!

Imaf:rlne! The 7MM caliber in the sleek. small-rin~ 98
Mauser Action. All good or b<:>l.ter. Ol'der from this ad.

M95 (A) MAUSER RIFLE!

M95 (55). MAUSER RIFLE!

The finest selection of the famed German made S5 (Super Strength) Model 95 ever availal
Paul Mauser's most expensive masterpiece-the SPECIAL 5S (Super Strength) model with
THIRD locking lug behind the bolt. Also a special bolt guide rail to REINFORCE the recei
wall and make this the world's smoothest-not to mention a special SPORTER follower, J
milled parts. NEW bayonets. AND the three models below to choose from-ALL in the POPI
7MM cal iber! Better order today for best selections. Don't be denied the best for the Ie;

Read the above introduction to convince
yourself that these Gel'man made Mausers
are the answer to your wildest desires. and

order today this accurate, hard·hittinR' mastel'piece. Grade I
of the above with oriJrinal finish and very good or BETTER
only $24.9!'i! Gl'ade II. KOod or better and in perfect shooting

Used mililary Sli~~~P~5~~lYN~~'b~~m~~n1Ja~~i~~dsa~~~o$°t".~·5$~i~t? fcr:b~a~'~:

MAUSERS!

$249
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FAMED GERMAN MADE CHILEAN M95 MAUSER

COLLECTORS' SPECIAL ~~Rpl~ ~~tp~tcer~S~iCheXootthlcersamhamVoe LUGER O~~ERS! J
Brand new Ger- '... •.charged for anyone! man manufac- _,- _

1. German 20MM Rheinmetall. (AP) tured 4" 9MM
2. Danish 20MM Madsen. (Wide- Luger Barrels. threaded, finish cham-

rimmed) (AP) bered and blUed and only $9.95! Your

3. 20MM Solothurn "Short." (AP) ~~~rt~~~~ ~~v~~i~~ Only $9.95
4. SOViet 12.7MM, (AP) Ultra rare! LUg"cr! Stock an dd 50c Post.) 11---------.
5. British .55 Cal. Boys. (AP) Urnnd new Ger. Regislered Dealers
6. ~~~~~:n7·~~6r~h~~t~1l)· The NEW ~~f:~;:r~1::~7.65 or ~1~lt~u~rne~~~Ul~t~~=

ALL (6) FOR ONLY $495! Finest in precision workmanshIP. head for n~w sensa-
( Id " d""d II)' ;~g~ ':;~~<':~~nto~o,~,h:l Only $$.95 tiona! discount IIsIS.not 50 ,n ,v, ua Y long" last. Finest Qual. (Add 50c Post.)
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§ INCREDIBLE AMMO BARGAINS §= Minimum order (except Soft Point) 100 rounds. All prices below (except Soft Point) per 100 rounds. == Shipped RR. EXPRESS. SHIPPING CHARGES COLLECT. Sensational New prices! Save. save, save! ==PISTOL CARTRIOGES .30·06 BLANI<S ....... .. H.OO =
:: 7.63 MAUSER (PISTOL) (M.C.) $5.00 :~~34~~W~;H (~il:'iTARy.. · n·gg ::
:: ~~~ ~~~~~I~~;~A~~~tIOULMi~·~b..·.. ~::g~ .303 BRITISH BLAN KS : ::::::~4:00 ::= 9MM LUGER (NEW. NON.CORROSIVE)· $6.00 8MM GERMAN MAUSER ISSUE (M.C.) ...$6.00 == 9MM STEYR PISTOL (M.C.) $4.00 8MM LEBAErtN(~·C·)ER ·· · ·..·.. ·..· ·..·.. ·$6.00 == .455 WEBLEY (M.C.) S7.50 8:rC~L~ BER~;~ RIFCE"(M:C:j'''::::::::::sftgg ::
:: RIFLE CARTRIDGES .43 (IIMM) REMINGTON (M.C.)· $5.00 =
_ SOFT POINT CARTRIDGES -= 6.5MM lAP (M.C.) $6.06 65 SWEDISH SOFT POINT (40 d) $590 == 6.5MM ITALIAN IN CLIPS (M.C.)· ~~.gg 7:5 SWISS SOFT POINT (20 rds.r.

S
.:.. :::::::$4:45 =

:: ~.~rITMAlY~~RIN(~;Eih"'iiii·:cj· "::S5:00 7.62 RUSSIAN SOFT POINT (45 rds.) S6.ij~ ::= 7.62x39MM RUSSIAN SHORT (M.C.) ~~5MM~~~~~RS~~~l~~~1T(2~4~d~'Js:'i::Jt~o::
:: 7 Ji~~dSR)ussiA·N"·(;;i':cj"........ .. ..::Jg~ .303 BRITISH .SOFT POINT (45 rds.) ........S6.65 == 7'65MM (.30) MAUSER (M.C.) S6.00 (Those few WIth asterisk (*) above are par· == .30.06 U.S. M2 (NON·CORROSIVE) S6.00 fially shaatable but fully campanentable.) =
:i111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111';
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WESTERNERS! Save transportation costs---arder direct -/rmrr.
Ye Old Western Hunter. Service that now spans a continen"

(In the heart of the Golden State.)

SMITH & WESSON
.38 SPECIALS!
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• •

ONLY
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• •

World's Lowest Prices!

MAUSERS

MAUSER!

• Standard 7MM Caliber

• All Milled Parts $3495'• BRNO Manufactured
• Standard M98 Action

• ~~I~u:t <;t~~ke Rifling

• ;e~~1f/~~t G~}:te~~f:~ar.~r~~~~::'bl:ird" Crest •
• All good or better condition ;.;;§~~~~.r~::::::,...

ONLY

M98BIRD"

PERSIAN KAR 98 MAUSER!

Ask anyone who owns one! The finest
workmanship ever seen on a military $1995'

.

rifle, without qU.3lificatio.n. And on a Mauser to boot. •
Very good to excellent-with a few choice ones only
$4.00 more. Make this your number one choice.
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$2995!§\IIUU':~~~UM'-==---- :: COLT 1917

CARBINE! .45 ACP REVOLVERS!

FABULOUS PERSIAN Sun Lion 98 MAUSERS!
The finest Mauser of them all ... the incredibly rare (until now_ALWAYS sold for $100.00
and UP) PERSIAN SUN LION Mausers. Manufactured during the truly great arms production
era of the ~O's and 30's, these magnificent Mausers were secured by Ye Old Hunter in an exclu
sive deal With the Shah after all competitors failed to pass the Purity of Blood and Best of Breed
~ests. Only 45,823 left, so better order today one of these totally machined (no cheap stamp·

:;a~) ~~~s s~:r1~n~V~f1:~ea;:fP:[}$rat
q ~aj;~~ti~r:,d oPt~·~hc~snt! t'S~~~ ~reL~~'1N~a~siw-~2n~rt~oRn~

FR.EEDOM
(8)

ORIGINAL
VZ·24M98
MAUSER!

"WtJ ~I ~ rn 1I111'~ II!:
your. state or city =
reqUires. ::

WEBLEY &, SCOTT
REVOLVERS!

@T e CAL.
~tl~~t:- ila~~~rT~3 't:li:g;;;~e'a'fl~~~~: ONLY ~~~~re~1iveg~Tht~~: .38 S&W

prec~dented low ~rice. The strongest, yet trimmest _ .38 Cal. Smith & Wes- S~b~~~Sh.~gne{tteg~ei~: ::
almost Identl~;fbtl~1~h~v~~~daH3gli46°Lte~ti~~~erI~f t~:~~~ot~~~ $3495 ' = ers. Very <Yood or bet- son Military and Police Jthese have both the _
shape and 1I1 good or better condltlOn comple'te With PERSIAN - ter condItion 0 n I y Revolvers rechambered slI1gle and double ac- -

~VrI6kO~~H~-E~S~f5~6 8A'b'o~~Io~Atome l~ B:r1~~:O l~~tW Ife~'~; :: fe~i ~~iy ~~~60 e:~a~: ONLY ~Opec\~Y C~~rb~l:.r A'~~ ONLY ~~~sraridi~d~~i ~~rW~ ONLY ::
has, or ever will b.e matched to say the least! Order yOUlS today! • - tlonaI. C\Vhy pay more $2495' completely refinished $3 495' Only $3.00 addlllOnal $16951 -. _ elseWhere?) Half-moon and reblued and only for one m NRA Excel- -

Iai"" ...... " ,"1.,..., ..", •.,"" ..,"'°0°0""" II Ii """ .. ",,, I .... " .. " .... ei aM .. aM " Ii .. " Ii 11 = clIps. 10 ea ,45 ACP _ a meager $34.95! Beat _ lent conditIOn. A low • =
~co GROUP. "WORLD LEADER in ARMAMENTS" __* ;llilllll~~i~~llill'I~~illllllllllll~;IIII'i'lllr;illlllmll"""""lii;i,itlllllllll.'il'II"",II"E

T H E H 0
. I CANADIAN BUYERS: Wnte direct to our Canadian Distributor, P. O. Box 628, Peterboro,

: P 5 H A V E BEE N H A RV EST E D B 0 R I 5 Ontario. Add 20% to above prices \Vben ordering and SAVE. Immediate, prompt and courteous service.

S. UNION ST. • ALEXANDRIA 2, VA.
33 WASHIN GION BLVD.• CO LVER CITY 2. CALIF.

IMPORTANT SALES INFORMATION - PLEASE READ CAREFULLY: All euns and ammo shipped
RAILWAY EXPRESS OR TRUCK CShioping Charges Collect) from Alexandria. Va. or Culver City. California.
(California reilidents include 4 % State Sales Tax on Culver City shipments.) Send check or Money Order.
DO NOT SEND CASH. Sorry no-COD's. Regret we are unable to accept any HAll Heart" Sale order less than
$5:00. "Money's 'Vorth or Money Back" guarantee when goods are returned prepaid within two days after receipt.
Ye Old Hunter will not answer ascrimoneous letters. Send them p.lsewhere. Sales limited to continental United
States! Special sale prices, abOl'e, are good for month of publication only! A seleciion never before eQualed!!l
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Positive Expansion without shattering.
Deeper Penetration. Partition holds ¥.J
total bullet weight intact. '

Engineered AccuracYr No other bullet
is made with closer tolerances.

243, 25, 264, 270, 280
Rem., 7mm, 30, 338, 375

cals. avail.

Wherever possible, an exact duplication
was made of German design and parts, and
the American ammunition was used in the
German open link belt. Two guns were con
structed on tools fabricated by following the
drawings. The two guns were not "experi
mental" guns in the sense that the word
meant something wholly new and untried.
The project as stated was simply to' fabri
cate a copy of the MG42. Intent of Ordnance
was, after testing to prove the gun had been
copied correctly, to launch full scale pro
duction for the war emergency. The guns
built by Saginaw Gear Division were fabri
cated on tooling built to permit this increase
of production when the final okay was given.

Two guns, designed "T-24," were received
from Saginaw Gear in record time by the
Ordnance Research Center on January 6,
1944. Test firing was unsatisfactory, and it
was recommended that further development
work be undertaken before the gun be sub·
jected to the lengthy and severe standard
light machine gun test. The T-24 contained
slight modifications of the MG42. The bolt
was increased in weight, in an effort to re
duce the cyclic rate of fire to conform to the
average 600 per minute of U.S. require
ments. A conventional BAR bipod was fitted
in lieu of making up one like that of the
MG42. As the weapons were received at
Aberdeen without sights, a BAR rear sight
and a temporary front sight were adapted to
fit the guns. The buttstock was formed of
sheet metal instead of plastic as on the
German gun.

As modified, the average cyclic rate of fire
was 614 rounds per minute. In the short
20 13/16" barrel, the average instrumental

role of the Heavy Machine Gun.
Sustained fire, with mobility, were among

the factors which impressed U.S. engineers
in favor of the MG42, once we managed to
catch one to study. Though internal bolt
changes were made, the MG42 is a some
what refined stamped metal version of the
MG34. The belt feed, an excellent design
shoving the cartridges out of half-circle clips
on the link belt, though modified, is basical
ly the same today, and reflects the one major
belt construction advance over the old woven
belts. Too, the MG34 and MG42 could be
fed from SO-round belts curled inside drums
that hooked onto the side like big cartridge
magazines. Fed that way, or from "saddle
drums" of similar construction, the guns
were capable of being used in the assault in
a manner only approximated but never sur
passed by our own much-modified and
heavier Browning .30s. The MG42 was a gun
to write home about-if you lived.

So serious was U.S. interest in this design
during War Two that we actually considered
adopting this model and fabricating it in the
U.S. for immediate use overseas. Rather than
study it as the "basis" for an American
design, the contract as let to Saginaw Gear
required the copying of the gulls "to closely
follow the lines of the German weapons, but
incorporating modifications to adapt the gun
to our requirements." Drawings were made
of a captured MG42 and completed during
June, 1943. The only changes made were to
adapt the gun to our Caliber .30 Ball M2
cartridge, including necessary barrel internal '
modifications. The MG42 of course is nor
mally in the original German 8 mm Mauser
caliber.

a
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_ World's largest selling re- I

loading tool that really I
.pea~s for itself•

• Loads rifle. pistol or Ihot.
shells. II

• Full length resizes and Il
swages bullets with ease•

• lathe bed east iron frame stronger than limilar II
tools, no scrap iron used. D

_ Complete with primer arm, and shelf holder of II
your choice. ' New primer catcher $1.37 ~

•. ;;tent Pending • . . R
• Only measure of this type made' II

with micrometer setting. Has two I)
built in baffles that aclua lIy ta~e I

..! the weight off from the powder.

'i?? §.S Shpg. Wgt. 4 Ibs,' !
Guaranteed for your lifetime. In e
translucent white or red.
Price for any pistol or rifle II

cartridge. 42¢. Shp. wgt. 8 0%. ~
'rice for any shotgun II

~~~_":,",__sh:",e_II_4,,,,:,9..;¢_'~S~hp~,,,,,:,w..;g:.t_. ~8l;0~L__1!
Send for famous free boo~let. How ft
to Reload by George leonard Herter. I

Send 2S. for giant 400 page reload- ~""""_il I
ers catalog. Dept. 2AI

"P!JIlPfl!!I~MIII!MEDIATE DELIVERY

'" ,... ". -

Use In, Herter tool or "'e for t"ree mont"s In" if In ,our opinion It Is not
s.per;or ;n III WI,S t. In, 'OU "lYe seen or use" return for I full refun".
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Re
II Standard Conventional Typeo Mar~ II Reloading dies,

I
heat treat finish not chrome
plated. Shp. wgt. 2 Ibs. ,
2 pc. rifle die sets __$5.049

II 3 pc. pistol die sefs__$7.19

II ~~!!!!!!!::J)~~~~!!!!!::5I UWii&
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STOCKMAKER CHISELS
THAT SAVE TIME & MONEY

;~ FRANK MITTERMEIER
(7//& WORLD'S FAMOUS

GUNSMITH SUPPLIER

The 16 chisels, gouges and parting tools of
this set, have been especially selected ·for
shaping and inletting of rifle and shotgun
stocks.
Those imported German carving tools are
made from the best quality steel, and are
formed and hardened by top grade artisans
to assure life long service.
With this time-saving set you can greatly
increase your productivity and profit.
Price of the complete set as illustrated
$29.50.

If not available at your dealer order direct.
Mail 25c for the Big New 48 Page Catalog

FRANK MITTERMEIER INC.
Gunsmi,h Supply Headquar,ers (Es'. 1936)

3577 E. Tremont Ave. New York 65, N. Y.

ft
ft
ft'
ft
! 'etents 'ending
I Shp. Wgt. 04 Ibs.
Il • Has patented "Instant Stapilizor." Gives you
II, instant accurate reading for the first time with
1] a touch of your finger.

!
_Has two leveling screwS eliminating need fo

shim up one side of sca Ie.
_ Has hydraulic dampener to use if desired.

II_ Guaranteed 1/1'0 grain accurate 325 grain
11 capacity.

II' '~'Ii1"'11'. a··' .Ii ~... o-

m
- Finest precision machined, hardened polished.

All popular calibers. Standard Conventional
TYPe Mar~ I Reloading dies we have made these
for years. Hard chrome plated.

tl
Shpg. wgt. 2 Ibs.

die sets $4.79; 3
~i.. sets $6.49.



velocity was 2629 feet per second, with a
maximum velocity of 2670 and a minimum of
2561, using standard M2 ammunition. Both
low pressure and high pressure ammunition
was used in the functioning tests.

Using 38,000 pounds-per-square-inch am·
munition, three failures to eject, created by
short recoil, were recorded. Gun operation
was satisfactory during 50 rounds fired with
high pressure 55,000 p.s.i. ammunition.

The endurance test was started, but exces·
sive failures to eject occurred. It was found
that short 2- and 3-round bursts could be
achieved without any gun malfunctions, but
continuous fire created occasional jams and
malfunctions. Single shots could not be ob·
tained, as the weapon was not provided with
a control for this type of fire; it followed
the German fully-automatic original. At full
automatic, 14 short recoils (failures of the
bolt to carry fully to rear, thereby ejecting
the fired case clear), and one failure to feed,
were recorded. Three hundred rounds were
then fired in intermittent short and long
bursts. Two failures to feed, two short reo
coils, and one ruptured case were experi.
enced.

Various adjustments and substitution of
parts were tried without success. In all,
1,583 rounds were fired, with a total of 51
malfunctions. Had the gun passed even this
test, they would have been ·produced for the
emergency and considered as "limited stand·
ard." They were still superior in many ways
to our Brownings.

According to Col. George i'l'!. Chinn's "The
'lachine Gun" (Vol. I), published by the

Bureau of Naval Ordnance as a synthesis of
machine gun designing through the ages,

THE GUNS THJlT
WON THE WEST

Colt Army .44 Cal. 1860

ANTIQUE
These are replicas of original rare COLT guns
made of strong metal-look and feel like the
REAL GUNS-with gun blue finish.

1847 Colt Wolker-44 col. $7.95
1873 Colt Peocemoker-45 col. $5.95
1836 Colt Texas Poterson-40 col•...... $6.95
1848 Colt Wells Forgo-31 cal. . $5.95
1860 Colt Army-44 cal. . $5.95
1851 Colt Novy-36 cal $5.95

Truly no\-'el gilts that are interesting eonversation
piece.. Each gun comes complete with a .horr
and enlightening history on its period.

Send ca,h, check or ~Ioney Order nOUlI

VALLEY GUN SHOP, Dept. G
77" Foothill - TujuDga. Calif.

investigation revealed "that inadequate com·
pensation for the difference between cartridge
length of our caliber .30 M2 and the German
8 mm cartridge case had been made, and
that the receiver on the American version
was too long. The rear lugs on the bolt body
also had not been placed far enough back to
allow the bolt face to recoil behind the
ejection slot in the bottom of the receiver.
As a result, the receiver yoke interfered
with the cartridge guide plate by as much
as a quarter of an inch."

The project was stopped, and the two
models were ultimately delivered to Spring
field Armory as museum specimens of a
costly failure by the Industry-Ordnance Team

·to come up with the goods.
The gods of irony must have been laugh

ing, for the failure of some unsung Saginaw
engineer to correctly compensate for the car
tridge length (which in the case of the M2
is about :14" longer than the standard Ger
man round), created a gun that today could
be of great value. Today, our standard car
tridge is not only shorter than the .30 M2,
but shorter by nearly :14" than the 8 mm
Mauser. As anyone knows who has converted
a Mauser 98 to another cartridge, complica
tions arise if you alter it to a longer case
length; but if the new load is the same, or
shorter, the job is easy. While changes in
autoloading mechanisms, as in the MG42,
are not so simply done, the Germans today
find conversion of their MG42 to the new,
shorter 7.62 mm NATO a fairly easy matter.
Currently, the Bundeswehr is using Wartime
MG42s with new barrels in them made by
the FN in Belgium on special contract.

I saw these barrels being proof tested in

THALMANN ARMS AND AMMO
OFFERS YOU

Custom Gunstock Carving and Inlay
Firearms - Ammunition

Ammo in the following colibers: .222,
.243, .250/3000, .257, -.270, 7mm., .30
Corb., .30·30, .300 Sav., .30-40, .30-06,
8mm., .38 Sp., .45 ACP, .45 Colt.

Send self-addressed, stamped envelope

for free price list to:

THALMANN ARMS AND AMMO
P. O. Box 545

Fort Davis, Texas

POCKET CLEANER
Scrubs pockets quickly, clean &
bright. For use in any motor or
hand-driven chuck. Or can be
manually operated. Fine steel
wire brush. with metal sleeve.
Only $1.00 Ppd. Specify whether
for larg-e or small primers.

KUHARSKY BROS.
2425 W. 12th st., Erie, Penna.

The Original
Nitrogen Processed

Fog-Free Scopes
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Quickly loosens rust and cor
rosion on guns, rods, reels,
outboards and equipment.

AT ALL HARDWARE
AND AUTO STORES

RADIATOR SPECIALTY COMPANY
c:HAo'LOTTI, N. C:.

FAMOUS GERMAN AIR PISTOL

•177 Cal. rifled BBL.
Adj. Sights and Trigger.

Comes Attractively Boxed
w/l00 Pellets. $19.95 ppd.
OUR FIRST LIST OF RARE, UNUSUAL
AND CONTEMPORARY FIREARMS... SOc

THE ARMS LOCKER, INC.
2027 Harbor Blvd. Costa Mesa, Calif.

the Liege Proof House test branch at the
FN. Two old MG42s were fixed in the proof
bunker. Barrels were slapped in, the top
cover raised, a strip of 20 shOls placed across
it, and the barrel fired. Each gun had, I was
told, run more than seventy thousand shots
on full-automatic in accepting barrels for the
Bundeswehr. Today, the West Germans are
again producing MG42, post-war model in
the new caliber, but very like the old in
parts and construction. Apparently, Rhein
metall had no real problems in copying the
MG42 for the new, shorter cartridge.

Today, if the Saginaw tools "have not
rusted into uselessness, or if they have not
been lost or thriftily sold as scrap, we have a
potential gold mine in tax savings in this
equipment. Cleaned up, set into a production
line and put to making MG42-NATO parts,
this wasted program of wartime haste could
be made to pay unexpected dividends. The
MG42 is enough like the M60 to be similar
from a training point of view. During our
present emergency shortage of weapons, just
as in War Two, the American MG42-NATO
could be classified Limited Standard and
serve a valuable need in bolstering our
weapons-short troops in Western Europe. In
stead of a special gun unfamiliar to the
German Ordnance (upon whom we would
have to rely in part in an emergency), we
would have guns which are, wherever pos
sible, "an exact duplication of the German
design and parts."

The new German gun costs betw~en- $200 .
and $300, depending on accessory equipment.
Our expensive, riveted·together Heavy cal.
.50 Browning only costs $750. The U.S. ver
sion MG42·NATO in mass production could

BOHLIN'S
"Elmer Keith

MAGNUM
Protecfsight Holsters"

Specially constructed grOO'fe to
protect rib and blade of mica
rcar sight which does not "con-
tact" the leather. "Cobra
Snapaway"@ gun hold-down

which also prevents snow, etc. ob
structing notch in the blade. Bol
ster retains its permanent shape
under all usual conditions and is
rast-drawing. Belt 2% inches wide

with any angle of holster desired. First
quality leather and workmanship guar
anteed. leather douhle and sewed.
Gi~e waist & hip measure, caliber and
make of ,:,In and barrel length. Add
parcel post $1.50 and in Cali(omia :ldd
40/0 State Tax-35% deposit required
on all C.O.D. orders.

Plain: Tan $34.50. Black $36.50. Fully
carvcd (shown): Tan $46.50. Black $48.50.

Afaker 0/ ""World'. Fi.neBt" holstera that have 110 equal
for fast-drawino.

Edward H. Bohlin 931 N. Highland Ave., Hollywood 3B, Calif.
Copyrighted 1960 by E. H. Bohlin

hardly cost more than double the German
price--considerably less than a Volkswagen!
For each machine gun, produced, the tax
payer would have $1200 left over to put into
the civilian economy for greater prosperity;
or for each 1600 now spent on a gun top
designers don't "see where it is any better
than the MG42," four guns could be pro
duced for the price of one.

As those conventional hard-hitting Red
Divisions build up in East Germany around
Berlin, it would be a comfort to the Berlin
Garrison to know it was getting firepower
in quantity, fast and cbeap. Can we ~
put our MG42s into the line in time? ~

Guns that shaped the"nation•••'

VY
MS

CO.
8 EAST FORT LEE RD.

BOGOTA
NEW JERSEY

ZOUAVE
R-l---luF--N«-L--...··YTE--- ~~~H

" " m~~

LAST OF THE GREAT! Most thoroughly per
fected of all the percussion military rifles! With its
carefully rifled ordnance-steel barrel, the ZOUAVE
Rifle was hailed as the most accurate rifle of
its day.

Featuring a fine walnut stock, deep-blued barrel,
case-hardened lock; an elegant brass patch-box and
fittings, the ZOUAVE was by far the most colorful
rifle used in the Civil War.

The ZOUAVE Rifle is available in rifle or carbine
barrel-lengths only from Navy Arms Company.

SPECIFICATIONS
Weight 9.5 pounds
Overall length with rifle·length barrel............ 49 inches
Barrel lengths 33 inches (rifle), 20 inches (carJ
Caliber 58

price $125.00

Available through your local dealer
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FIRST OF THE GOOD YEARS
(Continued from page 21)

Norma's made Q. dream come
true for all handgun hunters
and real gun bugs. Here's a .44
Magnum cartridge with super
accuracy .•• tremendous shock·
ing power.

Want more
handloading info?

Send 10¢ for the NEW
"Gunbug's Guide."

Box GM-l0

This new non.fouling, jacketed
bullet is pleasant to shoot, too.
Muzzle velocity is 1470 fps in a
6!h inch barrel, even more in
carbines. Breech pressure is
moderate.

And famous Norma "Re"
quality cases insure safe func.
tioning, easy extracti~nt mini
mum gun wear.

Norma's exclusive .44 soft
point bullet makes the big dif•
ference ••• doesn't deform as
do ordinary lead bullets • • •
,packs enough wallop to literally
flatten a mooseI

Don't miss this chance 10 fire
the first .44 Magnum soft point
ever offered for handguns or
carbines. Ask for the brand
new .44 Magnum Norma soft
point cartridge at your favorite
gun dealer.

SOUTH LANSING, NEW YORK
Div, of General Sporting Goods Corp.

place for pettiness.
Winter was nudging fall, and three inches

of fairly fresh snow lay soft on the ground
ideal for rabbit hunting. Rabbits, being
very busy animals, make a lot of tracks in
a lot of directions, but they usually follow
courses with a minimum of rock and timber
obstacles. We looked for such courses.

Coming upon one, I thought it was devoid
of furred traffic, but out of the corner of my
eye I spotted a cottontail diving off a pine
stump. Throwing up my rifle, I fired in that
instant during which a rabbit almost invari
ably pauses for a last look before taking
cover. I missed.

"Why didn't you shoot him while he was
running?" demanded Chris.

"It takes a better shot than your dad to be
fairly certain of killing a zig-zagging rabbit
with a rifle," I grinned. "And before you
shoot at any animal you should be pretty
sure of killing it. Crippled animals suffer,
so we'll try to hit a rabbit when it's pausing."

"Well, I saw that rabbit-uh-pausing for
quite a while on the stump," offered Gray.

"Why didn't you tell me?"
"God made the rabbit so pretty I didn't

want it killed."
As I fumbled for an answer, Chris came

up with:
"Gray, don't you ever hold out again! God

made the rabbit pretty, but He made it for
people's food, too."

The next time Gray spotted a rabbit he
told with a nudge of Chris' arm, which now
cradled the rifle. Chris fired, but the shot

• Reloading tools,
auessories and
ammunition components

• Gun-care products and
gunsmiths' slipplies

• Sights, scopes, mounts
and auessories

• Game calls, bullet
traps, gun cases,
leather goods. etc.

~~1ai.~~,~KC.
WILMOT, WISCON'SIN
Phone UNderhill 2-4111

FREE ' TO SPORTSMEN-
• RELOADERS - GUNSMITHS!

Gander Mountain's big new 1961-62 cata- .
log features huge stocks of America's
top-value, famous brand merchandise.
Everything for the shooter including;

I don't want you to go rabbit hunting today
with John Williams-because I want to take
you hunting myself, next Saturday."

Hunting day. On the fringe of the timbered
Thatuna Range of northern Idaho, we parked
our car. Here among the protective pines
was game to be had in good measure. In our
Idaho mountains today are more deer, elk,
bear and rabbits than Lewis and Clark knew
early in the 19th century.

For a quick brUi;h·up (we had practiced
earlier on grandpa's farm), we held target
practice on inanimate objects before moving
on to the rabbit rendezvous. The targets
selected were grounded pine cones, because
I wanted to impress on the boys that they
should not fire a rifle without seeing a back·
stop of earth. -J'

Chris got first shot, and promptly jumped
a cone at 25 yards.

"My first cone!" he shouted. "I'm going
to shellac it and keep it on my desk for a
paper weight."

Gray, considerably smaller than Chris, then
aimed weavingly at another cone, and clipped
off a twig a yard to port.

"My first .twig!" he cried. "I'm going to
shellac it, and keep it for' a ... a ... well,
I'm going to keep it."

Surprisingly, with no protest on Gray's
part, it was agreed that perhaps he wasn't
up to rabbits yet, and Chris and I would do
the shooting. And also, with no protest from
Chris, it was decided that-for demonstra
tion purposes-I would take the first shot.
This was big stuff in the big outdoors, no

I Gander Mountain Shooters' Supply, Inc. I
; Wilmot. Wisconsin • I
I Please send me your new 1961-62 Shooters' Supply Catalog, I
I absolutely FREE! I
lName 1
I I
I Address I
I I
L~y .!~~s:~ :J
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undergrowth diligently, but they were get·
ting tired, and that was just what I did not
want to happen. I was selfish. I was thor
oughly enjoying this new-found companion
ship with my sons, and I wanted them to be
eager for another hunt, and another...

Then I noticed we had been traveling in
a circle. And whitetail deer, I knew,' have a
trick of looping a hunter and following him
awhile before going into hiding.

I turned quickly, and the boys followed
my action. We saw him then. A many
pronged, whitetail buck silhouetted atop a
ridge. Whitetails usually avoid the skylines,
but this one was breaking the rule to give us
an unforgetable picture of the wild. Grace
fully tapered brown body outlined against
blue sky and green timber.

"Dad, we caught him!" cried Gray.
In our vision only, but the conquest was

sufficient for the day. We started home, and
I noticed that both Chris and Gray were
light of step again.

"Some fun," said Gray.
"Yeah," agreed Chris.
I was glad that I-not my friend, John

Williams-was the third man in the party.
And I do not refer to three men facetiously,
for somehow my boys had grown consider
ably that day. Hunting is a man's game, and
my boys had known and thrilled to the hunt.
The old man had opened the door to the
big outdoors for the two young men, and he
was a proud doonnan.

We three men would hunt again, and
again. Would wann up after the hunt before
a low-burning campfire, would listen to the
cry of the loon and the shushing of the wind,
would retell yarns freshened by the moun
tain air, would crawl into bough-cushioned
sleeping bags and sleep the sleep of the
hibernating bear.

One day, one rifle, one rabbit, one sight of
a deer had brought promise of good~
years to come. ~

African and Asian game. Sportsmen submit
their claims to Ward's, a representative of
the company takes the measurements, and if
they are of such proportions as to deserve a
place in the Book of Records, the entry is
duly made. Unfortunately, the Rowland Ward
listings have not been brought up to date.
The latest effort saw the light 'way back in
1935. Rumor has it, however,"-ihat a new
text is in the mill.

Between these two books, the researcher
gains relevant data in any effort to establish
the standings of our ranking sportsmen.

Better, possibly, than these compilations of
trophy records is the current award given for
the outstanding sportsman of the year. This
is a recen t thing, now in its sixth year,
originated by the west coast firearms manu
facturer, Roy Weatherby.

A committee, ten in number, consider the
claims of ranking sportsmen and at the end
of the year after all candidates file their
briefs, a vote is taken and the outstanding
sportsman selected.

The selection committee contains some im
posing names, people who are practicing
sportsmen and hunters, and a crew, certainly,
competent to put the finger on our gamelands

(Continued on page 46)

.375 Magnum these days. Just how Karamojo
Bell killed his mammoth game with such an
inadequate weapon is still the subject of live
ly debate in elephant-busting circles.

But who is the modern counterpart of these
hunters? Scarcely a sportsman among us who
does not know of some really outstanding
shooter and hunter, an individual who yearly
bags his buck, fetches home the festive tur
key, seldom misses when the bobwhite fly.
Then there are others who cast farther afield,
shooting in far away places like Kenya,
India, and the great island that is known as
Kodiak. Great hunters, all. But what manner
of hunting records do they keep? Unfortu
nately, all too few.

Luckily, there are some accountings which
are maintained and are valuable in toting up
the standings of our hunting crew. One of
these, and surely the most valuable, is the
Book of Records maintained by the Boone &
Crockett Club of New York. This organiza.
tion accepts meaBurements of game trophies
from any sportsman, investigates the claims
and, if substantiated, enters the measurements
in the next volume of the record book.

In England, the firm of Rowland Ward,
one of the ranking taxidermy houses of the
hunting world maintains a similar record of

went high, and the rabbit low.
Again I took the rifle. I wanted very much

to get something for the pot. The boys ex
pected it of me, and this was the one trip
on which I did not want to let them down.

With this thought still weighing heavily
upon me 20 minutes later, I noticed a cotton
tail creeping out of bramble hiding.

"You got him! You got him!" chorused
two boys. Gray was first to the rabbit, and
held it high.

"Is Mom ever going to be surprised! You
know, Dad, when she wished us- luck this
morning I betcha she didn't really think we'd
get anything."

The eternal thrill of man in bringing
home game to doubting woman!

All morning we had been crossing deer
tracks-old tracks-but now we came upon
fresh imprints. Crisp in the snow. Made
within the hour.

"Oh, boy!" said Chris. "Let's get a deer,
and really surprise Mom."

I explained that we could not do that on
two counts: Deer hunting season was not
open, and it is always illegal in Idaho to
shoot a deer with a .22.

"Well, le~'s follow the deer tracks, any
way," countered Chris. "It's no fun hunting
unless you're following something-and I
don't see any rabbit tracks around here."

The deer tracks were worth following, too.
The toe drag and spread between the hoof
prints indicated a big buck. In this part of
the range, probably a whitetail. We fol
lowed.

Nibbled brush was still moist. Our quarry
could not be far away. But we trudged a
half-mile through the hush of the woods.
Then it was a mile.

"Look for a quick-flipping, white-fringed
tail in the brush," I told the boys. "It's a
danger signal to other deer, but a tip·off to
hunters, too."

The youngsters scanned the thickening

WHO'S WHO IN BIG GAME HUNTING
(Continued from page 31)

5D
Receiver

Sight.

Q.C. Top Mount.
low central overbore. Shooler
can change from scope to
peep (in bose) in 10 secondi'

Q.C. Side Mounl.
With standard
rings scope is positioned off
set. Allows simultaneous use
of scope and receiver si~ht.

No cluttering knobs
or posts on WiI ...
Iiams receiver
sights. Internal ad
justments-positive
locks. Rustproof.
Foolproof.
Receiver
Sight.

Q.C. Sid.
Mount. With HCO
rings scope is posi..
tioned above iron sights. At
lows simultaneous use of scope
and receiver sight.

STRONG BRIDGE·TYPE
QUICK CONVERTIBLE SCOPE MOUNTS

WILLIAMS
THE MOST DEPENDABLE
SHOOTING EQUIPMENT MADE

For plinking or trophy hunting the Big 5,
shooters have confidence in Williams
equipment. It is precision made for life..
time accuracy and the standard in big
game hunting areas the world over.

Stream
lined Romp.

Screw-on and
Sweat·on models

available in 5 heights.
SEND FOR CATALOG - 212-page catalog il
lustrates all popular shooting accessories _
guns, reloading equipment, etc.

WILLIAMS GIJN S.lGHT CO. "on 'he range"
7210 Lapeer Rd., Davison 20, Michigan
o Enclosed is $1.25, iend 212 page #10

Shooter's Catalog.o Enclosed is $1.75, send above calalog plus
booklet "How to Convert Military Rifles."
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REVOLVERS! CARBINES!

EXACT SHOOTING REPLICAS of the MOST FAMOUS CIVIL WAR GUNS

Copy of scarce First Model Colt Army 1860, this new replica pistol
has fluted cylinder, 7%" barrel, comes with detachable shoulder
stock making it a carbine. $144.50.

FLUTED STOCKED PISTOL CARBINE

Our NMA cal. 44 8" bar
rel, plain cylinder $89.95.
Extra engr. navy scene
cyl. $14.95.

FINEST
CAL. 44
BLACK

POWDER
SHOOTERS

Smooth frame civilian
model has silver straps
engraved cylinder $99.95.
Takes 27-30 grs. powder.

We supply 451 Lyman
moulds, $10. Also have Dix
on "Colt's Patent" replica
powder flasks, finest made,
just $20.

ORIGINAL COLT'S
SHERIFF'S .45

Rarest Frontier model .45 built only for us
by the Colt Company in Hartford. This is
limited issue gun, only 500 made and only
a few left. Fine for pocket defense, ideal
for collectors. All new ... $139.95.

EXCLUSIVE
WITH US.

CENTENNIAL
ARMS CORPORATION

3318 W. DEVON AVE.

CHICAGO 45, ILL.

"THE FINEST IN

BLACK POWDER GUNS."

If your dealer doesn't stock "Centennial" arms, send his name, and order from us.
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this Texan, Herb Klein, who was first to be
hailed as the champion Nimrod. What has
he done?

Thirty-five years ago (Klein is now about
55) he went to work in the oil fields of
Wyoming. While in the state he shot deer,
elk, bighorn sheep, antelope, and bear. Later,
he swung over into Montana and Idaho, and
still later dipped down into Colorado and
Utah. Directly after the second world war,
he commenced to journey annually into AI·
berta, and it ~asn't long until he had cov·
ered all of Alaska and was familiar with the
gamelands of Old Mexico. By this time, he
had shot all our North American sheep, the
Dall of Alaska, the Stone of the Yukon, the
Bighorn of the Rockies and the Desert of
Mexico, Arizona, and Nevada. He was one
of the extremely few sportsmen, incidentally,
to accomplish this "Grand Slam" on our

World record (56112") African sable.

sportsmen? Has this fivesome, by reason of
trophies shot, miles traveled, gamelands vis·
ited, powder burned, and!or record books
cracked, really earned the coveted title of
"Outstanding Sportsmen of America?" "Let
us take a look at the record." How about

RICHLAND ARMS CO.!
BLISSFIELD. MICHIGAN •.. Phone 680 •

Writ. lor i1fusl,aleJ litetalu,e onJ aJJress of nearest Jeo'e,.

SINGLE BARREL

Ittl/itln TRAP GUNS

MOOEL 400

Remarkable value at amazingly low price. A 32" barrel
with ventilated rib, long beavertail forend, automatic
ejector, non-automatic safety, salin chrome hand en·
graved receiver and hand checkered selected Europeon
walnut stock and forend. Weight about 7Y2: Ibs.

Model 400 12 gouge •.• $79.95

.The enthusiasm shown by sportsmen for the
rapidly growing sport of wing shooting is creating a

demand for a good, single b~rrel trap gun.
RICHLAND ARMS meets this demand with a gun

designed and produced by a leading .Italian gunsmith•
.Of highest quality materials and craftsmanship,

these low priced guns combine the desirable features
of the expensive ones.

MODEL 500

This model incorporates all the desirable features of the
Model 400 plus a chrome-lined barref, machined trigger
guard, Monte Carlo slock and deluxe engraving.

Model 500 12 gouge ••• $119.95

(Continued from page 44)
kingpin. Membe~ship consists of General
Nate Twining, U.S. Air Force, now retired,
formerly chairman of the U.S. Joint Chiefs of
Staff; Joe Foss, Marine flyer of World War
II fame, formerly governor of South Dakota,
presently Commissioner of the American
Football League; Coloman Jonas, president
of the great taxidermy firm, Jonas Brothers;
General Jimmy Doolittle, one of the great
heroes of WWII; Jack O'Connor, for more
than a quarter-century the firearms editor of
"Outdoor Life" magazine; Warren Page,
guns editor of "Field and Stream" magazine;
Brigadier General Robert Scott, USAF, re
tired, an author who wrote the best-seller,
"God Is My Co-Pilot". and "Between the
Elephant's Eyes"; Herb Klein, Texas oil
man, hunter and sportsman; Pete Brown, a
firearms writer with considerable hunting
experience; and finally Weatherby who
whumped up the idea of annually selecting
our most outstanding hunting·shooting sports·
man.

The annual selection is based on the fol
lowing: "A sportsman who by his outstand
ing achievements in the big game hunting
world, by having collected the g·reatest num·
ber of average and record animals, unusual
accomplishments, high character and sports
manship, and contributions to game conser
vation and hunting education shall be worthy
of this great award."

In 1956, Herb Klein, Dallas, Texas, oilman,
was selected as the Outstanding Sportsman
of the Year; in '57 it was Jack O'Connor,
Lewiston, Idaho; the third annual choice was
Warren Page, New York. In 1959, the diadem
was handed to Berry B. Brooks, Memphis,
Tenn., cotton broker; and in 1960, the crown
was unanimously bestowed on Elgin T. Gates,
Balboa, California.

Are these then our greatest present-day

SALE
MFG. in Germany.
The New Over &
Under Derringer-

.22 Cal. Blue Finish $16.95

.22 Mag. Chrome 24.95

.22 Cal. Chrome•.....•.•• 19.95

.38 Spl. Chrome 39.95

Fine High quality German
Walther, World War II German
automatic. Fires 9mm Luger car
tridge. Original condition. Extra clips
$7.50. Ammo 9mm, $8.50 for 100
rounds.
Original as issued, Army Holster $8.7S

"TIGER" SADDLE CARBINE

FRONTIER DERRINGER

MAUSER RIFLES & CARBINES

CARBINE
Lots of Brass. Good collectors item-

Good Condo $19.95
Select Grade 24.95

.45 AUTOMATIC
Brand neW unfired
Argentina 45 autos.
Beautiful blue finish walnut
grips $39.95
.45 auto holsters. Brand new ..... $8.00
Ammo--$3.50 Box
Webley 45 ACP Revolvers
Excellent $19.95

Send Check Jumbo Used Guns •.. $1.00 PP
or M. O. German Military .50 PP

with Order Great Western .50 PP
CATALOGS Colt Single Action.. .50 PP

EARLY & MODERN FIREARMS CO., Inc.
P.O. Box 1248 Dept. G Studio City, Calif.

Very rare 7.65 caliber. Beautiful
blue finish. Walnut grips. Ex
cellent condo $24.95. Near mint $29.95.
Ammo: $4.50 box. Stripper clips: $1.25
each. Holster: $5.50.

SMITH & WESSON e::=-iii:
REVOLVERS

45 Caliber. Excellent condition.
Commercial blue finish .. $32.00
38 Special. Snub nose. 2" BBL.
Excellent $39.95

A RARE COLLECTORS FIND
.44-.40 Caliber. Original

Blue Finish, in Excellent Mechanical
and Shooting Condition, Complete

with Saddle Ring. Select grade $49.95

RARE SWEDISH WW II
Bayonet & Saber-Very finest quality~
& workmanship-Collec,tors find-mint
(on~~:~-$4.95. Enfield Rifle Boyo. .

mint-
$4.95. Argentina
Bayonet-$4.9S
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.303 and .22 L.e-Enfl.ld
S.M.L.E. Rifles in
MATCHED SETS

* Ol'll"LY

$24.95
Here is the once-in-a-lifetlme op·
portunity to own and shoot two
world.famous Lee-Enfield S.M.L.E.
rifles in TWO GREAT CALIBERS
.•..22 for low-cost plinking and
target practi<:e (shoots all stand·
ard ,22 ammo) and easy-to·obtain
.303 for huntIng. protection, and
fullbore target shooting. Improve
your marksmansh ip with the inex.
pensive ,22 . . • get your buck
with the hard-hitting .303! .22
Separately ONLY $19.95. 2 for
$35.00; .303 Separately ONLY
$9.50, 2 for $17.50; Selected
Models $2.50 ea.

ITALIAN M91 TERN I
RIFLES AND CARBINES i

In Mat.hod Sels! i

~,::

• •P Three matched models
for on Iy $22.50

These famous arms were standard
issue of the Italian Army in both
World Wars!
M 91 TS Carbine and Rifle full
stocked; other Carbine with Origi.
nal folding sprinq bayonet. All
cal. 6,5mm. 6-5hot modified
Mannlicher action. Fair or Better.
Sold separately-Rifle $ 8.S0
Carbine with MannlicherStock $ 8.50
Carbine with SpringBayonet $ 9.50

P
(Good to V.G.)

All ORDERS
SHIPPED

DUTY FREE

,..~Ultte't4.. ,~ 'Jku".
RIFLE VELOCITIES WITH YOUR HAND
GUN USin9 Jugular jacketed Bullets, or
Game Stopper ammunition. leals..38 
.357 - .44). Field and range tested for
over ten years.
SHOT CARTRIDGES FOR HANDGUNS,
for snakes, birds and rats. leals..38 
.357 .44 -.44mag. - .45 ACP 
.45 LC).
Bullets ond Ammunition for new Ruger
.44 Carbine.
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

BALLISTIC AND HANDlOADING DATA - 25c
Dealer and Organization inquiry invited.

SHOOTERS SERVICE, 2ne.
CLINTON CORNERS, N. Y.

S34·50
$3.50 EXTRA FOR

REFINISHED STOCKS
(Rifle or Carbine)

--_........
-....~. ~

- RIFLE Only . $29.50
2 for Only $54.50

CARBINE Only
2 for Only $59.50

MATCHED SETS-l Rifle $59 50
& 1 Carbine ONLY •

Popular Cal. 6.5MM MANNLlCHER SCHONAUER
1930 System Rifles and Carbines

(Made by STEYR for the Greek goverrunent)

BEAUTIFULLY ENGRAVE~a~OeM~!N~J~c~af~~~e~~~~~~. ~F~~~
~i;~ Satisfaction guaranteed

Send $1 for illustroted cotolog C
~affen A. G. HANAK

c::.:.::,:,=,~=~~'J Box 3516, Sussex, N. J.

These fine arms ... except for military stocks and sights ... are virtually
identical to the world famous line of )Jannlicher-Schonauer Sporting Blfies
and Carbines for which the modern commercial models currently sell for
~~~JlI~~2U·~~n. The famous MIS Action alone far exceeds the value of the1

SPECIFICATIONS: Caliber: 6.5 Mann. Schoen. (Sporting and military
aUllnO readily available), Barrel Length: lUlIe 28"'-Carbine 20". Sights:
V-Type. rcar, adju~table. Magazine: Famou:; Mannlicher-Schonauer enclosed
rot.ar? 5-5110t magazine. Safety: Positive. manual, at reur of bolt. Markings:
Ongmal Stcyr or Breda markings. N.n.A. Good or better.

*MILITARY COLLECTORS TAKE 101E!*
FOR FIRST TIME IN AMERICA!

,
fa\e":,. FOR BRITISH SMLE

~O'~ \ Available for SMLE Models-'S IV • 100°/ Inletted No.1, Mill, NO.4 MI and No.5/0 (To our
Shop Rifle) s~~~~~e $19.95 ~~~~: $16.45

ft\\\e Black Tenite FOR OTHER RIFLES
~ \. • FIttings - '03 and A3 Springfield - Russian 7.62

A
S\ot

,~ (Supreme Grade - 1891 Argentine Mauser - Jap 6.5-

~
with WhIte Spacers) Jap 7.7 - Italian Carcano 6.5 and Terni

M38 - M-94 Swedish Mauser Carbine.

Supreme $14 95 Utility $11 45
Dlstrilout.d ... W.st c••at loy Grade. Grade •

GUNSTOCK SALES, IHe. Order from this ad. Add postage for 4 Ibs. from

20 Loma Linda Court, Orinda, Calif. rl~~:t~t~'g~e,,"s~O:kl·:"'~a:~.new 36-page brilliantly

POINTER
STOCKS

-The Original
Thumbrest

1ST CHOiCE of fARGET
SHOOTERS! F'OI' hi~h

~~~~~sPi~lof'-;~~el~h~~y ~~so~t~~~r
Stocks. Improved back strap b.U11t
into stock. additional leng"tb~ wl~th

~Lte~~;';l~I~~I·'1ofit}~I~~II.~ony~~:pp~~l~\ve
control & greater shooting accUI'acy.
~~~?eUV:~~ ~ht:nfi~rl~l,S~I?vt:~~ngofca:~O~~~~;
Stocks. UNCONDITIONALLY GUARAN·
TEED! Will never warp. flare-up or burn. \VIll ne\'er
lose its orlR'. luster. Easy to Install. Avail. for all pop.
handguns. Choice of finishes: IVORY • • • S8'.QO.
WALNUT OR EBONY .•. 87.50.

POINTER CLEAR
.SCOPE

Le.. you see while CAPS
protectIng scope

~~~~~~Y:1J'~~':;S1.sC;~1~eeI'S~n\~'~~~~e~1~;rh~i~n~~l~o~iJii~~I~~
TheSe! cleat'. distortton·fl'ee optic lens gual'ds arc your
best insurance fOl' a successful hunt. Choice of over

~S{?e·I~Oo~,(I~~i:~~~I'~)lea~~a~~=p~ebl~~~d.al~o~~~U~II'm~~)C~f
scope. Only 53.25 pl'. Fine filter lens 54.95 each.
Conventional leather scope cover $3.00.

onDER NOW! REME~mER. IF IT'S A PISTOL GRIP
WE'VE GOT IT! Send for Free Literature.

SOUTHWEST CUTLERY & MFC. CO., INC.

1309 Olympic Blvd., Montebello 5, California

most difficult species. He had by this time
also shot moose, caribou, grizzly, black,
Kodiak, and Polar bears, Coues deer, moun
tain lion, buffalo, wolves, muskox, seal, and
wolverine.

In 1953, in company with O'Connor, he
trekked to Africa for a long safari. He has
since repeated the trip twice. In 1954, he
whipped over into India, again with his fav
orite shooting crony, O'Connor. He has twice
made extended hunts in Iran where, as a
friend of the Prince, Abdorreza Pahlavi, full
brother of the Shah and one of the keenest
sportsmen, he bagged Armenian red sheep,
Sind ibex, and Kopa Dagh urial. During
1959, he and Elgin Gates hunted the Sahara,
and there Klein took white oryx, .addax,
Dorcas gazelle, Dama gazelle, and Barbary
sheep. The pair then dropped a bit farther
south, into central French Equatorial Africa,
and shot the giant eland, red kob, Korin
gazelle, and the red as well as the yellow
duiker.

Then there was a trip to the island of
Sardinia, a little hunted spot, certainly, but
remunerative in that Klein accounted for the
rare and unusual Sardinian mouAon.

While the remarkable sportsman might
seem, up to this point, to have concentrated
on the horned game, it is pertinent to note
that he has also made a grand slam on the
great cats. He has to his credit the African
lion, African leopard, Asian tiger, the Indian
spotted leopard, a black panther from Kash
mir-probably the only one ever collected by
an American-and two snow leopards, also
from Kashmir, again the only specimens ever
taken by an American. Then he has a cloud
ed or "marbled" leopard from Asia, an Afri
can cheetah, the African serval cat, the genet
cat, the savage cat as well. as the civet cat.
There are jungle cats, fishing cats, and
leopard cats from India, and a Himalayan
lynx. On this side of the world, he has ac·
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KODIAK MANUFACTURING COMPANY
112 QUINNIPJAC AVE., NORTH HAVEN, CONN,
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ITALIAN
$5128

CASE OF 1728
$70.00 RETAIL

GUNS

7.62 mm. RUSSIAN

$3500
CASE OF 880
$45.00 RETAIL

8 MM. MAUSER
$3500

CASE OF 1040
$45.00 RETAIL

6.5 X 55 $5500
Swedish CASE OF 1170

$75.00 RETAIL

$10000 $4000
30/06 Non-Corrosive CASE OF 1000
in clips & bandoliers $60.00 RETAIL

CASE OF 2160
$135.00 RETAIL

•8 mm. $12000
7.35/7.62 CASE OF 1000 ASST

Soft Point $150.00 RETAIL

BUY BY THE CASE & SAVE
3 Cases 3%-5 Cases 5%-7 Cases 7%

10 Cases 10%

6.5 CARCANO RIFLES Very Good
$6.75 ea. Case of 20

6.5 CARCANO CARBINES Very Good
$7.75 ea. Case of 12

Clean stock of Rus
sian Tokarev Auto
matics. Finnish 7.62
rifles, and Russian
Moisins.

6.5 or 7.35
For the Italian Car
cano rifle or carbine.
Limited quantity. Act
fast,

Ammo for the most
famolis of military
rifles. Recently mfd.
clean, fine, with
American - type prim
er. non-corrosive .

u. S. SNIPER SCOPES'
.11 ItJ ..

SHOOTERS-COLLECTORS here', a top Quallty orlg.
G.I. SNIPER SCOPE tor ,ptg. or military rille. 2%X
coated optics, 5lh'" eye reliet post & cross-hairs. hydrogen
flUed, '!lo" tube $22.50 ppd.

SANTA ANA CUNROOM
P. O. Box 1777 Santa Ana, Calif.

Military style sling. Premium saddle
leather with stitched loops and solid
brass hooks. 1" wide (oiled)..•.•• $4.75

AT YOUR DEALERS OR BY MAIL
Write for free 20-pg. color catalog

Featuring a complete line of holsters and
leather hunting equipment.

THE GEO. LAWRENq CO.
Portland 4, Oregon, Dept. M-IO

Your ehanee to get the most popular calibers of
surplus military ammunition at prices lower than
ever. We need room in our warehouse so you
,ain. Buy now and save plenty. All first q~ality.

• WALZER ARMS, Inc.
: 68 Saw Mill River Rood, Elmsford, N. Y.
: LYric 2-7586 •

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•

THE ORIGINAL PLASTIC STOCK INLAYS

~
are my business and I make
the finest. Brilliant colors,
beautiful desiv,ns, hand cut
by precision machinery. Send
for latest list.

C. D. CAHOON • DEPT. 2, BOXFORD, MASS.

... DEALERS...
AND GUN CLUBS

AMMUNITION

counted for our mountain lion and for the
jaguar. This .latter feline is a rare one; few
indeed are the sportsmen who can claim the
lordly "tigre."

In speaking about his shooting, Klein says,
"To my knowledge, I have collected more
different species of big game from all over
the world than any hunter either dead or
alive. I have all of the North American big
game animals listed in the Boone & Crockett
book except the Woodland caribou. I have
collected all of the major species of sheep in
the world with the exception of the Siberian
argali. This beastie is behind the Curtain.

"I have possibly the best sheep collection
of any sportsman in the world. In my collec·
tion of 36, I have four Bighorn sheep, one of
which is listed in the Boone & Crockett and
two are eligible. I also have 6 Dall rams,
two of which are in the records, two eligible;
I have 4 Stone sheep, two of them in the
book and another eligible; then there are 3
Desert sheep, one of which is listed. Jack
O'Connor and myself are the only two sports·
men in the world who have collected a dou
ble round of all the North American sheep.
I need just one more Desert ram to complete
my fourth 'Grand Slam'-something no one
else has ever done!"

The hunt which Klein does not mention
but which establishes him as one of the
greatest huntsmen of our time was his last
year's expedition, in company with Elgin
Gates, into the tiny and little known prin
cipality of Hunza. This country, located in'
the northernmost reaches of Pakistan, hard
against the Red Chinese borders, is a land
situated in the mightiest mountain range of
this world, the lofty and terrifying Himilayas.
It holds the No. I game trophy of this sphere,
the Marco Polo sheep. This game, largest in
body and horn of the entire sheep family, is
stalked and shot at 20,000 feet elevation. The
last American to bag an Ovis Poli was 35
years ago.

This is our greatest huntsman. Without
disparaging the feats of our old shooting.
hunting pioneers, this remarkable sportsman
has outdistanced them anyway you want to
tally the score.

Just a half-step behind the peripatetic
Klein is his running mate, Elgin Gates. Here
is another fabulous gunner, marching down
the corridors of the hunter's hall of fame in
a sort of lockstep with his Texas amigo.

Gates, a 37·year-old athlete, has crammed
two lifetimes of the most arduous game·
questing into these six last years. During
this time, his bullets have bitten into the
game critters of Tanganyika, Kenya, Uganda,
India, Ethiopia, Alaska, Mexico, Iran, Pakis
tan, Mozambique, French Equatorial Africa,
Somalia, Moyen Congo, Kashmir, Hunza,
Nepal-and a smallish chunk of Red China!
He has a trophy room 4Ox70 feet, jam-packed
with no less than 147 carefully selected heads
out of the more than 500 big game trophies
brought to bag.

This astonishing young man has his name
in the Boone & Crockett listing no less than
14 times, more than any other huntsman. He
has the No. 1 mountain caribou, the first
place blacktail deer, first place jaguar, fifth
place mountain caribou, as well as the fifth
place jaguar. He has the ninth ranking
blacktail buck; then there is a Desert sheep,
an antelope, a wapiti, a Coues deer, plus
honorable mentions on Bighorn sheep' and

(Continued on page 50)

Every shooter will want
this new Kodiak-the first
and only autoloader de·
signed from buttplate to
muzzle for the sensational
new power-packed ,22
magnum cartridge-for
this is the gun that makes
th'e ordinary .2.2 auto·
loader obsolete;

Only the Model 260
gives you virtually twice
the range and more than
double the energy and
killing power of any other
.22 autoloader.

Only the Model 260
gives you more velocity
and shocking power at a
long 100 yards out-much
more than any other·.22
autoloader can deliver at
the muzzle!

Yet this fine gun is
priced right down there
with ordinary .22-cali·
ber autoloaders.

PRICE $59.95
Four-power achromatic

telescopic sight with
color·corrected, hard

coated lenses, internal
adjustments for

windage and
elevation, cross
hair reticule, as

illustrated, $10.00
including mounts.

SEE
THIS
GREAT
VALUE
AT JOUR
DEALER'S
TODAY!

the" new, first and only
A'UTOLOADE.R
for the power-packed
.-22\ MAGNUM

CARTRIDGE



BANKERS
SPECIAL

@T DETECTIVE
SPECIAL

$3995

GUNSTOCKS OF VALUE

fI'JJII"l# Ca'b;ne stocks

new complete wiUtOut hand~nl·d, each .. $8.95

MAUSER 98 OR F.N. PARTS

Check these features on a new F.N. Mauser action (UN
BLUED). Quantities limited. Fancy low and checkered bolt
(or scope. Q.D. floor plate, low scope safety, drilled and
tapped smooth receiver bridJ{e, all milled commercial parts,
for Cal. 30-06, .270. C!tc. Also a few with insert in
maJ{azlne for shorter ct~s. and $5.00 to above price or (or
complete and installed double set trig-g-ers add 88.00. tic
sure to include postaJ{e or we can ship express collect.

FIRST MODEL-NEW F.N. DELUXE ACTION

GENUINE NEW

Commercial
MAUSER ACTIONS

53995

In the .a8 S&W
caliber, not to
be confused

~~hmo~~38v:;r.
which is normally
supplied by the
factory. (.38 S&W
Cal. J{cnera.lly SUI)·
plied on special
order only). Leng-th

ofoo~:J:Iha~ine~...e~~~~ :ioo~~ci: ~~~~~~
~It plastic or checkered walnut or Pear
lux or Pearlite at small additional cost.

?O~d~:;u?ge ~~ar':~n~~sl1'"rhP~t~dto$~ot~
~n. Good condition in and out at $39.95.
Special selected J{Tade in nearly new con-
dition. minor small scratches, but apparently unfired at
849.95..38 S&W Ammo. Commercial, current mfg. $4 per
50 rds.

YES _
The super
rare
BA."'{KERS
SPECIAl...
Caliber
.38 S&W.
This rarest of
the rare, much
sou~ht after,
collectors
item once the
favorite of
bank messengers, tellers, guards
and plalnsclothesmen. Still the
hig:hlite of any semi-modern Colt
collection. As an investment. you
can't go wrong in buying- this com-

~~~~ ~~~gf:~J~ roOrw:i[6~~i-ns~::.~
munition. A GUN YOU CA~ USE BUT ALSO AN I~VEST·

~lt~~Jard\V~ra:1g:t~v%t t:w)I~~t}~e~i~~\~h~~:~~·C!d'~~tro
very good mC!cIH\Ilic.<tJ conJltion with some finish wear...

. .. . $42.95

Deluxe Grade: Inside excellent, outside very good to ex
cellent orig'inal factol'y finish. CheckerC!d walnut orig-inal
grips. Good timing. Smooth action. Some finish wear.
................ . $49.95

Our XX Selected by N.F.S. Grade: Close to mint condition.
These apparently arC unfIred and have full old style original
pale blue finish. may shoW some finish wear at muzzle and
backstrap. . . . . . . . . . . . . $59.95
.38 S&W Ammo. COll1merclnl. cUl'rent mfg-. $4 per SO rds_

Bolt stripped straiJ{ht (military) ............•.•. $5.00
Bolt stripped bent (military) 6.00
Bolt, new. F.N .• low scope. checkered knob,

stripped. commercial t$.00
Military bolt complete.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8.00
Extractor, new .... . .................• 2.00
Firing- pins, military . . . . . . . •..•..•...... 2.00
8M:M issue bbls V.G. . .......•..•..•..•... 6.00
AS ABOVE perfect bores .........•..•.•••••... 8.00
),Hlled floor plates military .......•..•..•..•... 2.00
Milled followers ..................•... 2.00
Bolt sleeve military ..........•........•....•• 1.50
Cocking piece .... . . . . . . . . . . . . .• 2.00
Sear & tri~er (both) . ........•.. 2.50
Bolt stop unit . 2.50
KEW F.N. ~ards with double set triggers 12.00
Ejectors . . . . . . . . .. 1.00

3.50

$1.00
1.00
2.00

Dozen
5 8.00
Per pair

6.00
10.00
8.00

65.00
5.00
2.00
2.00
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50

20.00
20.00
10.00
10.00

300.00

Breech bolt srtipped.
Flrin~ pin .
Gas cyl.
Leather cheek pad

(10'01' scope) .

POLICEOFFICIAL

RARE GARAND PARTS

.45 AUTO M1911
PARTS

Each
Grips, New issue, Plastic .•••.•.••. pr. $ 1.00
Grips, genuine Pearlux ••••••••...•.. 3.50
Extractors .. _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.00
1\1ag-azines ... _ . . . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . .. 1.50
Front & rear sights (Both) ••••. (Per set) 1.00
Barrels (Colt) new ...•.............. 5.95
Sears •..........••••.•....•••••.. 2/1.00
Firin~ pin & sprin~ ......••.•........ 3/1.00
Sear sprinR' ........•..••.•..••..... 3/1.00
Grip scre\\'s. ......••.•...•..•..... .25
Grip screw thimbles .•.. , , . . • • . • • . . . • • .25
l\{ainspring- .......•••..•.•.••...... .25
Mainsprin~ caps ......••••..•.••.... .25
Safety plung-er tube. . . . • . • • . • . . . • . . . • .25
Arched Housing-s . . . . . . • • . . • . . . . • . . .. 2.00
Flat housing'S O.M................... 2.00
Grip safeties ......••••..•..•......• 1.50
Thumb safeties. . • • . . • . • • . • . . • . • • . . . 1.50
Frames .......•..•.••••.......•... 30.00

,[11~ft .~~e_o~E6"NL"~ce finish, and NOT salvaged junk! CAL-

Per
Dozen
$ 8.00

8.00
8.00
3.00
3.00
2.00
8.00
8.00
2.00
5.00
4.00
8.00

25.00
7.00
5.00
3.00
3.00
8.00

Barrel-New Match-

StoC::k3ds1rtppe<t:"":New: $1~:;~
Handguards-Each .. 3.00
Milled Guard 3.00
Breech bolt-Complete 3.00

MODEL 1911 or 1911 Al
As issued. Good condition, checkered
plastic grips. The lnln that saw our
countl'y through several wars. The
pride of the Armed Services. a "U.S.
Property" .45 Auto..45 ACP Ammo.
Military. Late date. $5 per 100 rds.

Each

~j~~~rs. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :$~ :gg
Bolts with collar, New................ 1.25
Hand~ards, rear ••....••••.•.•.•.... .50
FirinJt pin. . . . . • . . . . . • . • • • . • . • • . • . .. .50
Firing- pin spring •.......••.•........ .25

~oaci~~i;ep~~e . : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: ~ :gg
~~~~ ~i~~ ~~r.i~~.:::::::::::::::::::: 1:~~
~~:~g-:~OI~_u~~~~, .~b-ipp~ . : : : : : : : : : : : : :: 1 :~g

fm~~~~S:'~J:s~~~:~::: ~:::::: ~:::: ~ r:~~
Safety plung-er & spring.............. .50
Milled followers 1.00

.45 Cal. ACP, Heavy Frame.
~ot worked - over 45's.
Grade 1. Ori~inal pre-war

~W:;I~tnblu~;~al!~~I~~~f~'orSe~~~v~:~~
Bores '"cry g-ood. CI"anes tight .. 533.95
Grade 2. Ortg-. blue, may be worn off
somewhat, bores g-ood, all are mechan
ically tine shooters $29.95. Grips on both grades may be
plain wood or ckeckered plastic.
.45 ACP AMMO Military. Late date. . ..... 55 per 100.

PER
DOZ.
5.00
3.00
3.00
3.00

2.00

5.00

2.00

$2995 ~."~~
@r

STRE~coIGUARANTEED HANDGUNS @.T

~ 1917
Cal. 45ACP or Auto Rim.
$24.95 up. Orig-inal pre
war mf~. ::\'OT WOHKED
OVER E:-.'GI.ISH SURPLUS

~;{~~als~~:l~~;C~~yfibjS~,OoCPo~'cc~~e:I~~
plastic.
GRADE 1. Ori~inal pre-war. factory blue,
bol"CS very R'OQd, cranes tight, tinling- per-
Cect. at _ 533.95

~1~~'/cha~:~ill;nJ~~'s~~~e~~ ~v.o:~.~I~~~t_l~.. ~1.·~S29·~91
GRADE 3. Ordinary condition showin~ extensive usage.
:\eeds reolucin:r but a good 6-shooter as is-at .... $24.95
.45 ACP AMMO Military. Late date. .. ,$5 pe.. 100 rds.

OTHER SPRINGFIELD '03 PARTS
MINIMUM - $5.00 ON PARTS

PER PER PER
EACH DOZ. EACH

Bolts, Stripped Lock, Safety ., .75
With Collar. $.75 $5.00 Ejector .50

~~r~:::ar. : . • .. :~~ ::~g ~~~~~e~~.::::: :~g
FirinJt Pin Follower,

Sleeve . . . .. .25 2.00 Tr~:mp~ ... .25
Striker Rod .40 3.00 ISta~Ped'::

~lr~~i~~ . .. .20 1.00 Gu~~edScre,\:s:' .75
StriPPed ... .50 4.00 F. or R. .25

Completely finished stocks for
the SprinJtfield 03A3 special
firecotc finish, beautiful walnut,
checkered. with cheek piece at $24.'95
sameR~}th~l;!g 'O'ROP 'I'N' VOUR' AC+I(~~5.95

SPRINGFIELD SPECIALS!
Springfield Milled Trigger Guard Beautifully Blued

Guard, cotl).plete, each .. $5.95~
Stl'!ppcd Guard, Milled,

each 3.95
"Milled floor plate, each ..•.........• 1.50
l\1i1!{>(1 }o'ollower 1.50

1903 1903A 1 1903A3
.30-06 SPRINGFIELD BARRELS

4-GR. I!!l = 2-GR.
$5.95 - - $1.95

($1.00 PP-Handling Charge)

~ VICTORY
~ MODEL
A sturdy Military Model
six-shooter. Galiber .38
S&W, (not .38 Spl.), 5"
bbl., fixed f I' ant sig-ht,
square-notch rear sig-ht. Dull finish with wal
nut j,ITips, excellent barrel. Now only $24.95.

~~il~ ~l~~ae':ctlr~~ p.Ig~ti§&1ViP~~~.ti2~s~:
mercial, current mfg. . .... $4 per 50 rds.

.38 S&W CALIBER

GENUINE SPRINGFIELD 03
All MODElS 12 parts Kit $20.00 Value - $3.95

i 1l1ll~~ 1~~ 1., ~
~ +

~~:"jjj~=*\, u
(1) Cocking piece rod. (2) Bolt Sleeve. (3) Firing Pin.
~4{ Extractor. (5) Sear. (6) Ejector. (7) Safety. (8) Cut-off.
s~ri~~.a(l~a~~lr~~~: (10) Front guard screw. (11) Main

"TERRIER"
PRE WAR SNUB NOSE
5&W. CaliOOr .38 S&W
(not special) walnut
gT"ips, bore perfect,
outsidc-<!xccllent, pre
war blue appears to be unfired. Smooth ac
tion. crisp pull, hammer and trig-gel' case
hardened in color. Quantities limited, ordel'
todayl
.38 S&W Ammo. Commercial, current Mfg.
$4 per SO rds.

Mount - BASE for - 03A3 - as iSSUed.
SPECIALLY DESIG1'."ED FOR A3. Parkerized
_ with - wlndaKe - screws. Base only

REDFIELD JR. SCOPE MOUNT BASE

CAL. 30-06

SPRINGFIELD

N. F. STREBE GUN WORKS
5404 Marlboro Pike, Washington 27, D. C.

TERMS: Cash with arder. Checks ar money arders.
Personal checks must clear before shipment is made.
All firearms & ammunition shipments via express, f.o.b.
Washington, D. C. No discounts on any items listed
in this' ad. Sales limited to continental U. S. only.
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(Continued from page 48)

wapiti. Says Gates, "I have bagged 25 of the
30 North American species listed by B&C.
Of the 25 I have killed, some 13 are listed in
the 1958 edition of the book, and the other
12 will make this next edition."

He has made the "Grand Slam" on ou,r
four species of North American sheep.

In the Rowland Ward text, he will have
the new world record kudu with a 67%"
horns, the sable with 56lh" horns, an East
African sable at 49%", and a white oryx with
47 inch horns. Just behind this oryx is a
second which will hold the No. 2 spot with
horns of 46%, inches. Besides these are rec
ord Roan antelope, Nyala, fringe·eared oryx,
beisa oryx, leopard, Grant gazelle, and klip
springer.

Of all his hunting, that which fat sur
passes all else in the estimation of the knowl
edgeable shooting man, was his last year's
expedition, in company with Herb Klein, to
the little country of Hunza. There in the
skyscraping Himalayas, in the land known
as Bamidunya-the "Roof of the World"
he shot and killed the Marco Polo sheep, the
Ovis Poli, the rarest and most difficult game
animal in the world today.

Jack O'Connor, winner in 1957, has hunted
up and down this continent for 40 years.
Has, as Herb Klein points out, taken the four
species of our elusive mountain sheep and
done this not once but twice! Only he and
Klein have done this. He has thrice hunted
Africa, been twice to India, and has made
numerous forays into Iran to shoot with his
friend Prince Abdorreza Pahlavi. He holds
an enviable record as a sportsman-hunter, an
accounting which fully justifies his selection
as Outstanding Sportsman.

Warren Page, 1958 selectlon, has hunted
even more widely. He is on the go constant
ly, returning to touch at home base only long
enough to jug up a half-dozen stories to keep
his gun column alive, and then off again to
some far-away ends of the earth. Page has
hunted Africa repeatedly, scarcely missing a
year, has coursed up and down the Rocky
Mountains chain from the Arctic Circle to
distant Bolivia where those Rockies are re
named the Andes. He has savored New Zea
land, probably the most prolific game haven
on earth, and has hunted for many months
in Scandinavia. As these lines are set to print
he is making preparations for a shikar in
Vietnam, Indo-China. A veritable whirling
dervish sort of hunters' hunter, this sports-
man is indeed a worthy champion. ....

Lastly comes Berry Brooks, the 1959 choice
of The Jury. Brooks has hunted extensively
on the North American continent, ranging
from Alaska to deep within Mexico. He has
made the "Grand Slam" on mountain .sheep,
and while doing this has accounted for a
Bighorn ram with 43%" curl and a Stone
sheep with 4214" head. He has taken every
species of American game listed in the Boonc
& Crockett records except the woodland cari
bou, polar bear, and muskox. He has made
two very lengthy safaris in Africa, the first of
5 months and the second of 9 months and
has collected some 72 different species of
African fauna. He is en route to India for
a tussle with the major fauna of Nehru's
jungles as these lines are written.

These then are our hunters, the men who
comprise the Who's Who of Big Game~
Hunting. ~

Luger
Mauser
Ortgies
Sauer
Webley

For
Colt Remington Browning
Great West'n Ruger Czech
H & R Savage Dreyse
Hi-Standard S & W Schmeisser
Iver-Johnson Walther Llama

And Many Ofhers

Franzite Grips Are Sold Under Our Guarantee

Write today for 28-page book.
Prices, illustrates grips for all
American makes, plus many for
eign.

FREE
CATALOG

For All American, Many Foreign Cuns

Non-slip and precision-fitted, FRANZITE GRIPS or.
the most durable model Beautiful colors; smooth,
checkered, staghorn and fancy carved; truly distinc
tive. Long-wearing, unaffected by moisture, per
spiration, most mineral and vegetable oils. Will not
chip or peel. Luster, color are permanent.

Conventional or conversion styles. Also target grips,
with or without thumb rest. Available for all popu
lar guns in: Ivory, Pearl, Onyx, Agate, Walnut,
Black and Staghorn finishes. Low cast, $2.50 to
$8.00-See our complete catalogl

Non-Breakable. Guaranteed

-Standard
Reloading Press',

All rifle and pistol cartridg~S. .: Powder and Bullet Scale $14.00
$16.00 Standard of the Industry. Guaranteed accurate to a tenth graili:'

Capacity 325 grains. ~
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SPORTER-TARGET-FREE RIFLE

MAKERS OF FINEST

SEMI-INL.ETTED STOCKS

It's common sense-and adds
years to the built-in accuracy
and long life of your gun.
Protect y~ur shotguns, pistols and
rifles aga,inst rust and leading with
the new miracle Hi-Speed Gun
Patch ..• it's the perfect all-purpose
bore cleaner ••• easy to carry •••
odorless and non-poisonous ••• no
liquid, no can.

jl!
;;:f,~.-+-+~~""""'I

~~i.ii• .,,;. I';;" %
.. \\j'. fl,:'''' ""!i1P/

• It's common courtesy - and makes better -::::;;:;:.';;:.:.:.:,-:.::;::;;;;
hunter-landowner relations. GUNf':::=n~~

CLEAN THAT .
Order enough now for the~
season ••• pocket of ONLY

20 PATCHES.. 5O¢
NO STAMPS. PLEASE ... Add
4% sales tax in California.

ORDER FROM

HI·SPIID GUN PArCH
3110 TYLER AVE., FRESNO, CALIF.

Dealer Inquirie, Invited

40 I S. Cypress
La Habra, California

Only

BERETTA
Offers This Unique Feature!

CREST CARVING CO.

The Beretta J etfire automatic
pistol can be loaded and fired with
out pulling back the slide. Its blow
back action permits the ejection of
spent cartridges without any extrac
tor. Because the hinged barrel de
sign permits loading as a single shot
the Jetfire has the two-fold advan
tage of both a single action as well
as an automatic pistol. .

Advanced design permits field stripping in one
second by releasing the barrel and removing the
slide. Improved safety is provided with the external
hammer in half cocked safety position.
Jet{ire .25 Caliber Automatic. Blue Finish .._. $32.00

The Following Models Have The Identiral Features:
Minx M-2 (2" Barrel) .22 Short Caliber. Blue _. $32.00
Minx M-4 (4" Barrel) .22 Short Caliber. Blue ,.. _$35.00

VISIT YOUR BERETI'A DEALER NOW or write us
at Dept. GBIO for full line of Berella pistols. Also avail
able, Berella shotgun catalog on request.

.... L. GALEF &: SON, INC.,
85 Chambers Street, New York 7, New York

25 Caliber

Jetfire f,.

with Tip-Up Barrel!

SLAM ON RAM
(Con.tinued from page 27)

carrying adequate supplies of food, water,
clothing, and gasol ine for your vehicles for
these desert hunts. There are no filling sta
tions or grocery stores around the corner.
You must carryall the standard food items
as well as one or two coolers to keep fresh
vegetables and meat. These coolers full of
ice will last from five to seven days and
provide a beller and more varied diet. You
should also take lots of fresh fruit as well
as canned fruit and juices. Everyone has a
tendency to dehydrate in this dry climate
and thus it is essential to carry at least ten
gallons of water for each day you expect to
be in camp. With a party of three consuming
about three gallons for drinking this leaves
the rest for cooking and camp use. No water
can be wasted on these trips.

For clothing we wear blue jeans and
jackets, the same as the cowboys wear here
in the West. A good pair of leather gloves
to protect the hands from cactus and brush
is also a necessity. The most important item
of clothing is the footgear. A sheep hunter
travels a big part of the time on foot. The
going is rough and it requires the best qual
ity boots obtainable with sturdy soles of
cord or rubber material to st\lnd up under
the rugged use and give a good grip on the
dry rocky slopes. They should have eight or
ten inch tops of the best quality leather to
protect and support the ankles. Remember,
if your feet go bad you are finished on a
sheep hunt. A good felt hat with medium to
wide brim is a must to shade the eyes from
the glaring sunlight. At this time of year
nights on the desert may be cool and a down
jacket feels good in camp as well as riding
the jeep to and from camp. The days are
usually quite warm. As a mailer of fact, to
fellows like myself, from the northern cli
mates, it seems pretty hot while toiling up
the side of these sun-baked crags. Arizona
desert mountains are in most cases as rocky
and rugged as any you will find anywhere on
the continent with vertical cliffs, deep can
yons and peaks soaring high in the skies.

After making camp in a protected spot
above a dry wash and eating a good supper
we relaxed around the campfire, talked of
past hunts and discussed plans for our open
ing day. With an early start facing us, we
bedded down for the night with eager antici·
pation for morning to come.

At 4:30 a.m. we were up, starting the
coffee, frying bacon and eggs, making lunches.
Breakfast over and the dishes washed, we
were ready to head up the dry creek before
daylight. We bumped and churned along the
sandy wash through the mesquite, catus, and
catsclaw brush as the sky became lighter.
Austin drove the jeep to a low ridge where
we unloaded and I started glassing the sur·
rounding area as mentioned earlier.

We watched a few minutes to see if we
could see this ram or any other sheep that
might spook and spoil our stalk. Failing to
see any I suggested, "What say we keep to
the canyon on the right so the wind blowing
from the sheep toward us will enable us to
work around to the west side of the peak and
try to get above that rascal?" All agreed on
this plan and we took off up a small dry
wash which led into a rough, rocky canyon
that would bring us up onto the west side of
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the peak. We had hard going over huge piles
of large boulders and places choked with
mesquite, catscIaw and various kinds of
cactus. Homer was finding every bush had
thorns or stickers and quite different from
any sheep huntin~ experiences in Alaska or
Canada. However, he was all keyed·up and
raring to go and stayed right at my heels.
We stopped just under the peak of the moun·
tain and made final plans for the stalk.

We agreed that we must keep under cover
and try to locate the ram before he discov
ered us. As we crept up to the top of the
peak, I noticed that the wind was shifting
and starting to blow over the top of the peak
where we had last seen our game. This is not
unusual as winds are often variable up in
the peaks, be it Alaska, Canada or Arizona.
As we crawled up and flattened out on the
rim of the peak, Austin and I motioned
Homer back about ten or fifteen feet while
we looked the area over. We could see the
place where the ram had gone over, but he
was nowhere in sight along the east ridge or
at the base of the ridge. We both scanned
the area carefully, trying to locate him in the
tumble of rocks and small shale slides below.
Suddenly,I heard a rock roll directly under
the edge of the drop·off ahead of where I was
sitting. Looking over at Austin, with his
neck stretched like a turkey, peering over the
edge and frantically motioning he whispered,
"There he is!" "Homer! Here he is!" we
both stage·whispered at 'once. The wind pour·
ing over the bluff like water over a fall had
spooked him and he started to run. "Homer,
get him, get him!" I shouted. Homer was
beside me in a flash. The sheep was now in
the open and he had a fine head, a real
trophy, and I judged it would make the rec
ord books. "Come on, Homer, shoot him," I
said. The ram was now running and getting
ready to cross over the ridge. Homer pulled
off a shot at fifty yards with his .300 Weather·
by Magnum with 78 grains of 4350 pushing
a 180 grain Hornady spire point bullet. He
missed! By now the ram was moving out
fast. Homer pulled down again and at the
crash of the rifle, the ram buckled. He was
hit hard, a few feet more and he stumbled
and went down to stay. If Homer had
missed this shot, the ram would have been
over the spur ridge and out of sight. This last
shot, which was in excess of 175 yards did
the job. As I watched the ram where he lay,
Homer broke out with a yell that would have
outdone any Indian on the warpath. If you
have ever seen a happy man here was one
he had his "Grand Slam." We worked our
way down to the ridge and out to tho. .sheep.
He was a beauty! One of the most even set
of horns I had ever seen. Our rough measure'
showed them to be 34%, inches curl and 15%,
base.

After taking pictures and admiJ:;ing this
fine trophy, Austin and I dressed out the
animal and prepared it for the packboard.
After getting the trophy and the meat loaded
on the jeep, we returned to camp where we
caped out the head and hung the meat to
cool in a Palo Verde tree. We spent the rest
of the day in camp, finished up the trophy
work and salted the cape to preserve it until
it reached the taxidermist. There, a mount
was to be made so that Homer could hang it
on the wall of his trophy room, along with
his other three Grand Slam heads.

After dinner we sat around the campfire
and discussed the hunt. I remarked that it

(Continued on page 54)

MORE 'FUN •••
with YOUR GUNS

Annual Membership in the
NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION

Over 400,000 hunters and shoaters-the members of NRA-invite you
'to join the National Rifle Association and enjoy the many benefits

reserved for members. You'll get prompt answers from our firearms Information
Service; gun law bulletins; information on how, when and where to hunt and low.
cost gun insurance; an opportunity to purchase from the Army such firearms as the
Springfield and M1 (Garand) rifles and .45 caliber pistol at cost.to-government
prices. You cdn participate in year around shooting programs and be eligible for
marksmanship instruction. In addition, NRA will introduce you to, a rifle and pistol
club in your community, or help organize an NRA club. And your support will help
preserve the right of free Americans to own and use firearms for lawful purposes.

• 'til Ii I· •

The world of guns and shooting is thoroughly cavered in The
Ame,ican Rifleman, sent to you each month as one of your NRA
membership services. You'll keep abreast of shooting and hunting
activities; relive firearms history; learn the practical use of guns
for more fun the year around. You'll read about rifles, pistols,
shotguns; hunting and target shoating; gunsmithing and gun col
lecting; reloading and related subjects every month. Especially

valuable are impartial product evaluatians, based on practical field tests of new
products reviewed. Other subjects fully covered, include articles on how to buy,
shoot and care for guns; where and how to hunt;' amateur gunsmithing and reload.
ing methods; firearms legislation proposals, the top authority on guns and shooting.

WRITE THE NIMROD COMPANY
FOR 2007 LINCOLN HIGHWAY EAST • P.O. BOX 297

FOLDER ~

~~
QUALITY

GUN RACKS

..A!! ::J/'eJe NRA MEMBERSHIP
BENEFITS 1010 O,,!'1 :Jille :J)offa,J

A Year's Subscription to
THE AMERICAN RIFLEMAN MAGAZINE

, Please enter my subscription 0 $5.00 Enclosed

t{I:.Ee~;:N~~~a~I~~~ , ~+
MEMBER and send my lapel 0 Bill me please I
button.*

NAME .

~I~~::~;;.·.·.·:.·.·.·.·.·:.·~~·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.~· ~~ : : : ~..::: ·.~·.·.·.·.·.·.·:.·.·.~::::::::.·:.·.I g~g~t~rbR~i:~:r~
at no extra cost.

NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION 603·10 ~ MAIL THIS
1600 Rhode Island Avenue, Washington 6, D. C. APPLICATION

L· *Confirming application & details will also be mailed. • TaDAYI
••1!•••••illl;••~ IIII.._...:..:::=.:~ ..J
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FREE
MOUNT

Made in U.S. by Smith & Wesson, these fine
6·shot revolvers with sWin~ out cylinder are
terrific buys. Fine condo inside & out. Fixed
si~hts with blue parkerized finish and original

~fJ'a~:';;~~ ~Yy $~"!)~9hc.anH~1~1:r o;7y ~~~~~
.38 Special ammo box o( 25 .•.•..•.•... $1.85

Col. Colt's Frontier

SIX SHOOTER

$39.95 :~ct~~ctor~~
famous ] 800's

single-action frontier slxshooter
most prized by the men of the old west.
Guns are exact size and weight as original
models. Beautifully blued and set off hy
handsome plastic staR' grips. Shoots all
three: .22 short. long or Long Rifle ammo.
(Regularly $47.50) at Seaport only $39.95.

Matched. Pair only $79.90. Single fast draw holster set
with purchase of six shooter (reg. $9.95) only $4.95.
New 22 Magnum model With handgun scope $47.05.

STAR
AUTO. $19.95

S&W 45 ACp.iilliiiiiiil:

Revolver $29.95
With Handgun Scope .$37.50

In good condition

}J?~~lnK;;~h~u~r~h_t ~c~1~~:1~u,pa6aIT"e~.A'~r~e
Box .45 Ammo. Add'i ammo _ $1.50 for box
of 24. Select models add $3. S&W.45 A.C.P.
~~rsie·r~2Po;~·&WW.iJ~,h~w~~.n scope .. $37.50.

S&W
.38 SPECIAL

COMMANDO 2" Bbl.
REVOLVERS $29.95

POLICE
ORDNANCE

-~

2Y2X, 4X, or 6X HUNTING SCOPES
Ru~ed durable dependable ... and performs per- $7 95
fedry o'n any rifte. Extends shooting time from dawn
to dusk. Distortion-free. color corrected. Lens hard· •
coated to U.S. Army standards. Easy to adjust wind-

~~eo~~~~~~~t~lJ?nSco~~S~n~JR~~I~o~~~~g~~alrs~o:h:l~ .....,.,.;:..----"l"',....'"
rifles. (reg. $9.951 NOW $7.95. 1.4X handgun scope
~i~e ~~r~~~i~,?~v $10.95. (Specify rit1e or handgun

LONGHORNS
Each set has its own individual markings yet appears
approximately as set shown. Makes a wonderful
conversaUon piece when placed above fireplace,

mantel, over bar or in den.
-Note these EXTRA Long Horns are very

rare, only a few available.

Better buys from

SEAPORt
L

MEXICAN
These wlld.eyed critters were introduced to the ArneI'.

lcas back in 1521 at Vera Cruz, Mexico. Homs are
hand·pollshed to a smooth·as-silk surface. Leather

centerpiece is genuine hand-tooled cow.
hide. Choice of dark or .

light brown leather.

GENUINE

MEXICAN
BOWIE KNIFE $5 95 with hand·tooled COWhide sheath. Hand forged and indi·

• vldually engraved heavy steel blade. Hund-made EAGLE
grip with genuine horn inserts. These knives are

impOl·ted by us and are made one at a time in the Mexican interior. 121/2" overall. Perfect for hunting & camping.
You can't find this knife In any other collection outside of a museum. Only $5.95. .

$4995
Scoop of a Ufetime f
Ingram Model 6 sub machine guns are available in
limited quantities. Known the world over for its
reliability. fire power and simplified construction.
Open bolt Model 6 features choice of eHher semi
or full automatic fire, fixed wOOden slock with pi.s

'u:.1 grip for vertical and horizontal stability and
..accuracy. Welded receiver o( seamless steel tub·

Ing; magazine Is very similar to Thompson &
Beretta ?\1P-38. Easy take down without tools,

V;~A~~~ s~~"e ~~~h ;O~r~:nel~fthh19O~. ~~;'azl~~~
cycle rate is 600 rds., accurate at 100 yds. Only
49.95 while they last.

5 ft. 8" FLINTLOCK MUZZLELOADERS (50 Cal.) $45.oo

In excellent shootin~ condition! Just the ticket (or havin~ (un on the range. mock

f~~:J1J:h~~k~r8~111'~~::~m~~~fcl~~~C~r.e~I~C~ot:f%~.o~eW~u-gnl:('$4~~gtl~~,il~(th~~c~~CsSt~
Measure 5' 8" with 3 Belgium proof marks and famous eagle enscribed in perfect detail
... complete with flint, beautiful rich dark brown wood stock, brass plated fittings, etc.
only $45.00.

MAIL COUPON

TOTAL PRICE .

Enclosed check or .
M.D. (COD's require ;~ deposit.) (Be sure to
specify & give complete ordering info.) I under
stand all terns are to be shipped F.O.B.. L.A.
express charges collect. Calif. res. add 4% state
tax. For fast service when ordering pistols, please
sign satement: HI am not an alien. have never
been convicted of a crime of violence. am not
under indictment or a fugitive. I am 18 years or
over."

NAME .
(please sign)

ADDRESS I.

I
CITy , , STATE I

~-------------------------.

COMMEMORATIVE CANNON,
NAVAL CANNON

Used extensively lJy both the
Fedel·al & Confedel·ate Navies _

during the Civil War. These fine
reproductions make wonderful

cl:JbeJJ:e{{~~e.coJJI~J~g~~nb~~~~e:t~~~
broadside type carria~e has four

ca~enVoo~~ig~/4~~·a~\~e~';.~f.el~;{~,d$~},s~

REVOLUTIONARY

;;:8~:~~,~\;r~t~~an~:~;i~&:,uv~i~ -.....
ary Army, the BritiSh gained great
respect for its fire-power mobil·
ity. Brass cannon is mounted on .
black steel carriag-e with re\'oh'in~
Wheels. An exact reproduction ...
only $4.95.

NEW
MODEL
.22 LONG
ROSCO
$12.95
With adjustable hammer and trigger
spring. This sensational NEW 6-shot
Rasco Vest Pocket .22 long revolver would
be a tremendous value at 3 times its price. Made in
W. Germany. it is a tight, well-made, exceedingly
accurate handgun. Fires ,22 Long & Short ammo.
Features side gate loading, trigger adjustment. screw
In ejector rod. Has STEEL RIFLED BARREL with
blade front sights. Terrific for target shooting,
varmint hunting or home defense. Only $12.95.
Gleaming nickel-plated model only $14.95. Leather
holster $2.25.

Original

.22
DOUBLE

DERRINGER
ONLY $16.95

Imported direct by us from Italy's finest
gun manufacturer. Brand new! Trim.
compact weapon fires powerful and easily
obtainable .25 Cal. American made ammo. Also avail. cali
bers..22 long, blue ... only $22.50. Original factory b!ue
finish. 6-shot capacity makes excellent home protection
weapon. Fixed siR"hts. weight approx. 13 oz. Only $ 19.95.
Nickel finish $22.50. Holster $2.25••25 cal. ammo boX
of 25 $1.85.

.22 SNUBBIE

$12.95
New 6-shot solid frame re
volver has fixed sights and
is extremely accurate. Pre
cision made in W. Germany.
Fires easy to get .22 short and long ammo.
Has 1%" bbl. Avail. only in deluxe blued
model. Leather holster $2.25. Only $12.95.

Imported from Europe. It is an exact

~~~~la~( ir:arr::~s la~:m~81i8!1s. D~~r~~~1~
collectors' item. Fine "old world" gun

craftsmanship has been employed to give you a superior
handgun & still retain all the features o( the original
Derringer. Accurate. Shoots .22 short, long or long rifle.
Checkered white grips. Only $16.95. Sparkling chrome.
plated model only $19.95. \Vestern hand tooled holster
$4.50..38 Special nickel Derringer $31.95.

DETECTIVE

ITALIAN
POCKET AUTO.
.25 CAL.-$19.95
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USIIS IlIPOIt OVIII,ooo,ooo GUWHrDD .200,000
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Build This Beautiful

Grandfather Clock
Send only $1.00 for complete plans,
instructions and catalog of clock
movement:s, dials, kits, barometer
fitups and Swiss musical movements.

Mason and Sullivan Co.
Dept. G, NOloton, Conn.

Free to WRITERS
seeking a book publisher

Two fact-filied, illustrated brochures •
tell bow to publish your book, gel;
40% royalties, .national advertising.
publicity and promotion. Free cdi.
toi-ial appraisal. Write Dept. G.

Exposition Press; 386 Park Av.e. S.,N.Y.16

was unusual to bring in a desert ram on the
first day of hunting. As a rule, hunting desert
bighorns is one of the hardest and toughest
hunts found anywhere. One can hunt day
after day, climbing, sweating, and glassing
until your eyes feel as if they will fall out.
You come in at night worn out, but get out
next morning and repeat all the rough going
again, determined to get your trophy. Desert
sheep are almost always the hardest trophies
to come by on the North American continent.
Not many men are as fortunate as Homer
Coppinger---draw a coveted Arizona sheep
permit and bag the best head of the 1960
season on opening day! As one of my Alaska
hunters put it, "I would rather have Homer's
luck than a license to steal." Anyway, when
we turned in for the night we were a happy
bunch all the way down the line-outfitter,
guides, and hunter.

I remember another great sheep hunter,
Steve Bartich, who has done something few,
if any, other person has ever done. He has
hunted all four species. Here again call it
luck or what you will, but Steve bagged each
one of his four rams on the first day's hunt.

The next day we broke camp and returned

to Gila Bend where we checked out with the
Game Ranger. He told us that we were the
first ones to check in with a sheep.

When we arrived at Homer's motel in
Phoenix his wife, Ann, was happy to see us
back and said, "Thank goodness, you are
done hunting sheep, now you have all of
them." "What do you mean?" Homer replied.
"I am going to start all over again and go
after bigger heads." That's what I'd call a
dedicated die-hard sheep hunter. Austin and
I were thrilled to have had II part in helping
Homer make his "Slam."

At the end of the sixty-day waiting period
and after official measurements could be
made for the Boone and Crockett Club, Jonas
Brothers of Seattle, Washington, sent me the
official score on Homer's sheep. It had totaled
a score of 168% points and when I consulted
Dr. C. G. Clare, local Boone and Crockett
man at Phoenix, Arizona, he told me that.
William O'Brien of Phoenix, a resident hunt
er, had a ram that scored 1681,4. These two
top heads of the 1960 Arizona hunt are
worthy trophies for two fine sportsmen. They
have now obtained one of the world's~
rarest and most magnificent trophies.~

N~BLE

~' MODEL 420 ... Double Gun
A traditional hammerless double barrel, double trigger
example of superb old world craftsmanship. Perfectly
balanced with smooth, positive action. Left barrel is full
choke; right modified. 12, 16, 20 gao

MODEL 70 - Pump Gun
Perfectly balanced, a fine lightweight .410 shotgun in
popular slide action design. Safe, economical, excellent
choice for women or youngsters. Ideal for small game at
short range or small bore skeet events.

MODEL 275 - .22 Lever Action
Here's a hammerless, lever action rifle with one piece,
beautifully proportioned walnut stock. Short lever throw
operates smoothly and easily. Visible feeding, safe fire
control, thumb operated safety.

MODEL 60-12 and 16 Ga.
Beautifully finished, reliable slide action gun, fitted with
new Vary-Chek (variable choke) and resilient rubber
recoil pad. Available also as Model 65 with plain barrel,
full or modified choke, no recoil pad.

Beautifully
Balanced!

Lightweight
Favorite!

VARY·CHEK
Equipped!

MODEL 235 - .22 Slide Action
Excellent for small game, target shooting and all-around
use. Features adjustable sporting rear sight; ramp
patridge type front sight. Receiver machined for quick
detachable dovetail mount for telescopic sight.

Please write for complete illustrated catalog.

Address your inquiries to: The NOBLE Manufacturing Co., Inc., Dept.G-2, Haydenville, Mass.

supe'rbly designed sporling armsl

7Re N~BLE £I»e 0/ Yolue-Pocked
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(Continued from page 16)

GUN RACK .

der completely, and unburned powder par
ticles louse up the functioning of any gun,
especially when function depends on me
chanical principles as it does in the Model
260. The simplest cure for fouling is the
old-fashioned remedy: A cleaning rod, a
patch, and some solvent. And let's be realistic
about this: Function and accuracy of most
any gun can be improved with good gun care.

To recap: A fine gun with very good ac
curacy in an easily handled caliber, definitely
worth looking at if you are in the market
for a semi·auto in this caliber. I understand
that Kodiak is now producing a bolt action
rifle in the .308 Norma caliber. This .308
Norma cartridge is ballistically very close to
the venerable .300 H&H Magnum. I hope to
be able to report on this one in the near
future.

Bullets for the .22 Jet
From Grand Island, Nebraska, home of the

Hornady bullet, comes word that they have
cooked up a very neat little 40 grain bullet
that mikes .222 for the .22 Jet and the S&W
Model 53.

Since Hornady has been making some
darned fine bullets for quite a while now, I
have little doubt that these too will fill the
biII very well. In looks, the bullet is quite
a departure from the factory bullet and,
since it has more lead showing, it is my
opinion that it will perform very nicely on
game. Mr. Hornady, with whom I talked at
the grand opening of the Shoot-O-Rama in
neighboring Waukegan, tells me that they
have performed very extensive ballistics tests
and agreed that 12.5 grains of 2400 should
give the little pill the right amount of push.
This load was chronographed by Hornady at
slightly over 1900 fps, thus coming very close
to the factory loads. Since the Model 53 has
done such fine accuracy shooting for me, I
am most anxious to load a slew of the .22 Jet
hulls with the Hornady' bullets.

While on the subject of the .22 Jet I would
like to clarify one point: I have received a
number of questions about the Model 53 and
the reputed fact that cases stick badly in the
cylinder and have to be driven out with a
mallet. Personally, I have not had this ex
perience, although other shooters did en
counter some trouble in this respect. I have
a very early Model 53, and have fired better
than 300 rounds of the Jet ammo with it. If
the ammo does stick, it is probably from a
very early experimental lot. Currently pro-

. . • By Bob Steindler

duced factory loads do not produce ejection
trouble. As in all magnums, be sure that the
gun is free of grease, oil, and other dirt
before firing it. Before cussing ammo and
gun, be sure that the fault does not lie in
your gun care.

The MEC 500
Since my last report on this fine shotshell

loader, I have had the chance to use one for
some time. In all honesty, I must admit that
I nevoer did have enough time and practice
to attain the speed of 500 rounds an hour,
but after just a little practice I did manage
to grind out somewhat better than 400 rounds
in one hour. Like most everything else on
the loading bench, speed is attained with
practice.

Seems to me that there must be a good
reason for people like Ted Bachhuber to go
to the trouble and expense to print folders
that set forth instructions on how to use a
tool properly. This was demonstrated graph.
ically by two friends to whom I loaned my
MEC 500. One is a studious fellow who read
instructions slowly and very carefully, then
made a number of shells, closely following
directions. His production rate was almost
250 rounds an hour and his reloads looked
just like the factory stuff. Another loading
friend, the impatient kind, disregarded di
rections and went ahead on his ow·n. An
hour later he had a sorry looking lot of
shells, most of them ruined by his efforts to
force things and, all in all, there were 150
rounds that fed through the guns we used
to test the rounds. In either case, the rounds
functioned well, and this reflects a great deal
of honor on the MEC 500. It is a sturdy,
smooth-working tool designed by Ted, who
has loaded more shotshells for more years
than he wants to admit, and who started
loading hulls when most of us did not even
know it could be done. I particularly like
the system that delivers shot and powder. It
is so simple that mistakes are not possible
and feeding is positive.

Magnum Game Calls
A flight of crows winging hurriedly to the

home roost at dusk always make my trigger
finger itch. Having spotted a flight path not
long ago, I decided to confuse a passel of the
black robbers. Hiding in some tall weeds, I
let go with the distress call-one that calls the
birds from quite a distance. It was comical
to see a flight of some 20 crows slam on the

::BS..a..
of England

©1t~t1>{k
iJ/ JiIfzetne;•..

HERE'S

""HV~

The Deluxe BSA Majestic is a
triumph in the search for a su
perior bolt action rifle which
has strength and accuracy
beyond previous achievements.

POINTS OF SUPERIORITY
1. Featherweight6~ lb. orless.
2. Exclusive BESA Recoil

Reducer (40%·60%
reduction) .

3. Bolt Head fully enclosed
in the receiver.

4. Excessive hot gas escapes
through the Magazine Way.

5. Exclusive day and night
Cocking Indicator.

6. Full length Guide Rib for
unequalled rigidity'.

7. Each Action built for the
specific cartridge it is
designed to fire.

8. Genuine European
checkered Walnut Stock
with modified linseed oil
finish,

9. Exclusive BSA adjustable
Trigger derived from
World Record BSA
Martini target action.

10. Telescope dovetails
machined as integral part
of Action for low mounting
of scope.

Majestic Deluxe (with or without
Besa Recoil Reducer) ,243, ,270.
.308 and 30/06 Cal. .... List $169.75
Majestic Deluxe (with Besa Recoil
Reducer only) .458 Cal.

List $219.75

DEALER: ORDER FROM
YOUR "OBBER

For Catalog and Complete Specifications write
Department GM-lO.

Exclllsive Distriblltors:

". L. GALEF & SON. INC.
85 Chambers Street, New York 7, N. Y.

EMBLEMS

I} ~ I? n GUNSMITHS and BARRELMAKERS
tf· ...uewe'l 'f""" ~O. PO 80X I ROXBURY. CONNECTICUT

another FIRST by the

WINCH£ST£Jl 94
Magazine- t:at-811

Believe it or not, but your Winchester 94 is still one of the most popular hunting rifles ever made.
Now we have made a MAGAZINE-GUT-OFF for your Winchester 94 which will make it even more popular
and versatile for your hunting. .
With the Winchester 94 MAGAZINE-CUT-OFF you can lock cartridges in the magazine-you don't have to
unload each individual cartridge at the end of the hunt-eliminates marring and damaging cartridges
allows cartridges to be instantly chambered for emergency use-can be installed easily.

SEE YOUR DEALER
OR ORDER DIRECT

I
SWISS EMBROIDERED

MADE-TO-ORDER from YOUR SPECIFICATIONS

NO MINIMUM!!!
Yau can order from 1 to 1,000 or more.

Send today for free brochure to:

E'.STERN EMBLEM SUPPLY CO.
P. O. Box 254 DIPt.G. Jomoica 31. New York

NOW YOU CAN

PROTECTION!
World tamous .25 cal.

BERETTA
Jetfire weighs 10 ozs. Only
4%" long--otrers maximum
protection with unique tiP~lIP

barrel. push-button magazine release
and external .hammer. Easily fires 1
powerrul shots. Blue-$32.00••25 Auto
Ct... (50)-$4.20. FREE: LEATHER
HOLSTER. ORDER BY MAIL TODAY.
send $5.00 down. Bal. C.O.D. Dept. GM-IO
Godfrey Import CorP•• 67 Reade St.. N.Y. 7. N.Y.
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Write for
AUTHENTIC

COLLECTOR'S BADGES

Expert Rifleman's
Badge

MARKSMAN'S BAR

ARMY - MARINE
CIVILIAN

SPECIAL

SI::AID
SILVER FINISH

RAISED LETTERS
Limited Quantity

s .1908-1961 ...r-iiil
'I •• .,. SAVINGS.Al til
ASSOCIATION ~ ~

POLAROID CA A KIT
Free with $3,000 Account
G.E. CLOCK RADIO
Free with $1,000 Accounl

G.E. ALARM CLOCK
Free when opening accoun'
for $100 qr more.

1656 W. Chicago Avenue. Chicago, III.

ASSETS OVER $22.000,000.00

brakes and start diving at my cardboard owl
decoy. After-this fracas, I need either a new
owl decoy or a poorer location for my crow
calling.!

The following week, I located a flock of
ducks on a farm pond. Came evening and
time for the birds to raft up. I hid on the
edges of the pond and started calling. Again
the same results; the birds almost brokll a
leg trying to come overhead to see where the
other flight of ducks had settled down and
what they were chuckling over. Both of these
small experiences were put to shame when
I called a red fox from the front steps of my
house. My land is infested with rabbits,
pheasants, and other wildlife, including
foxes. A few squeals on this particular rab
bit call and the beast showed up. Unfortu
nately, my dogs set up such a howl that my
red friend decided that there was some
thing wrong and left in high gear.

This calling was done with the new Mag·
num Game calls which are marketed through
a subsidiary of P. S. O1t Company. These
calls are bigger and thus easier to handle,
and have a very clear, true sound. Game
calling has been a somewhat neglected mat·
ter by most hunters. They buy a call, try it
a few times and then simply give up. That
they might be calling at the wrong time or
place does not dawn on them, and they
blame the call for their failure. Calling game
requires skill and patience, and skill can be
gained only by practice. The patience ~
you must supply yourself. ~

ACE DOUBLE·SET
TRIGGER ....__$10.95

WITH KICK-OFF
Fitted to your Mauser or
F.N. Attion (no others).
$4.00 more. Aee Single
Set-Trigger. $10.95.

Complefe
With stamped

parts ..••••••. $20.00
Stripped .....••. $ 9.00

NEW MAUSER 98 BOLTS
Complete ••$11.00
Stripped ••• $ 6.00

llttl,'s
ACE FINISHED
BARRELS AND

Barreled Ac:tions
(White)

NEW MAUSER 98 ACTIONS
ALL MILLED PARTS

$2500

1. Fancll Oregon Myrtle,· 2. Bare FanC1l
Oregon Myrtle; 3. Rare Flaked Maple; 4.
Fancy Curlv Maple; 5. Rare Birdseye Maple.
NOTE: In Mannlicher length, rifle blanks Of.
turned and semi-inletted stocks eost $5.00
more than prices shown.

Ace 24" or 26" Barrels fol'" .338 or .264 Win. fitted
to your action. (Win.•70. Enfield, High No. Spring-

r.~~~ ~~C~d9a~r~~:irfu~~.o.t~~~S! $40.00

~~ ~: fl;~~t~~ :~ -g::fe~e4~~,u1~iion: :: :: : :: :::gg
Specify weight, caliber and twist when ordering Ace·
barrels.

MILLED
SPRINGFIELD

TRIGGER GUARDS
(Milled Steel)

Made for Flaig's by Sako, fea·

hl~~i:JIf1~~k:;:ters:~t~i~~~=:~Pe
::~e~~e~;ttgru~~~ld.:,NiigR:rln~ar~.

1903 Springfield, inclUding .03·A3.
Increases resale value to your Sporter.

ized Springfield.

GUNS • GUN PARTS • SCOPES
• AMMUNITION • GUN STOCKS • BLANKS

• GUN SMITHING SERVICE
Writ.for
Fr•• lisl
#37

Expansion of Magi-Click tip
assures positive contact of
patch.

Sparter-weight 24"-3 Ibs.

Med. Heavy Weight 26"_4 Ibs. 4 azs.

THE SHOTGUII CLEANER THAT REALLY CLEANS!
• BETTER CLEANING-Ripple action
insures constant contact with bore
and provides a scrubbing action.
• ADJUSTABLE IN THE BORE -Ball
bearing clickstops let you instantly
adjust MagiCLICK to chamber, bore
and choke.
• FITS ALL RODS-Universal threads
fit your rod Available to fit 12,
16 and 20 gauge shotguns.
• PROTECTS GUN BORE-Magi·
CLICK's nylon and neoprene con
struction centers rod in bore and
prevents any metal·to-bore contact.

MINNESOTA RUBBER COMPANY
3630 WOODDALE AVENUE
MINNEAPOLIS 16. MINNESOTA

MIN N E S 0 T~CSno0r'(
'HtaV'. Lj ~W

T.M. Minl'lesot. Rubber Co?,pan)'

$1.69 ASK YOUR DEALER OR WRITE TODAY

----- ------------------- ----- ----------------
c

ACE TRIGGER SHOE
For most rifles, shotguns

and •handguns. $250SpecIfy gun.

Supply Limited-No Trades

SAVE OVER 30%
ON A BRAND NEW
SAKO MAUSER
HUNTING RIFLE

Your (hoice of Calibers .270,
30-06 or .300 H&H and .375
H&H.

Only $12500

Lightweight 22"-2 Ibs. 6 oz.
Made exclusively for Flaig's by a nationally known
barrel maker. Each barrel is best quality 6-groove with
smooth, hard-swedged "button" patented riflinga
Threaded for '98 Mouser, F.N. Mauser, HVA, Springfield,
Enfield, Win. 70, Rem. 721 & 722, Norwegian Krog,
Mex. Small Ring Mauser, Jap 6.5 and 7.7.
Chambered for all standard calibers, including the new
.338 Win. and .264 Win.
Choice of medium heavy, sporter weight or light weight.
~ally priced: Ace -Barrel (white), $24.00-except
264 and -338 col. ($2.00 more for Enfield bciiTel.)
Guarantee: Barrels -are made to the highest standards
of workmanship and .after a five day inspection period
customer has the privilege to return for full refuntl if
not 100% pleased. Barrel should be head-spaced before
use by a comp~tent gunsmith.. _ _..

TURNED & SEMI-INLETTED STOCKS AND BLANKS
All our stock wood is both air. dried and kiln dried to below 7% moisture content. AU "Ianks are
sent subject to customer's approval. All grades are available in lots.

RARE CURLY -& BIRDSEYE MAPLE

f~it~ij~;;;~~~i:nL:;;)~ :S~C:kt: ::~ ~ _: ~ ~ ::~ ~_ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ $~Hi ~ $ii:~
OREGON MYRTLE
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PRICE TAGS ON U. S. SAFARIS
(Continued from page 29)

Thus, in the Rocky Mountain areas--if the
hunter goes for game for which no guide is
required and furnishes his own transporta
tion, mere food and lodging will average
around $15 daily. But if a guide-outfitter
runs the whole show, the daily tab runs
to $60. As compared to Canada and
Alaska, where pack-train trips start at $100,
jump to $150 for plane and/or boat trans
port, and may reach $200 per day when
planes and dog-teams are furnished, the rates
are wholly reasonable--if game is bagged.

These are the going rates for one man, per
day. But if two or more hunters share a trip
the cost is correspondingly less per each,
since only a little additional gear and food
need be transported for each member of the
party. However, there are some charges that
rise in direct ratio to the number of hunters
per party: food, saddle horses and pack ani·
mals for riding and transporting personal
gear and, in some cases, separate guides for
additional hunters-plus their riding and
pack stock.

There are other ways to whittle down the
overall costs. Thus one hunter, who intends
to confine all his time to hunting and will
lend only the most superficial assistance in
camp chores, should expect to pay maximum
rates. He will need at least one more man,
or woman, in camp to supply mere creature
comforts-from cooking his meals, wrangling
the riding and pack stock, and packing and
unpacking his gear.

Such a loner will furnish all of his per-

sonal gear: all spare clothing, sleeping bag
and air mattress, toilet and first-aid kit,
photographic gear, spare guns and ammuni
tion, and other miscellanea. If he is smart
he'll carry a spare rifle as insurance so that
a mishap doesn't leave him weaponless.

If two hunters make such a trip they can
share the same outfitter-provided sleeping
tent and all the auxiliary comforts it pro
vides. They may also elect to carry only one
spare rifle between them. The time needed to
pitch camp, prepare meals and guide them
to game thus extends the demands of the
hunting day only slightly over that required
by one hunter.

If one or both also pitch in to assist in
wrangling the stock, gathering firewood,
dressing out and capeing and salting game,
the chores-per-man can be hugely reduced,
particularly if such chores are definitely
assigned so that no one member of the party
destroys the whole camp's efficiency.

Food on a wilderness hunt is often a
problem. On any long hunts the hunter's
rifle is expected to provide some of it. .But
there are two extremes of looking at it:
either the hunter may wish to take home a
representative sampling of his game, in
which the outfitter has to supply the grub;
or the hunter may give up his game for
camp meat, because of warm weather or
simply because his main interest is the
trophy cape. Between these two extremes are
several arrangements that ought to reach
agreement before the trip commences.

Acclaimed by champion shooters and recommended by
Eor Specialish as the best protection ogoinst harmful
noise. lee Sonic EAR·VAlVS let you hear everything
normally ...... hile they eliminate the harmful effects of
gun blost noise. A precision engineered, patented
mechanical hearing protector. NOT EAR PLUGS. Only
$3.95 a pro with money back guarantee. ORDER TODAY
or write for FREE Medical Proof ond literature.

SIGMA ENGINEERING COMPANY
1608 Hillhurst Ave., Dept. K, Los Angeles 27, Calif.

THE LEWIS LEAD REMOVER
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

*3.95 • -----POST"".. Revolver Cleaning Kit. Bemo,.
LeadJng trom Forcing Cone. Cyl

hider. and Barrel. A..aHable in 38-44·45 cal. Kit tor two
calibers $7.10. Patches (Pke. 10) $.60. Dealer InQuiries
~ In-rlted. Check or Money Order-No COD'.

~ GUN SPECIALTIEScolI'~~ a,;.~:~ l:...a;.

YOU GET ALL THESE

ADVANTAGES
WITH THE DOUGLAS

ULTRARIFLED*

BARREL
. . . direct to you from the

"RIFLE BARREL CAPITOL OF THE WORLD"
High quality production and continued excellence of Douglas
barrels have led a leading market survey to refer to Crosslanes
(Charleston 2), West Virginia, the home of the G. R. Douglas Co., as
"the rifle barrel capitol of the world."

Now Available
BUTTON RIFLED*

MUZZLE LOADER BARRELS
We now have muzzle loader barrel blanks avail

able for delivery. These blanks wlll be supplied in
three sizes of octagon shaped steel-1s", 1", and l~a"
across the flats. They wlll finish up to 42" long. All
blanks have a high qual1ty coldfinished outside sur
face. Cal1bers available are 32. 36, 40, 45, and 50. We
at the Douglas Co. feel that our experience in pro
ducing some of the world's finest rifle barrels will
enable us to make a muzzle loader second to none in
qual1ty and performance. Price wlll be $32.50. subject
to regular gunsmiths discount. Please write for com
plete information on these barrels, sent free. 'Those
barrels of larger caliber made in the smaller steel
wlll be cut rifled since it is impractical to use the
button process in this instance.

• Highest Quality • Button Rifled since 1953
• Low Cost • Finest Inside Finish
• Best Discount to Gunsmith • Record Holding Barrels
• Stainless Steel • Straightest Sporters
• Chrome-Moly Steel • Most Calibers 20 to 450
• Timken (17-22-AS) Steel world's longest wearing barrel

steel for express cartridges.

The Douglas ULTRARIFLED* "button rifled"
barrel is the finest production made barrel obtainable
today. Day after day these barrels insure the attain
ment of highest accuracy for its owner, are the least
trouble and the most profitable for the dealer-gun
smith. You can depend on Douglas.

Write for free descriptive data.
"Patented T. M. Reg. Made Exclusively by G. R. Douglas.
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BARRELS FOR WINCHESTER '97 PUMPS

Numrich Arms

RETAIL OUTLET
West Hurley, N. V.

E

ON LY ~?y.&ln~~~w~~~6Nritilesy~~stC~y ~~
19 at Kingston. N. Y.

NEW HOURS: /0 A.M. to 6 P.M., except Friday 10 to
9. Closed Sunday and Monday.

(Djscontinu~ for some years)

fe
2
ng Phas. ~r~~~~~"t-e~st,.,a'k~a~~~I~r~~~L~ssn T~~:O~At;

OLD CATALOG PRICE. Solid frame guns only-12 gao
in 28" Full. 28" Imp. Cyl .• 26t1 Full. 26/1 Med., or 26"
Imp. Cyl. SPECIAL PRICE $12.!SO ea. plus SOt pp.

WINCHESTER ~I D~T
MODEL' 7 3 UJ\\/}~

_ ........~ camplete with slide &
_" _ ~ screw $3.75

Permits forging Mauser.
Springfield l Jap. & other
bolt handles low for scope
mounting and smooth sport
er appearance. Takes only
minutes & produces a far
better job than cutting •
weldinQ. No need to cool
bolt With water-blocks ab

sorb heat so bolt Is unharmed. One set lasts for hundrecls
of jobs. Our own make & design-equal to usual $17 to
$20 sets. Fully guaranteed-with instructions, ONLY $9.95
plus SS¢ pp.

WIN. Model 94 FULL RIFLE BARRELS

WINCH£sr£Ae
Rare Parts - Brand New ,j.

. Limited SupplyMdl. '92 Hammer. $5.95
Mdl. '86 Hammer. $6.95
Mdl. '94 Hammer. $2.15
Hammers, Low Wall &. High, .coil spring mdls. $6.95

~~
.22 CONVERSION KIT
FOR ALL 1903 SPRINGFIELDS

Handsome conversion unit allows year 'round use of
four Cavmo' te rifle. even after big game season is past.

sr~I~~YthV~ ~~~Y~I~aAo~I~~dlt.i!lN~h~~n~~~gbnr;'~h~~
better but feels better while shooUng. (Just slide out
unit to chan~e hack to .30-06). Full sized. but short
actin~ bolt, with precision rifled barrel liner gives

~2KebOli~~u;;rc;rr·li~:~~tr~~~~r ~a~S~Ja;s~~'m~~~~
Bolts bave adjustable headspace feature guaranteeing

t~,~~~rsa'~iu~~;;:bl~h~~~~gio2V(6w~'1~~hm:9Sus:~:
Extra magazines "'_.__$1.75 ppd.

WINCHESTER

~~......e:::9w~ FIRING PINS
'92 Model ..........•••••••.•.•••.•.•••. $2.95
'73-38 & 44/40 mdls••. , _ _.$3.75
73-25 & 32/20 mdls.... 00 .. 00 00 00.00.00$3.75
Hi & Low Wall, state if rim or center fir •• $2.95

LINKS FOR '73
WINCHESTERS

Brand new, either right or left. Stat which.
$3.75. SPECIAL! Pair for $6.50.

• e EXTRACTORS
'92 Maciel, 25 & 32/20 oo. 00 .•...•.... 00 . $2.50
'92 Model, 38 & 44/40 .. 00. 00 _.. $2.50
Hi & Low Wall, for small or large calibers

-state which-none for rimfire ......•. $2.95

Speed Lock-Safety Pin
"As recommended in Guns and Guns & Ammo."

~)JJJ))))})jjjJjjjJJJ1)& oth; I~~~~:et
FOR SPRINGFIELD 1903 RIFLES-'

~::~ ~~n::r~ f:~~fi. P~i; i:~~j:;~SPta~~ al~ ~1t~ci
firing pin. Really safe, does not depend on tiny wire

tf~:' ied~c~au~r ~r:;I;Vl~O%~idS;:~ty ~ha't':t~~~~n~special Austrian steel 53.75

I was on only one "hungry" hunt in my
life. The outfitter, without a word to us, had
planned to feed a three-weeks, six-mouth
camp off the game we killed. Thus, he took
along only a fair supply of canned meats,
bread, bacon and other rock-bottom essen
tials. In spite of his professed experience
he completely overlooked the fact that one
raiding bear or wolverine could have reo
duced our subsistence to the starvation level.
Which is precisely what happened, though
due to his improvidence and not because of
wildlife camp-thieves. .

It is no secret that hard-working men, be
they hunters or ditchdiggers, cannot main
tain energy without both proteins and fats.
Canned meats do not provide either in emer
gency cases of extreme effort and/or cold.
Men can wilt to nothing in energy reserve
on a diet of birds and rabbits, though such
fare may stuff their bellies to the bursting
point. Excessive shooting of small game on
a big-game hunt is also a fine way to spook
the latter out of the locality.

That was our case in Hungry Camp. With
the exception of one scrawny ram, which the

Marks of deer feeding through
snow are signposts for hunter.

desperate outfitter urged me to shoot for
camp meat, and which we ate down to the
hocks in three days, we were a hungry, ex
hausted, and disillusioned crew when we
wound up that fiasco.

Today's outfitters needn't risk such foul
ups. A vast variety of dehydrated foods, all
ridiculously easy to pack and prepare, are
at their disposal. If kept dry and undam
aged, such foods last indefinitely. They just
save packing in a lot of heavy and bulky
moisture-rich items that previously used to
be packaged in space-wasting tin cans. Using
dehydrated foods a man can tuck the mak
ings of a hearty meal in a shirt pocket.

One outfitter I know makes a late-summer
pack trip into his guiding areas, cacheing
20-pound weather-tight metal pannier boxes
of such concentrated grub at strategic points
along the way. They are then in readiness
for the hunting season. His pre-season trip
also provides a chance at an accurate check
of game prospects. Needless to say, his
clients have always been well-fed and steam
ing with energy. And they invariably come
out with better-than-average bags of game
for which they haven't had to spend their
last few ounces of energy.

The net result is that this outfitter and his
clients all have marvelous times. I suspect
they'd enjoy their trips if game was hard to
come by. But, with lots of burnable energy,

(Continued on page 60)

(s..,
below)

G-l0

Send SOc for Dealer P/L or $2.00 for
72-page Catalog. Money refunded
with first $50 order, or if you don't
think our catalog or P/L is "topSIl.

TEXAS GUN CLINIC
2518 Oakdale • Houston 4, Texas
""Where the clock replaced the calendar'"

WHOLESALE'
GUNS, SCOPES, RELOADING Supplies

FREE CATALOGI

THE SHOTGUN NEWS
Columbus, Nebraska

Yes, send me the next issue of SHOTCUN
NEWS FREE and start my subscription for one
year. $2 enclosed-to be refunded if I'm not
completely satisfied.

Shootin' for
SERVICE

5000

Nome _ ..

NEW 18 PAGE LIST EVERY 5 WEEKS

ANTIQUE & MODERN GUNS
PLEASE SEND JOf fOR YOUR COPY.

ALWAYS ON HAND: Win. Lever-Actions,
Colt's, S&W's, Rem's, Muskets, and WOn.
Parts. Will Trade.
CHET FULMER, RTE. 3, DETROIT LAKES, MINN.

FIREARMS
BARGAINS

Address .

Are you a gun trader? Gun collector? Or are

you just plain interested in guns? If you are,

you'll profit from reading the bargain-filled

columns of SHOTGUN NEWS, noW pub.

Iished twice each month. It's the leading

publication for the sale, purchase and trade

of firearms and accessories of all types.

SHOTGUN NEWS has aided thousands of

gun enthusiasts locate firearms, both mod

ern and antique - rifles, shotguns, pistols,

revolvers, scopes, mounts ••• all at money

saving prices. The money you save on the

purchase of anyone of the more than 5,000
listings twice a month more than pays your

subscription cost. You can't afford to be

without this unique publication.

City & State .

Free trial offerl
Maney Back Guarantee.

As a special introductory offer, we'll send

you the next issue of SHOTGUN NEWS free

of charge with your one year subscription.

That means you get 25 big issues. What's

more, if you're not completely satisfied, just

tell us. We'll Immediately refund your

money in full and you can keep the issues

you already have. Fair enough? You betl

Fill in the coupon below and mail it today!

-----------------~
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SPECIFICAliONS

* 45 caliber 32" 8 groove
super accurate barrel* Walnut stack* Old type blue finish* Sights-open rear, Ly.
man #4 front* Brass ferrules, cap pro
tector

U. S. CARBINE
MAGAZINES

SAVAGE MOL. 99
fiI

7.5 SWISS CARBINES

FREE Water (I. dirt"
tobaeeo) proo' rubber cap
given WI,L ma,azlnl.

• 5 shot capacity-required by law lor hunting, ftts
flush with luard-streamlines appearance. Solid
machined bottom-not H raw" appearinll oversized
told overs that some ar. lelll ng $2.45

• 15 shot, In original wrap. only $1.00 OL or 2 lor $1.75
• 30 shot. "banana" clips only $4.95 or 2 for $7.951

barrels, brand new, .300 Say. caliber
Special price $12.50 plus 75t pp.

.22 R.F. MAGNUM
barrel blanks-22" long, 19/32" on shonk, 3,4"
shoulder tapering to 9/16" at muzzle. Chambered,.
blued. Made by one of the World's largest barrel
makers, discontinued contour-only $3.95 plus 50¢
Post.

ATTENTION MILITARY COLLECTORS!
Small supply of this famous mountain arm in good
to v.g. condo only $16.95 eo. Ammo 20 for $2.95
shipped Exp. chgs. coli.

Quickly instaIled
sight set. Stream..
lined front ramp
with sight. Rear
sight with both
windage & elevation

:~nedln·byBO~~m~~; A. found on Colt
tightening Allen set Sporting Rifles
screw. Front .560
J.d., 'l'ear .775 Ld.
Plenty of wall thickness for reaming to an popu-

lar sizes. Blued, ready to install. ONLY $2...~95~..~••~.iiii."~~~;J...~;;~.~~,,••for complete setl ~

FOR U. S. ENFIELDS
The biggest improvement in 46 years!
COCKS ON OPENING-SPEEDY

~60
Simply insert in your bolt

Corrects the two serious faults of the
Enfield action-long, slow firing pin fall
and cock on closing design. Our unit reo
duces lock time (the great accuracy im
prover) up to 72%, cocks rifle on the up
tum of the bolt just as in Winchester,
Remington, Springfield, Mauser and
others. This gives for better, (and faster)
feeding, for better extraction. Regular
safety works as usual. Normally a $15
to $18 conversion. OUR UNIT, READY TO
INSTALL IN YOUR BOLT IN 2 MINUTES
AT THE UNBELIEVABLY LOW PRICE OF
$4.95 ppd. (For 1914 or 1917 Models
only-state which-not for British SMLE)

COMPLETE KIT, Rifle and everything .needed for immediate

shooting ••• (shipped Exp. chgs. collect) ONLY $44.50

Sond lonll ooI'-o....r...... onvol_
for .cleUt...... fr.. informat.....

A .45 caliber bullet mold

Flask with quarter pound of black powder

Box of 100 percussion caps

Powder measure-maple ramrod

Instruction booklet on how to load, fire, and best
enjoy muzzle loading shooting

~~'

Muzzle Loading Shooting *
IS Low Cost Shooting Fun 0 0 0

IDEAL FOR HUNTING
PLINKING, TARGET AND MATCH SHOOTING

-ail at lower cost than .22 L.R. .

", ~G*PrrK~ MU~LE

HOPKINS &ALLEN ..~~~~/

Now you can join in America's fastest growing sport
-Shooting the "old smokers".

Reasonably priced-all American made. lowest cost
big bore shooting possible-less than .22 L.R.

YOU GET
Ready to shoot immediately

The fine Hopkins & Allen underhammer percussion
rifle

II
=

These barrels are
rifled in the same
way our now fa
mous round muzzle
loader barrels. Not
broached or "but
toned" but actually
r if led. Guaranteed
hard straight shoot.
ers, the very best
blanks available any·
where.

NEW HIGH PEED FORMULA takes seconds
to apply ... beautifies & protects. Deep blue
permanent finish actually penetrates the steel.
Used by gunsmiths and gun factories every..
where. Guaranteed to be the best cold blue
you ever used-or your money back. *
3 GUN SiZE ., .,$2.00 ppd.

INDUSTRIAL-GUNSMITH SIZE
1 Pint .......•....••••..•. S7.50 ppd.

NEW TAPERED BLANKS

€

EXTRA HEAVY 22 CAL. BARREL BLANKS
(n

LEATHER CLIP Pouches
For .45 Auto. Fits many
others. As issued, Exc.
Russet Leather NOT ained
black- $2.50 PPD

.357 Cal. or .44 Magnum
(Also 9MM Luger, '38 Special'" 44/40)

Used (or conversion or '92 'Vinchesters, '94 Marlins.
B.S.A.'s and many other models to the popular new

~'~~~~whi~~e~~e~'radttef~~t ~:J~~~~ds~g1).b~h:',~
are carefully driHed. reamed and rifted to either the
.357 (9MM Luger is the same) or the .44 Magnum.
Each barrel is 6 groove rifled. standard '03 Spring.
field taper & contour, 24" long. We have left the
Springfield thread on for convenience in holding.
turning, etc. Actual rifted length inside (discount·
ing old chamber and threads o( Springfield) 211./2"
State caliber-Only $7.50 plus 50¢ pp.

:-....,.:::::::=:::=~~::;~:;::::-..
• MUZZLE LOADING
• 45/70
• .45 AUTO

NEW BARREL BLANK S·/ZES
MUZZLE LOADING BARRELS

FULL 48~ long-.45 caliber. rifled 1 turn in 56",
straight lengt.h blanks. Ilh'" O.D. These barrels
are rifted-(NOT buttoned or broached) which is
the only way to obtain proper groo\'e depth. Eight
grooves make for super accuracy.ONLY $17.95 plus
$1.50 pp. & hdlg.
SAME. ONLY 32" LONG_u $9.95 plus 95¢ pp.

45/70 BARREL BLANKS
straight ritled lengths. 32'" long, P4" D.d. 1 turn
In 22"', beautiCul 4 groove rifling, used Cor re
barrellng 'Vinchesters. Marlins. 'Vhitneys. Spring
fields etc. Unheard of price or $9.60 plus 95e.

MUZZLE LOADING
BARRELS - Eight
groove rifled! One
turn in 56", .45 cali
ber . Handsome &
smooth-tight groups
assured. 15/16" across
flats. 32" long, ONLY
S14.85 + 85¢ - OR
FULL 42" long • • •
S19.50 + S1.10 ship.
ping•.

Full 11/16" diameter, straight. rifted blank-6
&,roove (or super accuracy. 27" lonst-Iarge diameter
makes adaptable (or most rim or center fire actions.

1 tUiCJ~m1~;ln:tio;:22-L~R.-ogrJ; :1<i9:1~J~~ 70¢
.44 CALIBER BARREL BLANKS

~~(Q)~~ ~ MORE

O~~*
BARREL BLANKS ~

6

98 SPECIAL-.357 MAGNUM-9 MM
LUGER BARREL BLANKS

Beautiful 6 groove, .357 groove dia., 1 turn in
16", full 26" long, .940 o.d. Used for converting
old 92 Winchesters into .357 magnum rifles (or
.38 special), custom barrels for Colt, S&W,
Lugers, etc. $8.50 plus 70¢ pos!., or 12" lengths
$4.95 plus 40¢ post.



That's why many ranchers turn to guide
outfitting during fishing and hunting sea
sons. They already have most of the needful
gear, some of their ranch help is always
available for side chores as a welcome relief
from monotony, and equipment has to be
maintained and wages paid anyway. So, dur
ing slack periods when ranch work isn't
pressing, ranchers can get some return on
their investment in both gear and labor. Too,
many of them are themselves hunters and
thoroughly enjoy sharing the sport.

Guide-outfitting is no job for pantywaists.
It's long-hour work, sometimes brutally hard
when game is bagged in rough country. Oc
casionally it is downright dangerous.' But
it's an open-air existence, where a man can
savor many creature comforts all the more
keenly because he's earned them. Finally,
it's participation in the fundamental age-old
pursuit of rich red meat for his belly. A man
who doesn't respond to that atavistic urge
has something wrong with his corpuscles.

Psychologically, I suppose, that's the main
line of separation between the good outfit
ters and the bums. The man who has a liking
of the wild things, and realizes that without
his harvesting help a lot of them would die
slowly and brutally in the wilds, has the
instincts of the sportsman. If he also wants
to share such harvesting pleasures with less

(Continued from page 58)
they get canny as coyotes in stalking their
game and collect it with a minimum of ex
hausting labor. There's so much to be said
for such a happy and energetic camp.
Among which is the fact this outfitter never
has to search for clients.

Guide-outfitters have only the duration of
the hunting season in which to earn their
wages. Most of them, facing a 30-day open
season, will generally break it up into con
venient units; three lO·day trips, two of a
fortnight each, or a single painstaking party
of trophy hunters who hire him for the
duration. Therefore, it's almost impossible
to hire such an outfitter on an indefinite
day-by-day basis. Why should he agree to
day wages when he can contract for anyone
of these and thus be employed as long as
the law permits hunting?

Once his season's hunts are scheduled the
capable guide-outfitter has few financial wor
ries. His 25 per cent down payment easily
covers all gear and supplies, with the remain
ing 75 per cent due at each trip's end. Un
less he is operating on a shoestring basis
such as having to hire a large share of his
horses, pack equipment and camp help-he
stands to make good wages for the season.

Sighting bear at 1000 yards,
good stalk cut range to 100.

-with or without a scope. The case
opens perfectly flat, permitting easy
removal of the gun, and if you wish,
you can display, adjust or polish
fine firearms right on the gun case.

Take the case that takes the
honors-from sportsmen and marks
men alike. Choose Bucheimer-an
outstanding name in leather goods
since 1884.

No, it's not a mystery story, but a
brand-new gun case that Bucheimer
has added to its outstanding, high
quality line. This model, No. 72,'has
a zipper that travels three-quarters
of the way around the case, yet it's
made so that your gun never "rides"
on the zipper.

There's ample room to carry your
gun-always in a,n upright position

a:...
:IE-...:z:
~

::::t
a::II

PACHMAYR GUN WORKS, INC. r"liiii~
1220 S. Grand Ave., Dept. UU!J Los Angeles 15, Calif. ~

Shown: Gun Case No. 72, with popular Model 70, military rifle sling and hunting scope

Bucheimer
presents

THE CASE OF THE WELL-GUARDED RIFLE

You'll have great advantage with a Lo-Swing Top Mount on your favorite hunting rifle
open sights r scope at your fingertips. In some hunting emergencies this patented lo-Swing
feature ma mean the difference between life or death ••• a kill or a miss. Features exclu
sive winda e and elevation adjustment. Easy to install. UNCONDITIONALLY guaranteed to
maintain a olute zero alignment no matter how often scope is swung to side or removed.
featured at II leading Sporting Goods Dealers and Gunsmiths.

FREE
'
, , Wrl.te for Free 16:page brochure !ea.

1Urlng the latest In gun accessories
and senices from the West's oldest

• • • Gun House.

MAKES ANY IFLE
TWICE AS EFFECTIVE
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THE SAVAGE 110's BOLT HAS ONLY 18 COMPONENT PARTS (COUNT 'EM)

receiver plus front and rear baffles.
Ask your sporting arms dealer for

all the facts about the superb speed,
ease of handling and accuracy of the
Savage 110. A demonstration will
reall-y open your eyes.
LEFT-HANDERS! Have you seen
the new Savage 110-MCL? Not a
conversion, not a special-order item,
but the first true left-hand big-game
rifle ever produced in volume!

Model 110, $112.50. 110-MC, with
Monte Carlo stock, ideal for scope,
$116.75. 110-MCL, $126.75. Calibers
.30-06 and .270, .243 and .308. Prices
subject to change. Slightly higher in
Canada.
FREE! Colorful, illustrated, 28-page
catalog of Savage, Stevens, Fox fire
arms. Write Savage Arms, Westfield
125, Massachusetts.

ONE HORNADY BULLET·

B"ullets in all popular
calibers-22 through 45.

Send card for list.

(one of a series of reports to shooters)

"He was a lone bull and a wise old fellow, staying in heavy forest near farms and
doing great damage to crops at ni$lht," writes J. R. Buhmiller of Kalispell, Montana,
who got him. "It took us three days in the rainy season to track him. Then one
shot with a Hornady 500 grain steel jacketed bullet laid him low ••• as well as about
70 others. (Shot under approval of Tanganyika Game Department.) Those
Hornady Bullets will reach the brain if properly directed from any position where
the head is exposed. Frontal shots needing great penetration were easy."

Men like yourself ... men who really
know guns, are the ones who most
appreciate simplicity of bolt con
struction, disassembly and assembly.
Thousands of them say you can't go
wrong with the unique new bolt action
of the Savage 110 ... it's that simple!

This great American-designed,
American-made rifle owes the out
standing speed, smoothness and
safety of its action to the straight
forward design and precision manu
facture of every-part of this bolt.

Double front locking lugs cam into
the front of the receiver for a lockup
that is strong and secure. Cocking
piece and sear have curved, hardened
surfaces that insure velvet-smooth
let-off. Bolt face is recessed and bolt
head fully encased and, for added
safety, there are twin gas ports in the

Inside story of a unique new bolt design

~ (J
~ ~
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HORNADV MFG. COMPANV. Dept. G • BOX 906 • GRAND ISLAND, NEBRASKA

fortunately situated indjv{d~alS he will prob·
ably turn into an excellent gtiide-outfitter.

But the man who thinks only of the money
such work will earn him and takes no pleas- "
ure "in" the" w"ilderness and :its wild-life is
more than likely to turn racketeer; "as he
probably would in almost any other line of
life work under comparable circumstances.
This is a fundamental faOj:or to consider
when you're hiring a guide-outfitter. If he
talks mainly of game and hunting his heart
is in his work, and vice versa.

What you should expect for your money:
These are average rates per man, per day,

for guide or guide-outfitter services. Home-to
home round-trip transportation, plus hunting
licenses and game tags, are extra. "Rates are
reduced for two or three in the party.

ew England and Eastern Canada:
$20-shelter, food, guide.
$30-shelter, tent, food, guide, canoe.

Southern States, except Southwest:
$IO-guide, outboard, decoys, blind.
$2S-shelter, food, guide, hounds.
$3S-shelter, food, Jeep, guide, bird-dog.

Rockies, Plains, Southwest:
$IS-shelter, food.
$3S-shelter, food, guide, Jeep.
$60-tent, two pack horses, saddle horse,

guide and one helper, food.
Canada, Alaska and the Arctic:

$100-tent, food, two pack horses, saddle
horse, guide and two helpers.

ISO-plane, inboard cruiser, shelter, food,
guide and two helpers.

200-plane, inboard cruiser, shel-~
tel', tent, guide, dog-sled. ~

THE WHERE TO
HUNT PROBLEM
(Continued from page 20)

yearly hunting lease. The system works fairly
well because everyone, or almost everyone,
has accepted it.

As far as I can gather, it is not technically
legal to pen up state-owned game in Texas.
Still, ranch after ranch in my area does build
deer·proof fences. Since no one except friends
of the rancher, or lease holders, would be
allowed to hunt there anyway, the state over
looks the practice. Out in west Texas, where
mule deer replace the whitetails and really
big ranches replace the modest sized ones,
there are no deer-proof fences, but preserve
hunting for state-owned game is in operation
everywhere. For so much per deer-$SO, $100,
12S-you may hunt. On some ranches, you

get certain services-guide, meals, or what
ever you request, in the package or for ad-

ditional~ee.
Last fa , I hunted on such a ranch in the

Big Ben Country. A territory of some thou
sands 0 acres was assigned to myself and
one pa tner. No other hunters were on it.
For the services furnished, which were quite
plush, t e fee was ISO per man. We were
allowed hunt deer, blue quail, and jave
lina, all of vhich were abundant. Naturally,
a state license was required. I cannot but
admit that, compared to a hunt on often
crowded public lands, which would have
cost as much or more with guide and other
services somewhere else, we had a bargain.
Game was teeming. We had no competition.
But again, for all practical purposes, this
was big-game preserve hunting, even though
the state owned the game.

It was Texas that led off, too, some few
years ago, in the field of actual big-game
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Your
Price

$23.95
28.75
30.95
37.95
52.95

56.95
7.95
9.70

SEND FOR OUR FULLY ILLUSTRATEil

FREE! GIANT CATALOGS
SPECIFY HUNTING, FISHING OR BOTH

NO MONEY DOWN
UP TO 10 MONTHS TO PAY

WEAVER SCOPES • • • Retail
K 2.5 or K 3 CH or TP $37.50
K 4 CH or TP 45.00
K 6 CH or TP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 48.50
K 8 or K 10 CH or TP 59.50
Vari-Power v8 CH w Imounts. • . . • .. 79.50
Vari-Power V8 Multi-Range

Heticule w/mounts ...........• 84.75
Top or Side Mounts. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9.75
PIVOT MOUNTS. . . . • . . • . . . . . . . .. 12.50

• Removable Hood
• Rubberized Game

Pouch
• Roomy Pockets
• Knitted Wristlets

and Anklets
• Choice of

Hunter's Red or
Olive Green

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
Fam"us for high quality gun cases,

hunting vests, other accessories.

LEADING DEALERS OF:
Red Head, 10-X, Refr~i-\VearA\Vinchester, Browning,

~:~~~~:onMO~~~I;~: RUg:;' S'I!:t'ttti
r

, & S~~~sso~:va!~~
Stalildard, All M1{0r Gun Companies, Lyman Loading

~~A~~y~C~~SChe2dL~fub~eI~::i~~id~Vli~:::l1~'~~:r~:~~
~'Kfn~~fto~'sA~~~~O~co~~~~~~Cktgr~EBo~~~mQueen

SEND FOR CREDIT APPLICATION
International Charge Credit Cards

Honored On All Purchases-Any Amount
Add postage to all items, 200/0 d~posit on all COD'S.
Prices subject to change without notice.

3S16 WHITE PLAINS ROAD (Dept. G1061)
NEW YORK 67, N. Y.- Phone TUlip 1.1900

~~~f~~dJ'pacilt~~9§c~f~nl~iir'iPOd"" 89.50 67.50

REtJIl~~eP~~~~r1i B~h~?~cale:::: ~j:gg ~~:~g
REDDING Master Powd~r Measure .. 18.50 13.95
REDDING- Standard Heloading Press .• 16.00 11.95
PACIFIC POWder Scale 10.90 8.75

~~g~~~8 ~uEr~ ~1g~sSet' : : : : : : : : :: itgg 1::~~
PACIFIC 3 Die Pistol Set . . . . . . . .. 13.50 10.80
DEI'rEMEYER Shotshell Reloader

o O ....................•. 59.50 47.60
10 TOOL With dies 16.50 13.20

Vandalia with dies .....•. , 34.50 27.50
Grand American with dies ... 119.50 95.60

C ER "C" PRESS ........•.. 12.00 9.60
CH Hifle or Pistol Dies ... . . . . . . .. 13.50 '\1.10.80
MEC "250" Press-complete .....• 48.95 39.25
MEC Super 400 Press-complete ...• 57.75 46.25
HI STANDARD SHOTGUNS •••
Autoloader "Trophy" 12 gao ...•... 141,95 113.50
Autoloader "Supermahc" 12 gao .... 117.95 94.50

~~ ;;ff~Fcr.r'llit61~a.g~·. : : : : :: ~~:~~ ~~::g
RUGER Deerstalker Carbme•....... 108.00 61.50
*Subject to availability-first come, first served.

Comfortable bellow·type shoulder
and underarm design permits fast,
free-swing action. Made of tough, plio
able, weatherproof material •.• all
cotton sateen with 100% dacron poly
ester insulation and 100% nylon lin
ing. Reinforced at all points of wear.

Ask Your Dealer For WIS·TOGS by

.1 : I • ,. 1.1: I~
s .......xe C....".,,~

381 E. McWilliams SI., Fond du Lac, Wis.

preserve hunting, when a number of ranches
began experimenting with exotic big-game
animals. The location. was" logical, because
here the size of individual holdings made
room available for such operations, and mild
climate made the chance of success in rais
ing the animals greater. In addition, there
was little true public hunting, and astute
land owners were quick to see that the big
game preserve would have to be launched
with foreign game under fence. This would
avoid state ownership of the game, and the
appeal of the exotic animal would be pro
vocative to hunters.

Today there are several Texas ranches in
full operation offering big-game hunting for
so much per animal on these exotics, and
there are many other ranches building up
herds. The old Rickenbacker Ranch near
Hunt, Texas, now under different ownership,
has sambar deer, Japanese sika deer, Axis
deer from India, and spiral-horned black:
buck antelope which are also native to India.
The blackbuck has become so well accli
mated in Texas that it does as well as any
native. It is a fine, fast game animal, and the
trophy bucks are wild and wary as hawks.

Then there are mouflon. Two Mediterra
nean animals, the Barbary sheep and the
Mouflon, have done well in both Texas and
New Mexico. A ranch near Llano, Texas, has
even bred a strain of Mouflon that appears
to be best for that area. Whenever trophy
animals are surplus, hunters are allowed in
to try for them at so much per animal.

The Burnham Brothers of Marble Falls,
Texas, famous for their predator calls, told
me recently that they had acquired a good
stocking of aoudad (Barbary sheep) for their
1600-acre ranch, which lies in rough, brushy
country not far from the above named vil
lage. As soon as they" build up a surplus,
they are going to begin advertising for
hunters. I am currently considering a hunt
in New Mexico for aoudad this fall, with a
rancher who is offering a limited number of
trophy animals. (The state of New Mexico
also has aoudad well started, but hunting so
far is for residents only.)

Up at Walland, Tennessee, not far from
Great Smokies National Park, there is a pre
serve in operation called Hunter's Haven. It
specializes in wild boar, descendants of the
European or Russian Boar for" which public
hunts have been going on in Tennessee under
state supervision for some years now. Re
cently I laid out the details of a TV movie
short made there by GMC Truck. For anyone
who thinks preserve hunting for big game is
tame stuff, let me mention that during the
filming one "actor-hunter" was put over a
fence three times by several boars in a con
certed charge.

Here, as on the southwestern ranches,
hunting is done in rough, wild country un·
del' conditions precisely like those one finds
when hunting big-game on public lands.
There is no feeling that one is hunting
"tame" animals. You're not! The Tennessee
operation is also building up a huntable herd
of fallow deer. I've not so far had experience
with these animals, which make a magnifi
cent trophy, but I have hunted sika, sambar,
axis, and blackbuck, and have found all of
them wonderful game animals. The sika,
even on a modest-sized preserve, is extremely
wary. A good buck comes as hard as any
whitetail. '

Just why big-game preserve hunting should
have any stigma attached to it is difficult to
explain. Bird hunting preserves have sprung

Available in white or red.
(specify). Price for any pistol
or rifle cartridge 42¢.
Shpg. Wgt. 8 oz.

M.d. under lieense.
• Guaranteed world's most accurate pow

der measure.
• Quick accurate micrometer ·setting.
• V.rtical filling and dumping no travel.

no powder grinding_
• Automatic powder knock prevenfs powder

clinging in powder chamber on static days.
• Short powder tube to prevent powder

clinging.
7~. Tobie sl.nd ,.;., you work on tobl. not
Z table edge.

Shpg. Wgi. 7 lb••

LUGER, AMERICAN WORLD FAMOUS

POWDER SCALE

LUGER AMERICAN· CORPORATION
Distributing point for the United States

Glenwood, Minnesota, U. S. A.

LUGER WORLD'S FINEST PRECISION

RELOADING DIES

GUARANTEED IMMEDIATE SAME DAY DELIVERY.
Writo todoy for firsl FREE relooding book
that really makes it possible for you to
reload rifl., pistol, shotshell ammo in mat.
ter of minutes by superior European method.
Send lodoy for huge FREE col. log of r.
loading tools. dies, supplies. LGI

~ollVr
FOR THE FIRST TIME IN AMERICA

BUY RelOADING DIES AND TOOLS
DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER

ORDER DIES AND TOOLS. USE FOR
SIX MONTHS. RETURN IF NOT FAR
SUPERIOR TO ANY MADE IN EUROPE

OR NORTH AMERICA.

LUGER WORLD S FINEST HEAVY DUTY

RELOADING TOOL

$611.
Modo undor licen.o. Shpg. Wgi. 4 lb••
• V••rs .h.ad engin••ring lind accuracy.
• Two leveling screws.
• Built in cross level.
• Frame twice as I.rge to stop vibration, protect

b•• rings. .
.• Built in oil dampener.
• 1/10 grain accurate. 325 grain capacity.

Stays accurate.

Standard Ya x 14" threads fit any tool. Die
steel, hand polished, precision machined.

jl
STANDARD MODEL I TYPE.

· 2 pc. Rifle die sets $4.75

3~~~:~t::bS~ie se,""1.
49

STANDARD MODEL \I TYPE.
2 pc. Rifle die sets $5.49
3 pc. Pistol die sets $7.19
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with many features not obtainable on a

SUPERIOR GRADE $1295 PLUS POSTAGE
AMERICAN WALNUT . FROM WARSAW, MO.

ready for

-~E:=I_.

Write for FREE Brochure in color with all
information on Stocks and how to order!

o wants a personalized rifle yet
to do it! Completely machine inlefted

Ited
apply

utiful stock

l1trrtffs STOCKS
Box 741 TWIN FALLS, IDAHO

Best Shots Demand
HERRETT'S HANDGUN STOCKS

• Law Enforcement
• Target Shooters
• Hunters'
• Field Shooters
• Quick Draw
Stocks carved for all popular
American guns, individually
custom fitted. Genuine walnut wood!

METALLIC SIGHTS

SHOTGUN CHOKES

RElOADING TOOLS

LYMAN #55
POWDER MEASURE:
mounts on shelf, bench or directly
on turret type presses .... loads
cartridges with uniform, reliable

precision at top
speed. Calibrated
slides and microme
ter screws· permit
wide range of adjust
ment with all pow
ders. (Price • • •
$16.00). You won't
find a better all
around powder meas
ure under any other
label. See your dealer
or write for 1961
lyman Catalog #43.

in
fim
facl
AVAILABL Smith-Corona, Springfipld Winchest.., 1917 thru the beller gunsmith.,
Eddystone,1911 Springfield, U.S. 1903 Winchester, M70 haraware ana sporting good.

Enfield, 1917 Rem~ngton, 1903A3 Springfield, U.S. 1903A3 Winchaster, M88 als~e't.'::'yoo:r ;~~;r 01i':i~';0::
Mauser, 1891 (Argenline)Rem',ngton, 1917. Winchester, M100 new catalog-ask him for it.
Mauser, 1909 (Argentine}Rem,ngton, M721 (Show Serial No. on Order) <:7 FREEl
Mause~ M93 (Spanish) Remington, M722 (Show Serial No. on Order) :Jor JI..·ee (je"eralionJ ••
Mauser, M94 (Swedish) Remington, M72S (Show Caliber on Order) We PI, m <:7 /? t.
Mauser, M9S (Mexican) Savage, MIlOR (Show Caliber on Order) orCa J oJI JamottJ '::fltllJloc "

Mauser, M96 (Swedish) Savage, MIlOL, (Show Caliber on Order) E. C. BISHOP & SON, Inc.
Mouser, M98 (with Large Receiver Ring) Dept. J88N WARSAW, MO., U.S.A.

up by scores all over the U.S. Their success
proves that there was a very real demand for
them. Why should hunters scorn deer raised
in wild surroundings, yet acclaim pheasants
freshly released from pens before the gun,
or ducks carried to a hilltop and released to
fly back over the guns to a pond? The truth
is, those who've tried big-game preserve
hunting don't! Big-game animals raised on
wild land and in a wild state are wild, pe
riod. Their natural range limitations, in a
wholly wild and unfenced state, are seldom
more than in a fenced preserve.

The advantages of preserve hunting for
big-game are many. First of all, where pri
vately owned foreign animals are concerned,
there are no expensive state licenses to buy.
In most instances, one pays only for game
killed. Obviously, there must be a time limit.
One Texas operation allows hunters a week.
They pay a registration fee of 825 and if a
kill is made, that fee is deducted from the
charge for the animal. If no kill is made,
there was no charge except forfeit of the
$25. Animals ran from $100 to $300, de
pending on species and sex. Many a hunter
who has blown four hundred hucks on a
mountain hunt on public lands and come
home skunked will be quick to see an ad
vantage here!

But perhaps more than anything else the
total lack of crowding appeals, to hunters.
On the big·game preserve, usually only one
party hunts at a time. Reservations are made
ahead of time, just as with an outfitter. You
know that no other triggerhappy gentleman
will be mistaking you for a mountable
trophy. The appeal of the unusual when
hunting sika, blackbuck, or any of the oth·
ers, is obvious.

But, as I have said, big-game preserve
hunting is certain not to end with exotics.
As the number of preserves increases, in all
probahility a deer such as a whitetail, or
even a modest sized exotic such as a black·
buck or sika, will cost about $100 to $150.
The average city dweller who goes deer
hunting today on public land spends that
much, or more. Does, which will be a con·
stant surplus problem, will be cheaper.

Equipment won't be as complicated or
expensive. Except on very large preserves
the hunter won't camp out. He'll stay near·
by, or at accommodations on the premises.
Hunter's Haven in Tennessee has some cab·
in~ is building more, and serves meals to
its hunters. Many, such as thi£ one, will
o er some kind of bird shooting as a diver·
si n, and many wj]] have a stocked trout
st.r am or other fishing as a sideline. Tho
hu ~rwill not have to do much packing
for s ch a trip. Very likely he'll not even
need a ·nife. Most of the Texas spots are
set. up t.o do t.he but.chering.

Unless some drastic changes occur, like
the importat.ion of some super.tough critter,
the guns and ammunition you'll use will be
unchanged. On our nat.ive animals such as
whitetails, mule deer, and elk, t.he pattern
is already well set. On the exotics, here are
some of my observat.ions from experience.

The blackhuck antelope from India is very
fast and wary, and ordinarily requ ires rat.her
long shots. I've seen them killed neatly with
the .243 and .270. Since t.he mature buck
seldom weighs much over 85 to 95 pounds,
t.hough he looks much larger, these rifles are
adequate. A trophy axis deer may go around
200 pounds on the hoof, is usually less, reo
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396 BROOME ST.
NEW YORK 13,N.Y.

GUNS

SEE YOUR BROWNING DEALER

Browning Arms, Dept. P9, St. louis 3, Mo.
-in CANADA, Dept. P9, Box 991, Montreol9, P.O.

FREE CATALOGUE
R. s. FRIELICH

Get~emin elose!
with 0 L T Duck Calls

• True Tone • Easy to Blow
Increase your percentage of kills and
lose fewer cripples when you get 'em
in close with OLT Duck Calls. Made of
lightweight hard rubber and impervious
to moisture, OLT Calls always keep
their true tone.

OLT ALSO lUKES ACOMPLm LINE OF PROVEN GOOSE CALLS
Write for free catalog

FINE GAME AND BIRD CALLS BY

BROWNING.
eMM HI·~OWI!RA\I1"OMATIC

with fitted caoe
u.s. or CANADA

Excellent Accuracy
Many Safety Features
Sidearm of many
NATO Nations &.

GREATER FIRE POWER - 14 cartridge capacity
against 6 in center-fire revolvers and the
usual 7 to 9 in other semi-automatics.
Rugged, dependable, compact and richly
hand-polished and finished. So safely de
signed the severest blow on the hammer
cannot cause accidental discharge. Weight
- 2 Ibs., over-all length - 73,4", ammuni·
tion - 9mm Parabellum or Luger.
Handsome Renaissan.ce
presentation model
Hand-engraved, pearl
grips, gold plated trigger

Prices subject to change without notice
,----,

SIXGUNS FOR DEFENSE
(Continued from page 24)

Gold, bright yellow or white finish on the
face of the sight is good when the shooting
will be against dark backgrounds. Black is
best against a light background. A serrated,
matted, or stippled blued finish or a bright
red is a good all-around choice. The rear
sight should be square notched, free of sharp
outside corners and edges, sturdy enough to
withstand hard knocks, and may be outlined
in white or· some other color. It should be
capable of quick, easy and positive click
adjustment.

Standard factory grips have never been a
good fit for anyone. A grip adapter helps in
both single and double action firing, and I
find Smith and Wesson's target grips ex
cellent for service use. Colt's target grips
are better than their standard grips. But
there is no grip or size that will fit everyone
perfectly. The ideal solution is a custom
made grip. They should be very similar to
target grips but adaptable to either hand
without thumb-rests, flaring bases, sharp
edges, or other protuberances. Some of us
build up the back of our target grips to
make the ball of the trigger finger fall more
comfortably on the trigger. Grips flush with
the backstrap make for easier double action.

A tune-up job by a good gunsmith will
adjust your trigger pull to your liking and
smooth out the action. Graphite lubricants
and dry-firing will also slick up the action.

In selecting the caliber you should con
sider accuracy, power, cross sectional area,
type of bullet, range, penetration, and tra
jectory.

The need for accuracy is obvious. I was
told that Pat Garrett was once asked con
cerning the respective merit of speed versus
accuracy in a gunfight. The old buffalo hunt
er replied, "Speed is important, but accuracy

(Continued on page 67)

quires the same gun and load as for mule
deer hunting. The sika, which I predict will
eventually ·be a great favorite, is on the aver·
age about like an average whitetail. It is a
blocky, extremely handsome deer, chocolate
black, with antlers ivory hued when well
rubbed. On the one I had mounted, I used
the .308 with 150 grain load.

The sambar is in the native elk class. The
largest one I've known weight on in this
country weighed, before gutting, 712 pounds.
These are tough deer. They appear sbaggy
and awkward, and sometimes act and look
almost stupid. But they're a long way from
it. They are awesomely fast in dense timber,
and seldom show themselves in the open. I
have seen two killed at healthy yardage with
the .270. I used my .308 loaded with 180
grain deep-penetration bullet. The shot was
not long. It did a masterful job.

I don't believe the hunter of today should
sneer at or resist or try to stop the trend to
big.game preserve hunting. It may be the
answer for thousands of hunters. It may
even be the savior of big-game hunting in
the U.S. In reality, only the tall fence sep
arates this hunting from what the pioneer
knew. The sharp air smells as sweet, the
woods are just as mysterious. The· crack of a
twig, the sight of a plunging game animal, is
just as upsetting. And if you think you can't
get buck fever looking down your barrel at a
trophy under preserve conditions you ~
are wrong. I know. I've already had it! ~

Manufacturers of
famous Redfield

"Friction-Fit"
Jr. Scope Mounts

-precision fitted
(4/10,000 inch) to bases.

A Constantly Centered-----=------,
Reticle Makes You a
Faster Shooter Auto-

The extra second
or seconds, it takes for

your eye to find the reticle when
off-center in your scope can keep
you from getting on game fast
enough for a good shot. It is im
portant particularly at dusk or in
deep shadows.
On a Bear Cub Scope a constantly
centered reticle is automatic. The
reticle mount and the reticle itself
are one-piece."1f windage or ele
vation screws are moved - even
for extreme adjustments-the ret
icle remains perfectly centered.
~ey:--eub Scopes are brilliantly
~ar-right to the edge. Superior
9-lens optical system for perfect
resolution. Guaranteed
fog-proof for life.
Large exit pupil for
quick shots. Exclu
sive black-gloss
TUF-COAT®
prevents
scratches.
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NAME _

D RUSH me the big 384 page, 1962-16th ANNUAL GUN
DIGEST with the FREE CIVIL WAR GUN CATALOG. I

will pay postman $3.95 plus postage. If I am not thoroughly
pleased I can return the book within 7 days for all of my
money back!

D RUSH me the new GUN DIGEST TREASURY. I will pay
postman $3.95 plus postage. If I am not thoroughly pleased

I can return the book within 7 days for all of my money back.

THE ONLYGUN BOOK
WITH CONTENTS LIKE THESE:
* NEW AND HOT LITTLE 22., '" Edward ... Yard *
DUD CENTER, '" 1'.1. Kuhlllell * COLD CO"FORT, ..,.
C.l T.wn_d Wllelo" * NEW LOADS "AKE NEWS, '"
R.1lort Hultlll * U.S. RIFLES & SHOTGUNS, '" John T.
AIIlIIor * THE SPENCER RIFLE, '" Norman I. Will.., *

/
U.S. HANDGUNS ,M'·IHZ, '" K."t Ion.h * KNOCK
DOWN, NOTHING, '" WIlT." 1'... * FOREIGN AR"S,
.., John T. Am".r * ..ILlTAR Y RIFLES, '" Fr.nk larn..* KENTUCKY RIFLES-FocI or Fiction, '" Ro".,1 H.ld *
TESTFlRE, .., K.nn.th W.t.,. * ENGLISH SHOTGUNS.
.., John du "o"t * THE TRUTH AlOUT TWIST, .., John
·...' ••rd .* HOLLOW 1'0lNT IULLETS.", Cr.wlord
H.Hld.. *. FAST· DRAW or QUICK·DRAW, .., Ch.,l....;
H.ord * THE SUI·..ACHINE GUN STORY, .., Lorr, S.
Stor.1I * I'ROOF "ARKS IN GREAT IRITAIN-1825 TO
DATE, .., A. laron Eng.lhordt * ROCKY ..OUNTAIN
BIGHORN, .., Jim R,.n * KITCHEN TABLE HANDLOADS,
.., Don ...rtin * I'RIVATE BRAND NA"ES ON FlREAR..S* STICK TO YOUR GUNS, .., p.t. Brown * HANDGUN
BULLET SWAGING, .., K.nl B.n.h * NEW CASES FRO"
OLD, .., GlOrg. C. N.nt. * SHORT SHORTS..., Jim Hortoll* SST "AGNU"-"OST PRACTICAL HANDGUN,'"
R rt Y. Themp..n * YARIAILE I'OWER SCOPES, '"
B loll * ..ILTON FARROW AND HIS RIFLES, '"
Richord H. Ch.m".rl.in * HOW TO BE A HANDGUNNER.
II, Gil H.llord * PLASTIC SHOTSHELLS, .., Jim HarIa"* "OOSE!, II, Br.dlord Angi.r * ARE WILDCATS DEADf.
II, p. O. Acklo, * AlL·ROUND GUN, .., Pierro Pulling *
COMPLETE CATALOG SECTION OF AMERICAN & FOR
EIGN GUNS AND RELATED PRODUCTS PLUS Up·TO.
THE·..INUTE MODELS AND PRICES!

A Great Companion Book to the GUN DIGEST!
A Collection of the Best Features From.the I~·

First 15 Years of the GUN DIGEST.
384 BIG 8% x U" Pages! 64 Major t=:eatures!
Fully Illustrated. Personally EdIted by
John T. Amber!
J hn T Amber says "This book was my biggest
t~sk' picking out the finest of all the wonderful
articies stories and features from the past 15 .year,~
of the GUN DIGEST seemed alm~st impossible.
Editor Amber has done a superb Job ..• and the

11 GUN DIGEST TREASURY is a superb bOd?k. 395a new ., un lover hours of honest rea mg
One that E~~~I~~:v~?t~emany features .and stories is a P pD.

p~~s~feiact_filled,exciting, reading entertamment: •••• ,.. . .
g Now at your local store or by mail o.'!;~}!:!,tf; co::!:::;..~t r;;!::J

"..... -,.-..,,=.' '"'"

A Genuine Discovery
Unearthed During

Centennial Year
Research!

This great find produced Irom Ill
tensive researcb lor tbe Civil W.r
Centennial Year reproduces 32
pages from tbe very rare 1864
.Scbulyer, Hartley &: Grabam
Illustrated Catalog of Arms and

Military Goods. Beautiful sbarp woodcuts illustrate"
"ariet)' of handguns, rifles and shotguns. Shown are

, Sbarps, Enfield, Burnside, Ballard, Joslyn, Maynard•
Henry, Spencer, Smitb &: Colt Riftes; Greener, Lelau-
cbeux and Poultney &: Sneider shotguns, plus Colt,
Smitb &: Wesson, Sbarps, Moore, Elliot, Adams,
Tranter, Pond, Remington, and other pistols. We've
included some pages of regulation and presentation
swords, headwear, uniform accessories plus unusual
projectiles and cartridges of tbat period. 1I's a gold
mine for collectors and students 01 Civil War memo·
rabilia-and it'. yours FREE bound in with tbe new
1962 GUN DIGEST!

I
I
I
I
I
I

ADDRESS ,

CITY ZONL_STATE'

D SAVE ! Enclose payment and we pay postage and han- i'
dling charges. Same 100% Money·Back Guarantee.

--",~-'""'; ...... -_."",......*----.....~-,..-_._- __ .... -I
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A
$3.00

VALUE

Here's the book gun dealers all across the country
use as a guide for buying and selling used guns. And,
this brand new, 1962 edition is bigger and beUer than

ever before. You'll find the latest, up-to-date price
values for over 2,000 famous firearms, according to
excellent, good and fair condition. Each one is

described in detail as to type, make and model. Gun
stocks, inlay designs, barrel, size of bore, year of
make and other unique features are listed to readily
identify each weapon. Here's a gold mine of
information you can't find anywhere else in one
book-and it's yours free!

4th COMPLETELY REVISED
REDBOQK OF USED GUN VALUES

GUNS Magazine
8150 N. Central Park Ave.
Skokie, Illinois

Send me my free copies of the 1962 Redbook of Used Gun
Values plus the 3-book Library of Gun Lore and start my
14-issues-for-the-price-of-12 subscription to GUNS im
mediately. $6 enclosed to be refunded if not completely
satisfied.

rite (lUJlS )1ogoziJle
,£ibfOf/l Of (lUJI £Ofe

Kent Bellah on HANDLOADING ••. Elmer Keith on HANDGUNS ••• Bert
Popowski on BIG GAME HUNTING! Never before has any firearms magazine
offered such an authoritative collection of gun information absolutely free.
Here is a veritable encyclopedia of helpful hints and advice to make you
a better handloader, big game hunter and handgun expert-all written by the
most renowned authorities in the field. Over 96 pages, complete with dramatic
photos and illustrations to make the printed word come alive. You get this whole
exciting set of Redbooks free, together with the brand new 1962 Redbook of
Used Gun Values to introduce you to GUNS Magazine.

VALUE

I
I
I
I
I
I
I Name _

: Address, _

I City Zone__State _L ~_~~~--~_~__~----~~~
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SHIPPED EXPRESS CHARGES COLLECT. Send $20.00 minimum for COD express collect ship.
ment. For free list of shooting equipment, enclose large envelope.

INC.
DEPT E.10. P.O. BOX 729 OROVILLE, CALIF

.45 ACP

S'

I
We buy & trade all
types of firearms.

ONLY $18.75
A few specially'
selected models ••
$3.00 additional

(Flares available from
marine supplier.) Brit
i.h Mfg. 31MM Flare
Pistols $6.9S. Also vori·
ous other makes and

calibers of miscl. flare pistols,
ea,h, $6.95. COLLECTORS' SPECIAL:

Any 3 of these - without flares, $14.9S.
Other Flare guns assorted makes and calibers.
3 far $14.95 without flare••

FLARE PISTOLS
(25MM)

Ideal for boats or
for celebration.
With 3 Free Flares,
$6.95. Additional
flares SOc each.

--~.....

Any gun worth powder
is worth HeBS
reloading equipment!

A "mustO for collectors of military weapons. The
only specimens available anywhere-and they are
in unuse'd condition. While they last-Only $49.95.

*Made unserviceable or deactivated by steel welding.
Internal parts function. Can be used for instruction
purposes, or as a prized decorator for collectors.

UNIFLOW POWDER MEASURE
No special skills needed to throw consis
tently accurate charges. Powder pours into
measuring chamber to prevent clogging.
Adjusts quick and easy form one charge
to another. Powder level visible at all times.
Easily mounted on press or bench. Com
plete with Stand Plate. $19.95

FOR FREE CATALOG

SN I PER MODEL ROYAL
ENFIELD MATCH RIFLE

POTOMAC ARMS CORPORATION
P.O. Box 35 - 200 S. Strand St., Alexandria 2, Virginia

* UNSERVICEABLE
MACHINE GUNS

No more complete Remington Rolling Blocks Available
anywhere! But we can furnish original Remington Rolling
Block Argentine Models, caliber .43 barreled actions,
complete and with good shootable bores; also, new mfg.
military type bull stocks for this popular rifle.

R.R.B. complete Barreled Adions, with forearm, as illustrated.
Cal••43 $9.95

R.R.8. complete Barreled-Actions, less forearm. Cal•.43 ••... $8.9S
R.R.B. Barrels, Cal••43 $4.95
R.R.B. Semi·finished butt stocks, mil. type, new mfg. (Sold only

with barreled actions) ' $5.95
R.R.B. Ammo: Orig••43 Spanish ammo (misfires naturally to

be expectedI, $5.00 per 100. $31.50 per ,ase of 1,000 rounds.

. .. CALIBEI .303. .-.. NRA V. G. or Beller

~ a I
Cal••43 Stock your own!

(Continued from page 64)
is fatal." To fire and miss, or to fire and hit
the wrong person is worse than not firing at
all. Fortunately, all the calibers to be dis·
cussed here have satisfactory accuracy in nor·
mal factory loads when used in good guns.

The revolver must be versatile enough so
that the user can fire fast double·action with
out aiming as well as successive accurately
aimed shots. A flat trajectory makes firing
at unknown ranges easier. Penetration of
automobile bodies, bullet proof vests, or other
protection may be necessary. There m~st be
power to immobilize an opponent Imme
diately at the greatest range at which the
user can hit a man-sized target. Many men
have been blasted into eternity after per
forating a more heavily armed opponent
with fatal but non-paralyzing gunfire. Stop
him!

Ballistics tables give the power and energy
of various loads. Practical experiments fur
ther determine their effectiveness. The .38
Special seems to be the most versatile car
tridge of all. For example, it is produced
commercially in six different loadings rang·
ing from the midrange target load with wad
cutter bullet to a special metal piercing load.

This wadcutter load is for precision shoot·
ing with maximum ease. It is not for combat
or large, dangerous game. The full-charge car·
tridge with a 200 grain bullet throws a heavy
slug at the sacrifice of penetration and flat
trajectory. The regular full charge .38 Spe
cial with 158 grain bullet has about 125 feet
per second more muzzle velocity, a little more
penetration, a slightly flatter trajectory, and
about 20 foot-pounds more muzzle energy. It
has proved itself a poor manstopper. In one
case a man hit six times with a .38 Special
killed his assailant and recovered. In at least
two cases of which I have personal knowl
edge the bullets passed all the way through

~ the victim's body but lacked the power to
break through the back of his shirt.

The high velocity .38 Special loads with
lead bullets have more muzzle energy, better
penetration and flatter trajectory. However,
instead of upsetting, they are more likely to
pass through the body utilizing energy equiv
alent to that of the regular load and expend·
ing the remainder in continued flight. Special
metal piercing loads in this caliber are good
but are poor manstoppers. They too fail to
utilize their energy passing through the hu·
man body.

The .44 Special as loaded by Western and
fired in a 6% inch barrel drives a 246 grain
lead bullet 770 feet per second for a muzzle
energy of 324 foot-pounds. Its penetration
should be slightly less than the regular .38
Special and considerably less than the high
speed .38 Special. Its larger wound channel
combined with the 324 foot-pounds of muzzle
energy, all of which is likely to be expended
in the body because of its low muzzle ve·
locity, give a more damaging shock effect
than any of the .38 Special loads.

The .45 ACP in regular loading with 230
grain bullet has 850 feet per second muzzle
velocity and 369 foot-pounds muzzle energy
from a 5 inch barrel. This means slightly
superior shock, range, penetration, and flat·
ter trajectory than the .44 Special with fac
tory loads. However, when fired in revolvers,
reloading is either slow or half-moon clips
must be used. There have been some indi
cations in pistol competition that clips lead
to a higher incidence of misfires, which

(Continued on page 70)
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Moulds for all Prot-X-Bore zinc
base bullets, 38, 357, 44 & 45.
Lever-ejection handgun bullet

. swaging dies, jackets & zinc bases.
Jacket crimping dies.
HARVEY KAY-CHUK conversions of
S&W 22 cal. revolvers, incl. M.R.F.
to centerfire.

25c for complete information.
LAKEVILLE ARMS INC.

Lakeville, Conn.

NEW!
Harvey core moulds to cast proper
size cores for any make bullet
swaging dies. 38, 357 & 44 cals.

SILICONE GUN CLOTH treated with won·
der silicones and rust inhibitors, for use on
firearms, tools, reels, brass, chrome, to pro·
teet the surface against fingerprints, rust,
and corrosion. Cloth polishes as it cleans,
leaves a soft attractive finish on the surface.
Also prevents fogging on scope lenses and
protects lens surfaces. Cloth is kept in a
handy polyethylene "snap·bag". Priced at
89¢, it can be purchased in sporting goods
stores and gun shops everywhere, or write
to: J. M. Bucheimer Company, Frederick,
Maryland.

OVER 50 TYPES Saddle Carbines made and
used during Civil War. Favorites were five
pictured: Maynard, Burnside, Sharps, Speno
cer, Smith. Carbines along with over 1500
other weapons photo·illustrated, fully de·
scribed, priced in 204·page catalog·reference
book of The Museum of Historical Arms,
1038 Alton Road, Dept. D, Miami Beach,
fla. Catalog priced at $1, deducted from first
purchase.

• CUSTOM MADE

• THE BEST
SINCE 1897

Model 1016

$16.45
Gum 16" kit

ORDER BY MAil
.JULIUS REIVER CO.

,(10,( MARKET ST. WILMINGTON 99, DELAWARE

REIVER GUN BOX KITS

M 1 Garand 30'06 wI new barrel .... $77.50
M 1 Garand 30'06 wI new sniper barrel 77.50
M 1 Carbine 30 caliber, good as new 67.50
M 1 Garand Receiver 35.00. M 1 Carbine

Receiver $20.00
'Complete part for M 1 Garand includes re-

ceiver less barrel and wood $46.50
Complete 60 MM mortar $100.00
Complete 60 MM mortar mount ..• 25.00
Complete 1917 A 1 30 cal. mount • • 25.00
BAR Bipod 5.00
Write for complete list of parts for Garand,
Carbine, BAR 30BMG and 50BMG. Prices f.o.b.
Sumter, S. c.

CHARLES W. LEAVELL
Sumter, S. C.

FOR SALE

KAUFMAN SURPLUS & ARMS
458 Broadway, NYC 13, N.Y.•. Walker 5·1919
319 We,t 42nd St., NYC 36, N.Y... PlaIa 7·5670

SHOPPING

P. O. BOX 5327
EL PASO, TEXAS

U'SE AS A: Trophy • Souvenir
• Collector's Item • Memento

• Conversation Piece
"Ridgeway" Pineapple Grenade, gen
uine but empty of powdcr and with a
deactivated fuse assembly. The fuse un
screws and comes apart into ring, pin,
handle and cap. Body Olive Drab with
li~ht blue fusp. assembly.S2 Plus 50. IS4 Chromed & Polished

Hanliling Free Shipping
• All purchases must be prcpaid. Send Check or M.O.
• In Canada add 75c each - (Spccial Handling)
FREE LISTI NG: Over 100 goodles-Souvenir Hunter
items. Send 15c to cover mailing costs.

FREE CATALOG

S. D. MYRES SADDLE CO.

HQui(k-Draw" Holsters

WITH FILTER

$125 L~~t.h.rCase &
Straps

Gun Holsters
GUN BELTS

BAUSCH & LOMB
7x50 NEW
BINOCULARS

.
• The :

Standard of Quality :

STA DRI BOOT CO.

Improved Minute Man Gun
Blue instantly preserves and
renews steels and iron sur
faces-Not a paint or lacquer
- No heatinl necessary
Comes complete with all nec
essary equipment.
GUARANTEED - Tested and
proven over 40 years bY ••
repeat sales to satisfted
users. SEND
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE,----------,

I ~~l':, :r~~n~? pM":G. CO. I
IName _ 1

t~::~:~.~::::::::~:.~::::~:::~~~::::::::::::J

REGULARLY $295

u.s. Govt. Surplus. Standard size and weight,
Individual focusing. latest ·model. Extra wide field.
Adjustable filter. Limited supply.

.•................•.•.........
··
·
·
.>.--,......""""....,.,"""""""""''0'%f''''''''-

·
··
·• SUBSIDIARY

: DAISY MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Dept. H-I0l, Rogers, Arkansas, U.S.A.

•• 75 YEARS OF'QUAUTY PRODUCTS I •..........•.......••.............•.....
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New, Exciting, Illustrated
Catalog Every 8 Weeks
Now 72 Pages Each Issue!
Thousands of antique Colt
revolvers, Kentucky rifles,
pistols, muskets, swords,
daggers from all over the
world: uniforms, helmets.
gun books, etc,· all differ·
ent each issue. Widest se
lection available anywhere!
Subscription Just $1.00
per Year. Send naw to:

NORM FLAIDERMAN
44 W.Putnam,Dept.G-l0

GREENWICH, CONN.
TOP CASH PRICES PAID
~or your Antique Guns and
Military Equipment.

EVERY GUN BOOK IN PRINT
"The Baker's Dozen Plan"

Send SOc for list and year 'round mailines

RAY RILING ARMS BOOKS (0.
Dept. G, 6844 Garsten SL, Philadelphia 19, Pa..

PREMIER
WEATHER

CAPS
Exposed rimless windows wipe clean instantly.
no edges to hold dirt, rain or snow.• Water
proof, unbreakable, high light transmission.
• Protect optics and prevent scope fogging.
• Do not reduce lens apertures or optical field
of scope.• For all pOkular rifle

~~or~~w"'r.Spp;;,:: .:~h~:'hrn_~.~~1$3.50 PP.
Designed and manufactured by

ROBERT S. THOMAS PREMIER RETICLES
MUKWONAGO, WISCONSIN

(Patent pending)

THE "~'t!:;!I!!!¥!!
~ Ii u.s. and Canadian Pal.

t . Complete job as shown_ ream tne '0' Mo.' gun. $25

Anti-recoil Gu~ Barrel
The muzzle brake de luxe that is precision
machined into your rifle barrel, avoiding
unsightly hang-ons. Controlled escape for
highest kinetic braking, minimum blast ef
fect and practically nOJ·ump. All but pre
vents jet thrust (secon ary recoil). Guar
anteed workmanship. Folder. Dealer dis
counts.
PENDLETON GUNSHOP ~~~~P~;'d~"O~~~I::r.

Licensed fitter for Canadian customers
IAN S. DINGWALL. Custom Gunsmith

2379 Burrard St. Vancouver 9. B. C.

~--------------------------

LEARN GUNSMITHING

••• and improve your score
with the ONE and ONLY

5~
EAR PROTECTOR

u.s. Patent No, 2899683

r
l

o;vidcj;rk"CO: inc:;-360 P;kA'v;':~~ster2. Mass':"1
Please send me free illustrated folder. 0 I

f Please send Ear Protector, Model 372-9A as I
f shown. M.O. or check for $12.00 (includes 0 I
I postage) enclosed. I
I NAME.______ II ADDRESS__ _ _ - ------.- :

L. !!!.!;';;;;;;;;';;;;;';;';;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;';;;;;;;;'~!!';;;;;;,;;;;;;;;;::::..J
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Another he·mon paltern by leonord
Mews, the No. II makes even (I fin_
slock look twice as ....peruiv•. And
here', (I tip for the fellow who wonll
hili rifle 10 ho... Ihol 'eol CUllom look:
put on inloy of silver with yovr nome
or initiols engroved on it in ploce of
the chedered diomond ,hope thot op·
peon in rhe cenler. of rhe for. end
poltern

Assures you of
Fast, Dependable, PERFECT

BORE-SIGHT ALIGNMENT Everytimel
An unexcelled tool for hunters-neces~mry for both

~~~~~~rg~~ tn~fTrSi~~a,ltffU~:~~~~S'sc~~~P~~~:~~i:;1
firearms. zeroing- a scope or any type. of iron sight
takes but a minute. Be "on target" With little or no

f~egg~t~~~3fo~~~t?r~hoic:f.h~i~~~HJ~~~1~~Eca~CI~~ci
:t68Xl'yar guarantee is priced at $39.9 • ~ - - ORDER

ALLEY SUPPLY CO.
P.O. BOX 458 SONORA. CALIFORNIA

SPUDS AVAILABLE: 17 A&M, 177 Cros!';man, 22
Rim Fire, 22 Center Fire, 222 Rem, 6mm. 25, 6.5mm,
270. 7mm. 30. 303 British. 8mm, 338 Win. 35. 375.
44, 45, 416. 404, 470. 500. 577. 600. each $3.85
in~z~r:ct~~kte~,n~r3ga~~1hfS~r~~$~.fJg~s equipped with
SHOTGUN SPUDS: For Gunsmith's use in straig-hten
ing- shotgun barrels before or after installing various
choking- devices. These spuds are available in the fol
lowing sizes at $12.50 each: 410-Ga: 28-Ga; 20~Ga;
16-Ga; 14-Ga; 12·Ga.

Checkering rifles and shotguns can be an
interesting and profitable hobby and the
hardest port of the job is done for you when
you use Decal Checkering Patterns. See your
dealer or write direct. PATTERN No. 11

SNAP SHOOTING
Finally a Sight Designed &
Patented for Snap Shooting
~~or all upland game
~ PARTRIDGE

PHEASANT-DUCK
TRAP-SKEET

Snap it on yourself in

Send check I seconds on any plain
:~d'::f:~ barrel 12-16-20 gauge

~2~~f~°cturer ACCROSITE

GuM !

OCTOBER 1961

For police or civilian
defense against robbers,
mashers, etc. Causes no
permanent injury. Highly
polished heavy nickel
case with spring·steel
pocket clip.

SEND CHECK OR
MONEY ORDER. NO COD's

Registered Colt Distributors
Suppliers for

Official Police Equipment
This product Is not Intended ror sale In ~tates or

localities which have laws forbidding' their sale.

Nickel Plated
Peerless Type

HANDCUFFS
$15.00 value: Special

$7.95 pair
Deluxe leather

carrying case $2.50

WITH

GUNS

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF MODERN FIRE·
ARMS contains over 1600 exploded views
of guns, drawings, photos, blueprints, cut.
aways, sketches. 1066 giant 8% x ll·inch
pages, weighs 8 lbs. Complete, authoritative
collection of all information available from
U.S. Arms manufacturers (plus Browning
and the Department of the Army) for all
American·made shotguns, rifles, and hand·
guns now in production, plus numerous ob·
solete models. Deluxe edition priced at $17.00
postpaid. Money·back guarantee. Pay only
$2.00 down, balance $3.00 a month for 5
months. No charge for credit. Order from
Gun Digest Co., Publishers, Dept. G-9, 227
W. Washington St., Chicago 6, Ill.

COLT POLICE RIFLE is new AR-15 auto·
matic high velocity rifle. .223 high velocity
bottleneck cartridge at about 3500 f.p.s. has
penetrating power even on curve of hard
steel auto bumpers. An exceedingly con·
trollable gun. Weighs about seven pounds
fully equipped and loaded with 20 shots.
Available with bayonet. For full data and
appointment for demonstration of Colt AR-15
in your vicinity, interested authorities write:
AR-15 Sales, Colt's Pat. Firearms Mfg. Co.,
Hartford, Conn. Note: AR-15 offered to tax·
exempt buyers, only within area governed
by National Firearms Act.

PROTECT YOURSELF
with this Fountain Pen-Type POCKET

TEAR GAS
D.EVICE. •• $15 VAloOE
38 Special Cal.$695 Exp.

Col.

Public Sports Shops, Dept. G, 11 S. 16th St., Phila. 2, Pa.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••



(Continued from page 67)
would be unacceptable in a service revolver.

The .357 Magnum, with a much higher
muzzle velocity than any of the other calibers
mentioned so far, has a more desirable range,
penetration, trajectory, and shock effect. In
November of 1954 General Julian S. Hatcher,
one of America's outstanding small IIrms
authorities, reported tests by H. P. White
Laboratories on muzzle velocities of .38 Spe
cial and .357 Magnum calibers in various
barrel lengths. The muzzle energy of the .38
Special Western Super-X with 150 grain
bullet fired in a revolver with a 4 inch bar
rel was 288 foot-pounds, or about 560/0 of the
513 foot-pounds obtained with .357 Magnum
ammunition in the same revolver. The .357
Magnum plain lead bullet with its additional
muzzle velocity is also more likely to upset
in its passage through flesh. In many cases
the indications from firing into other sub
stances of similar consistency are that the
bullets expand to about .50 caliber in a man's
body. This will create a more damaging
wound channel than any of the previously
mentioned calibers and will be more likely
to expend all the kinetic energy of the mov
ing bullet. Its shock effect is much more
likely to stop a hostile opponent.

Besides the .38 Special's notorious failure
as a man-stopper, I have heard of and had
personal knowledge of some instances in
which men hit with regular _44's and .45's
were not immobilized. I have never heard of
anyone hit solidly with a .357 Magnum plain
lead bullet without being instantly stopped.
There may be some such cases. We cannot
draw a straight line and say that all calibers
on one side are ineffective while all on the
other side are infallible. The resul ts depend
upon other variable factors such as the size,
strength, vitality, physical condition, and
emotional state of the person shot. It is ob
vious though that in most cases the .38 Spe
cial does not stop a man while the .357 Mag
num does in most cases. The .357 Magnum
also has high penetration in wood or metal,
a flatter trajectory and a longer range.

However, the .357 Magnum is more diffi
cult to learn· to shoot than the lighter cal
ibers, but this is not too great an obstacle.
I recently fired several times over the NRA
Short Course, equivalent of the National
Match Course, using .38 Special midrange
wadcutters and full charge .357 Magnum
ammunition in the same revolver. My aver
age scores were 287,7 with the wadcutters
and 273.7 with magnum ammunition. The
difference is less that five percent... and it
would probably disappear completely when
firing a combat type pistol course. '

In all the .357 Magnums that I have shot,
factory ammunition leaded the barrels badly
and consequent loss of accuracy became
quickly apparent. A stiff bronze b'rush and
plenty of elbow grease will get the lead out,
but it is a nui-e'ance to have to do that during
long practice sessions. Harder bullets with·
.more lubrication leave less leading but fail
to mushroom as well as factory bullets. Gas
checks on lead bullets red uce the leading
to an acceptable point. Swaged lead bullets
in brass or copper half-jackets combine the
features of minimum leading, upset on im
pact, and holding together after impact. They
are also more expensive than the others.

The .44 Magnum is definitely the most
powerful ·handgun available commercially.
With a listed muzzle velocity of 1470 feet

WORLD'S FINEST

PISTOL GRIPS~iii;;::

GOLD BOND
Guaranteed Unbreakable!

Sold By
The Best Gun Shops

Brochure & List 25c
(FREE ONLY to Dealers)

FITZ -Box 49702-Los Angeles 49, Calif.

Never bt>- ~~~~~;;;~fore bas an
achromatic te I e·
scope sold for any
where near this amazin~
low price! You get clearer
sharper pictures at all powers
because of the super compound
Achro Lens. No color no fuzz. Vari-

~~~c~~ef~~gradjo~~~~lee~~efl~nt4~oror~?get
shootin~ alll wIde angle vicwinp;. HI~her powers

fC:2 1::::fesrr~r{:bea'b1atks~r~OOyYd~~~::::::~tec~ [g'b~1ng
~t-:l~~ °sbJ~:i~ns,P~r~~Jat~et;ieae~1ng6~r~~~~~r?:Cei~'iO~
len!!les. A precision American made instrument, uncon·
dltlonally j:tuaranteed. Carryin~ case Included. Send only
56.98. Cash, check or money order. We pay poRtage.
Criterion CO.,313 Church St., Hartford, Conn., Dept. TSA·69

UNIVERSAL so ROUND

PISTOL MAGAZINE

Service Armament Co. B EAST FORT LEE RD, BOGOTA, NEW JERSEY

SPECIAL!

LEE ENFIELD CAVALRY CARBINE

The first smokeless powder repeating arm
adopted by the British Army. These arms
saw service with the Royal Canadian

Mounted Police, and fought gallantly in the various Irish Rebellions-on
both sides ... only 1000 ever made. A must for all Enfield Collectors-
supply limited m m m..m $39.95

Select m m.$44.95

Will fit, with minor alterations, any Mauser military pistol 7.63 MM or
9 mm made to accept a detachable magazine-also Astra, Azul, Royal,
Bergman-Bayard and some models of Destroyer 9 MM carbines
ONE MAGAZINE-with leather pouch m m m$ 7.95
FOUR MAGAZINES-with leather pouch, magazine loader and tool 29.95
FIVE MAGAZINES-with leather pouch, 2 magazines & 2 tooISm..... 34.95
MAGAZINE LOADER 3.95
MAGAZINE DISMOUNTING TOOL.......................................................... 1.50

(NOTE!-these price; do not include postage)

"CENTENNIAL EDITION //n I-n1/1'1
1000's OF ITEMS FOR THE HUNTER, l/u~uILtj

SHOOTER, SPORTSMAN AND COLLECTOR.

Service 'Armament Co. has done it again, by
offering you its new enlarged catalog.
This beautiful edition is chock full of all types
of fire arms and accessories from Anti-Tank Guns
to Minie Balls and is guaranteed to gladden the
heart of even the most blase gun bug. Present
ing the most diversified line of arms found
anywhere including the World's Largest supply

of shooting ammo $1.00
SEND ONLY

• Exclusive
changeable tone .•
feature really "brings 'em in". ' ..

REGULAR DUCK CALL ••• $2.50
JUNIOR DUCK CALL •••• $1.75
GOOSE CALL •••••••• $2.95
All barrels are ofrich walnut construction...easy
to blow and fully guaranteed. If your dealer

can't llupply, order direct, postpaid.

l£)m.... '
~ GREEN HEAD CO.
...- 360\-2nd Street, La Salle, lIIinots

IT'S EASY TO

KILLDUCKS
WITH THE

New Adjustable-Tone

GREEN HEAD
DUCK CALL

$600
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FAST DRAW
"WORLD FAMOUS CUN"
COLT FRONTIER REPLICA for
collectors. quick draw practice.
Western TV fans. Looks and
feels like real ItUn.

Blue finish 54.00. Deluxe polished
56.00. Add-50c "hlppln2.

VALLEY GUN SHOP ~~~~no:.oo~~m:

ESCAPE from the Ordinary
Send for your free copy todayl
Enjoy the unusual in fine sportswear,
boots, outdoor equipment available
nowhere else. Over two hundred
items for men and women •

~;;

New and improved lightweight premium
grade tan beaver fur felt. Genuine "white
hunter" styling. Smart and dashing. Ex
tremely practical for hunting, fishing,
camping, leisure wear. Wide 3" brim gives
protection from sun, wind, dust, rain. Ex
clusive patented inner construction keeps
this hat comfortably on your head, even in
a wind. All sizes for men and women. We
guarantee proper fit. Order Today!
with genuine leopard bond •••• $19.00 postpaid
with buckskin bond $15.00 postpaid

~
, OLD GUNS and SWORDSra. You don't want to miss this absorbi~g
~ catalog. Fascinating background and
~~ 1.498 photographic illustrations of au·rI Ihentic old guns, daggers, swords. and
~ armor. For your Catalog No. 31, just send
~ S1.00 to cover handling and postageIf with your name and address.
iff ROBERT ABELS Inc 860-U Lexington Ave.
~ J • New York 2J, N.Y.

World's Mos' Famous Sports Hat

•
per second and a 240 grain bullet, it develops
1150 foot·pounds muzzle energy in the 6%
inch barrel. We can expect about 1375 feet
per second and 1013 foot·pounds muzzle
energy in the 4 inch barrel. In contrast the
.38 Special midrange wadcutter fired from
a 6 inch barrel is rated at 195 foot-pounds.

The only double action .44 Magnum on the
market is an excellent gun but large and
weighing three pounds with the 6% inch
barrel. A man can carry this weapon on a
heavy gun rig, but many do not like the size
and weight. Training would probably be
slower with it than with any of the other
calibers because of the heavy recoil. Those
especially interested in shooting and out
standing in marksmanship could learn to
handle it without excessive loss of accuracy,
control, or speed. The rank and file probably
could not.

Out of this assortment of calibers we find
the .357 Magnum best in power, penetration,
range and flat trajectory. These guns can be
handled by most shooters, are available from
two major companies, and come in both
heavy and medium weight double action
models. Smith and Wesson's .357 Magnum,
Highway Patrolman and Combat Magnum,
Colt's Python and Colt's .357 Magnum all
have good, adjustable sight combinations,
and may be had in 4 inch barrels.

The Smith and Wesson .357 Magnum in
glossy finish, very smooth and easily fired
double action, is available in a variety of bar
rel lengths and sight combinations which
appeal to those who like the larger, heavier
revolvers and do not mind the cost. Its pro
duction grade, the Highway Patrolman, is
for the individual or department with the
same tastes but tighter budgets.

The superb Colt Python in glossy finish
with easy cocking action is truly a target
grade weapon. A few top competition shoot
ers have used it with 6 inch barrel for match
shooting. Personally, I find it excellent for
the first 20 or 30 shots. I once fired a score
of 287 over the National Match Course with
a Colt Python using magnum ammunition.
It becomes too heavy though for a long day
of tournament shooting.

Most people will probably prefer revolvers
of medium size and weight. If they hold out
for highest quality in this class their choice
will be between the Colt Python with 4 inch
barrel and the Smith and Wesson Combat
Magnum. The shorter Python has all the
quality of the 6 inch Python. It is simply
fitted with a 4 inch barrel instead of the
6 inch one. The result is less weight, faster
handling, and easier carrying. The Smith
and Wesson Combat Magnum has medium
size and weight, 4 inch barrel, very smooth
double action and special heat treatment. It
is an especially good choice for all-around
police use. For a durable and good quality
revolver at the lowest price, the Colt .357
is the best choice.

When selecting a handgun for defense,
certain variables such as fit, weight and so
on must be taken into account. Whatever
gun you select, you should be assured that
it will do the job of stopping your opponent
if the need should arise. But of course, gun
and caliber alone won't do it. You'll need to
practice gun handling, drawing, firing, and
reloading. Here the best training can be
gained on a combat course range, and once
you fire this course, you'll be sold on ~
it. I know, I am sold on it. ~

The World Had Ever Seen , , , Created

by a Peace-loving People I

In "The Pennsylvania-Kentucky Rifle"
($12.50), Henry J. Kauffman of Lancaster,
Pa. unfolds a t,emendous amount of new
information on America's first great rifle
and the pioneer gunsmiths who fashioned
it with amazing craftsmanship. A beauti
fully composed, definitive work, with many
photographs and sketches, and much docu
mentary data. 376 pages, including glossary,

"SMALL ARMS OF THE WORLD" by W. H. B.
Smith, $15.00. Today's greatest gun encyclopedia.
newly revised. 711 big pages, 1700 pictures.

"SHOT.GUNS" by Elmer Keith, $5.00. A new
work on double and repeating shotguns. Illustrated
with fine American, English and European samples.

"SIXGUNS" by Elmer Keith, $10.00. Adjudged the
standard reference work on handguns, by the lead·
ing pistol and revolver authority, -

"THE PLAINS RIFLE" by Charles E. Hanson, Jr.,
$10.00. Romance and history of the plainsmen's
most dependable gun. Profusely illustrated.

"CONFEDERATE ARMS" by Albaugh and Simmons,
$12.50. Complete history and guide to the arms
and accoutrement of the Confederate soldier.

MANY MORE GREAT GUN BOOKS at Your Book-

~
seller or Gun Dealer or Write

~ ~ for Descriptive Catalor to

THE STACKPOLE COMPANY, Harrisburg, P"

The Most
Deadly Rifle

CUSTOM
MADE

ACCESSOR. ES

Exclusive

"UNDERHAMMER GUNS'~ by Herschel C. Loran,
$10.00. Acclaimed as the cominr standard refer·
ence on a fascinating and unique class of arms.

by Beckelhymer's

PISTOL SHOOTERS
who demand the best
equipment count on
Beckelhymer's Cus·
tom·made accesso·
ries to help perk up
their scores. These
miniature sketches
illustrate but a few
of the products we
offer to improve the
lot of shooters-and
to make shooting a
more enjoyable sport
for all.
Limited space in this
ad precludes even a
brief description of
the items shown.
Write us about your
requirements and
we'll gladly send you
detailed information
and prices.

• Write for FREE CATALOG

... MANUFACTURERS OF
,.. EXCLUSIVE PRODUCTS FOR SHOOTERS ~

~1!.eef.1!!r.~~ LAREDO. TEXAS
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THE GUN MARKET
Classified ads, 20c per word per insertion including name and address. Pay
able in advance. Minimum ad 10 words. Closing date Dec. 1961 issue (on

sale November 1) is September l6. Print ad carefully and mail to GUNS
Magazine, 8150 North Central Park Blvd., Skokie, III.

COLLECTORS

LARGE ILLUSTRATED Catalog-Antique and modern
guns, swords. war relics. armor, military gear. Excellent
relerence book-$l.OO. Brick House Shop. New Paltz 4.
N. Y.

GUNS-SWORDS-Knlves-Daggers-Flasks. Big IlBt
250 coin. Ed Howe. Cooper Mills 10. Maine.

ENCRAVINC

GUN ENGRAVING ot unsurpassed Quality. Folder $1.00.
E. C. Prudhomme. 302 'Yard Bldg.• Shreveport. La.

FOR SALE

FRONTIER COLTS, Bisleys, cap & balls. all models.
S&\V. M:&H. Uero., 'Vin. 66. 73, carbines. others. We
trade. Send stamp for long list. 'Want address interested
friends. \Vaot used Colt 3 Supers. 14 shot 9m 1m Brown
ings. M-l cal. 30 carbines. Laredo Gun Shop, 3710 San
Bernardo Ave.• Laredo, Texas.

CANNON l!"USE 3/32" dia., waterproof, burns under
water; 10 ft .• $1; 25 ft., $2, ppd. William Zeller, Keil
Hwy.• Hudson, Mich.

NE\V UNFlltED M70 338 Magnum \Veaver K4 mounted
$150.00. J. B. Jardine, ~ox 468, Iowa City, Iowa.

CUNS & AMMUNITION

U.S. M1 30-06 Garand rifles. Very good-$79.95. Exce1
1ent-$89.95. U.S. 30-06 Enfield rilles. Very good-$29.95.
Excellent-$34.50. U.S. '30-06 high number Springfield
rUles~ Very good-$39.95. Excellent-$44.95. German Mod.
98 801m Mauser rifles. Very good-$34.95. German Mod.
1871/84 llmm Mauser rifles. Perfect-$24.95. Czech Mod.
98 8mm :Mauser rifles. Very good-$29.95. Excellcnt
$34.95. Chilean Mod. 95 7mm M.auser rifles. Very good
$24.95. Excellcnt-$27.95. Chilean Mod. 95 7mm Mauser
carbines.' Very gOO<1-$27.95. - Spanish Mod. 93 7mm
Mauser carbines. Good-$22.95: Very good-$24.95. Swed
ish Mod. 94 6.5mm Mauser carbines. Very good-$29.95.
Excellent-$34.95. Persian Mod. 98 8mm ).1auser ri.DeS.
Very good.-$29.95. Persian Mod. 98 8mm Mauser short
rifles. Very gooct-$34.95. Persian Mod. 98 8mm Mauser
carbines. Good-$34.95. Very good-$39.95. New-$49.95.
Russian Mod. 1938 & 1940 7.62mm Tokarev rifles. Very
good-$49.95. Excellent-$54.95. 30-06. 303 Brllisb. 8mm
Mauser, 6.5mm Swedish, 1.62mm Russian & 1.35mm Ital
ian military ammunition aat $7.50 per 100 rds. Free gun
list. Freedland Arms Co., 34 Park Row. New York 38. N.Y.

BUY HUNTING And Fishing Equipment Direct And Save.
Free Giant Fully Illustrated Catalogues featuring world's
finest Hunting and Fishing equipment at lowest discount
prices. (Specify Hunting, Fishing or both.) No money
down. Up to 10 months to pay. International Charge
Credit Cards honored on all purchases-Any amount. (Add
postage all items-20% deposit on all C.O.D. 's) See our
ad page 62, Parker Distributors (Dept. CG-1061). 3516
White Plains Road, New York 67, N. Y. TU 1-1900.

WINCHESTER 70 FEATHERWEIGHT .243, no sight
cuts or ramp, Weaver Mounts, J'Ij"'RA Excellent $119.00.
Lyman lOX scope with dot $55.00. S&W 44 ltfagnum Re~
volver 6% inch, Lawrence chamois lined holster, NRA
excellent $115.00. S&W model 41 .22 auto-NRA ezcellent
$79.00 with 2 clips. Albert SoUCy, Market Street, Fort
Kent. Maine.

MILITARY COLLECTORS' special I Italian M 91 6.5mm
Terni carbines with bayonet attachment $12.50 each. 6.5
Italian Mannllcher rifles. Austrian model 95 Steyr Mann
Hcher rifles. Austrian model 88/90 rifle. French model
1907/15 carbines and rifles. French 1886 Lebel rifles.
$8.50 each. 2 or more 10% discount. Shipped duty free.
International Firearms Co. Ltd., 1011 Bleury St.• Montreal
I, Que.

LEE-ENFIELD magazine carbines. 20%.," barrel, 6 shot
magazine. uses 1888 bayonet. very scarce 303 carbines.
Good-$27.50. Mauser WW I, M98·. 8mm, good $27.50.
Mauser M96, 7mm, good $19.50. The Long RUle Gun
Store. WIlliam "Red" Boggs, 1783 E. Main St.• Columbus
5,Obio.

MANNLICHER-SCHOENAUER service rifles 6.5mm with
famous 5-shot rotary magazine $29.50; carbine model
$32.50. Original Steyr or Breda markings. Made for Greek
government. Collectors' item and good shooters. Inter
national Firearms Co. Ltd., 1011 Bleury St.• ltfontreal 1.
Que.

NOBODY UNDERSELLS KLEIN'SI New and used Guna.
Golt, Camping. Fishing Equipment. Colorful Bargain
Circular FREE: or send 25c -for 144 pg ALL-SPORTS
BARGAIN CATALOG. KLEIN'S-G, 227 W. WashIngton,
Cblcago 6, Dl.

BUY. SELL & trade all kinds of guns. Largest selection
In Cheshire County. '!ofakers of the famous Saeco pOwder
measure adapters. GUN'S ADAMSON, Troy. New Hamp
shire.

DISCRIMINATING SHOOTERS' Supplies, Qualily re
loads. loading equipment. wholesale and retail. Lists free.
Trades accepted. Joe F. Frye, Gunsmith. Box 2202,
Memphis 2, Tenn.

10.000 GUNS!! !-ANTIQUES. Moderns. Swords, Armour
--every description. Giant Catalog $1.00. Agramonte's,
41 Riverdale Ave., Yonkers, N. Y.

6 SHOT TEAR Gas Automatic. Effective personal protec
tion. Not sold to minor~. $6.95 ppd. 20th Century Dis
tributors, 570 Fifth Ave., New York.

NE\V FIREAR~1S-Scopes-Reloading Supplies.,-Acces
sories. Quick Service-Lowest Prices. Large Catalog Free.
Walter Oliver, Box 55. Auburn. Indiana.

NEW YELLOW FALL CATALOG Now Ready! Hundreds
of war surplus guns, ammunition. accessories. relics. 25c.
RETTING, 11029 'Vashington. Culver City 9. California.

NE'V GUNS and reloading supplies at large discount.
prepaid. .25c for catalog. refundable. Alamo Arms.
P. O. Box 858G, Alamogordo, N. Mex.

NEW 22 HUGER Bearcats, Now $39.50. 30-06 Hi No.
Springfields, very good $39.95. H & H Gun Sales, Box 203,
Kent. Ohio.

30-06 HUNTING Al\L'\UJNITION. Remington Bullets.
3031 Powder and Remington Primers. 100 $10.00 F.O.B.
Tom Kreckman. R. D. # 1. Cresco, Penna.

20 mm DEACTIVATED NAVY Cannon Cartrid.es $1.00
each. Joe Puft'ert. 3750 Hanley Rd.. Cincinnati 39, Ohio.

GUNS, NEW, Modern. Antique, IUustrated List $1.
J. M. Powell. Gunmaker. Reigate. England.

NEW M-1 CARBINES. $74.95. Ammunllion $5. hundred.
Sloper. Westwood. California.

1850 NAVAL CHECKS, 40c, 44 Colt Cartridges $21.00.
List 5c. Fahey, R. 2. Huntington, N. Y.

CUN EQUI-PMENT

FAST DRAW Holsters. All work custom hand-done.
SIngle rigS range from $19.95 to $38.00. Free photo
folder. Gunbelts, Box 401, BernardsvIlle, New Jersey.

CUNSMITHINC

GUN SCREWS. 6/48 or 8/40 assorted lengths 50C per
dozen. Professional 2 flute Taps $1.20 Special bard steel
drills 45c. All postpaid. Send for Catalog 16GC on all
Buehler mounts (including New '!oUcro-Dial), Low Safety.
etc. Maynard Buehler Inc.• Orinda. Calif.

CUSTOM RIFLES, stocks. General gunsmithing, rebluing.
repairing, sIght mounting. Rebarreting in standard cai
ibers and most wildcats. Lowest prices and quality guar
anteed to your satisfaction. Write for price list. Witt
Brother Gun Shop. Sand Springs,.Montana.

CUSTOM VARMINT and hunting rifles to order from
$150.00. Also scopes. sIghts. accessories. Specializing in
restocking refinishing. rebluing of rifles. Write your
wants-wIll answer promPtly. Ace Sport Center, 438 East
86tb St., New York 28. N.Y.

tfr~Etaao~';~i:n::'~:a:~~~'$~f.~~ffl"i~J~e~s::'60
WeatberbY $24.00; 7.7 Japs to 30-06 $6.00; 300 Magnum
to 300 Weatberby $8.00. Catalog 10 cents. T-P Shop,
11 West Branch, Mich.

GENERAL GUNSMITHING-Repairing. rebluing. con
version work. parts made. Inquiries invited. Bald Rock Gun
Shop. Berry Creek. Calif.

CUSTOM .22 TARGET Pistol built In your home sbop.
Send 4c stamp for illustrated information. Guns. Box 362,
Terre Haute. Indiana.

SHOTGUN SPECIALIST; refinishing, reblulng, restock
ing, reboring. repair all makes. Frank LeFever & Sons.
Inc., Box 151. Custom Gunsmiths. Frankfort. New York.

SPECIALIZING MAUSER M98 rifles. aclions, Parts. ac
cessories for Shooters and Collectors. Smires, Columbus,
New Jersey.

CUSTOM BLUEING Five Day Service. Dealer Inquiries
Invited. Valley Gun Shop. Box 3253. Albuquerque, N.M.

INDIAN RELICS

3 INDIAN WAR arrowbead.. Flint SCalping Knife. Flint
Thunderbird $4.00. Catalog 10c. Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Arrowhead. Glenwood. Arkanla•.

GIANT PHOTO-Illustrated Indian Relic Catalog 25c (Re
fundable)! Indian Gallery, 8 Helene Avenue, 1tferrick 14.
New York.

LARGE PHOTO-Illustraled Indian Relic Calalog 10c!
AI's Relics. Box 393, Bellmore 20, New York.

LEATHERCRAFT

FREE ·'DO·lt-YourseU" Leathercratt Catalog. Tandy
Leather Company, Box 791-P40, Fort \Vorth, Texas.

SICHTS & SCOPES

ZUIHO RIFLE Scopes, 4z $27.50, 6x $29.50, 2.5x-7z
Vari-Power $35.50. \Vrite for specifications to "WEICO"
5318 Chenevert, Houston 4, Texas. Dealer Inquiries InVited.

IMPROVE YOUU Shooting-with a Magic Circle Shotgun
Sight $2.00 post paid. Send for circular C. A. Malmberg
Co.• Dept. hi; Marine on St. Croix, MilU1.

RELOADINC EQUIPMENT

FREE . . • CATALOG. 170 pages. Save on Reloading
Equipment, Calls, Decoys. Archery, Fishing Tackle. Molds,
Tools, Hod Blanks. Finnysports (G). Toledo 14. Ohio.

BUI..LET SWAGE Dies, .243 - .22 - .308 full jacket.
Hollow l'oint. Use in standard loading press. Two Die
set. $14.90. The Oregon Outdoorsman. Ontario I, Oregon.

SELL OR TRADE

FLORIDA HUNTING and fishing campsItes 100x135 only
$295 each. At Manatee Springs on the Suwannee River.
Will accept guns in trade. Send for Free Plat, terms and
pictures. Paul Vonn, Belleview. Florida.

WANTED

AGENT, GUNSMITH and Forwarder wanted for sporting
arms company. \Vrite stating experience and references.
Box No. 98, GUNS, 8150 N. Central Park, Skokie. IllInois.

MISCELLANEOUS

BUY GOVERNJ\I1E~T Sudplus: Jeeps; Boats; Tractors;
Airplanes; Helicopters; Motor Launches; Walkie-Talkies·
Cameras; Shop Equipment; :Misc.- Individuals can now
buy direct from the government - New nation wide "U.S.
~~~0~2ri{d~)~N:~~~t,I~S:~if~~~.s"- $1.00 - Surplus,

DEALERS SEND license No. for large price list New
Fireanns - Scopes - Mounts - Reloading Tools - Compon~
ents - Leather Goods - Binoculars - Shop Tools. 3821
ditferent items on hand for immediate delivery. Hoagland
Hardware. Hoagland. Indiana.

NE\V! MARKING Pen with 1000 uses! WrItes on any
surtac~Dries instantly. Perfect for identifying your
Brass and for coding different loads. Eight brilliant colors:
45c each. pOstpaid. Try several at this low price. Send
check to: Hobby Craft. 7940 East Florence. Downey, Calif.

WRITERS !-FHEE Sample cop>' of Pink Sheels listing
top-notch USA markets for short stories. articles, books
and plays available to you upon request. Write today I
Literary Agent Mead. 915 Broadway, New York 10, N. Y.

WORLD'S LAHGEST book. magazine lisllngs 25c. Mil
lions of unusual titles. \Vholesale prices. Selt help money
making catalog free. Rhodes, 4l1-M Davidson Street,
IndianapOlis 2, Indiana.

HANDCU)'FS, $7.95; LEG Irons, $12.95: Leather re
straints. Collector's specialties. New catalogue 50c. Thomas
FerrIck, Box 12G. Newburyport, Mass.

THOUSANDS OF used guns listed. All kinds. priced rlgbt.
Published twice monthly. Sample 25c. Yearly $2.00.
Shotgun News. Box 57 F, Columbus. Nebraska.

SPECIAL OFFER-Send $1.00. receive tbe next 4 Issue.
of Shooting TImes, the gun world's fastest growing pub
lication. Dept. GM. Box 1500. Peoria. Illinois.

SALE - BEAR Rugs (Polar, GrizzlY, Black), Tiger,
Zebra. Hofmann-Taxidennist, 1025 Gates. Brooklyn 21,
N.Y.

"HOMEBREWED WINES. Beers"-Highest Powered In
structions-$l.OO. Testers (Hydrometers )-$3.95. Dean' 8
109-GNS West 42nd. New York 36, N. Y.

MINIATURE CROSSBOW 18' length, range f'5o ft., 4
rubber or 6 sharpened arrows. $3.12 check or ~I.O. Guar
anteed. Crossbow, Box 87 -C PelU1a. Furnace, Pennsylvania. '

NAZI ITEMS bought & sold. orig. only, 1 piece or col
lection; '·11sts 25c": Lenke!. 812 Anderson. Palisades. N. J.

CROSSBOWS! HUNTING Bows! Factory-Dlrect-Prices!
Jay Co.. Boz 1355, Wichita, Kansas.

ELECTHO-SCRmE! Engraves all Metals, $2_00. Beyer
Mfg.. 10511-Q Springfield, Cbicago.

Action - Ready
Superb rifle accuracy with
hand gun convenience. No
permits required.

ARMALITE

AR-7 EXPLORER
.22 long rifle rimfire (4995caliber semi-automatic f
rifle __ _ __ -

See your gun dealer

LITE· I 118 E. 16th Street,
~-==;.;;;.=. nc. Costa Mesa, Calif.

~.

..- .
~

, .:
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..•

. ·LjL.
'. ,';P"

G - 66 SIl:ANO ',._-~...., ...\

COMPLETE :!7
GUN TREATMENT
The most complete firearm~ product
ever made, Cleans, Lubricates and
Preserves in one application. A
development of missile research.

Prevents ·Ieading in shotguns. Now
odor free. Will not freeze, oxidize_
or evaporate. 5 oz. can S1.39 pp.
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P. O. DRAWER 1712

BROWNSVILLE 18, TEXAS

EXTREME ACCURAC

• CONTR9 LED POW
• AL~fs OEPENO/BLE
• UBLE SAFEyFEATURE
• YEARS-AHED STYLING
• NEW KlN -SIZE FOREARM
• B~ICALLY CORRECT
.' MMUNITION
•. LOW COST SHOOTING

1144 BLACK BEAUTY GUN BELT
Fast draw type holster with soft glove leather white
lining. Belt and holster in black cowhide only. $8.99 PP.
Send waist size, caUber, model and barrel length of gun
when ordering. Double gun set available @ $13.95 PP.

Easy to Read Pans & Ready-Cut Kits
NOW AVAILABLE! Complete plans and kits for
these and 20 other handsome Gunberth· models.

Quick Answers on How to Select
the Gun Cabinet Best for YOU!

Which type of gun cabinet Is bt'st for you! Should
you install lights? Should it be "solid" lumber?
Exactl}' what do :rou need? You"ll have elear-cut
..answers in the New and Exclusive •••

"Haadbook"-CATALOG on Gunberths·
Gh'es )'ou complete details on all Plans, Kits
and Hal-dware •. , a big and beautifully iUus
t·tated ·'Handbook"·Catalog. Finished cabinets
in 82 ditrerent styJes and finishes aJso avaiJabJe.

w-;i,;' for your Copy NOWI Only $1.00 ppd.
($1.00 is refundahle in credit with first order!)

COLADONATO BROS., Dept. G4L, HaIleton, Pa,

&e your Dealer today or write for complete details. Dept. 461-K

SHERIDAN'S "Silver
\ Streak" and "Blue Streak" shoot

a ballistically correct 5mm. pellet that
has the accuracy, balance and finish of
match ammunition.This truly fine small
bore is the answer to today's shooting
problems and the best introduction to
the world of firearms any boy can ever
have. SHERIDAN is a real father-and
son rifle of high caliber quality.

Beautifully made, hand plaited, genuine leath
er riding crop, with 18 inch dagger hidden in
side. Practical collector's item: attractive for
den or patio. $5.00 PP.

~~ S,.d /.. f,,, C"".,

1127-SWORD-CANE, RIDING-CROP WHITCO

NEW IDEAS IN TOP
QUALITY HOLSTERS

THE HIDE·A·WAY
HOLSTER

Handcrafted
for YOU; fits
inside trousers

I band; conceal
ed but availa
ble; protects
against grease,
rust. Wt. 2\':> oz.
top grain soft
cowhide, rivet-

ed nickel cUp $2.95 PP.

ANDEROL
GUN OIL* Cleans* Lubricates* Protects
NO SOLVENT NEEDED

GUNS Quarterly. Vol. V
on sale Sept. 1st

At your favorite store. If not available,
send 6Sc (plus 10c postage) for 3 oz. can.

SMITH & WESSON
GUNS ARE FACTORY

LUBRICATED WITH
ANDEROL

Lehigh Chemical Co., Dept. G-l0, Chestertown, Md.

HANDLOADING BENCH
(Continued from page 14)

does 3.5 grains of Bullseye. These charges
are good with the Lyman-Bellah cast bullet
No. 225107 that I designed for minimum cost
shooting. Lyman moulds are available in
solid or hollow point type, both good. Cast
bullets are not designed for full charges.
They are fine for cheap plinking. Size cast
ings no larger than .224". CCI No. 500
primers gave perfect ignition, often a prob
lem in a big case with low loading density.
A hard alloy is best. Illinois Bullet Alloy
No.7 seems superior to a home mix. If you
alloy metals, try lO-l lead-tin. If loads do
not chamber easily, seat bullets deeper.

The 2-die rifle type dies are used with all
bullets, which makes loading faster. As with
most rifle cartridges, I seated bullets without
crimping. I do not advise firing top charges
without working up in your gun. Max loads
are not necessary for superb performance
at long range.

Case set-back from an oily chamber or
cartridge prevents easy rotation of the cylin
der for the last round. So will cases not fully
resized. Check resized hulls in your gun.
Fred Huntington of R.C.B.S. had sample
Jet dies before the gun was out. That's Jet
speed! The first sizer had to be faced oII
.004" to size cases enough for easy cylinder
rotation. Of course their production dies will
be perfect. I could have faced off the shell
holder without harm in this caliber. (Im
portant: NEVER alter shell holders for rim
less rifle cartridges!) C-H has Jet dies as
this is written, and no doubt other makers
will have them soon.

Adjust your trimmer to square up the
mouth of once-fired hulls, and use your
inside-outside deburring tool. Cases stretch
a bit. Seat primers slightly below the head
face so they can't drag on the standing
breech. A Buehler mount fits the gun with
out drilling or tapping. It works dandy for
rest or test shooting, or two-hand work. I
suggested Buehler make this S & W scope
mount, and he now has models for many
other handguns. I have his first S & W hand
made prototype. I think the best glass is
Weaver's K-2.5 or K·3, specified for the
longer eye relief. You'll get a kick out of
Smith & Wesson's new .22 Magnum, not in
your hand, but in Hi-V performance. ~
Try it and see! ~
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POWDER SALE
20 lb. Keg #4831. $11.95
50 lb. Drums #4831 $20.95

COMBiNATION OFFERS
20 lb. Keg #4831 & 2000 R.W.S.

Large Rifle Primers .•....•...••••••••$23.15
20 lb. Keg # 4831 & 2000 of our. ••••. .,. •• .

Regular Large Rifle Primers ..••.•.••.$25.00
50 lb. Drum #4831 & 5000 R.W.S.

Large Rifle Primers ..........•••.•...$45.75
50 lb. Drum #4831 & 5000 of our

Regular Large Rifle Primers ...•••....$49.95
F.O.B. Prescott, Ariz. This special offer is ex
clusive of all other sales policies and prices. No
limit on quantity, order as many as you want.
Primers are NEW & FRESH. ;N.M. & N.C.
Cash with order.
Remember, RIFLE RANCH is your BEST source
of supply for loading tools & components.
scopes, sights, mounts, etc. Complete line of
shotshell loading tools and components~ too.
All other available Hodgdon powders in stock
at Kansas prices.

RIFLE RANCH P:: ISZCO°rJ1-
(Jim Wilkinson, owner)

For information on the full line of the famous
target pistols and rifles write to:

H·· ~. HEINRICH F. GRIEDER
P.O. Box 487,ilmmel Knoxville, Illinois

PORTABLE BENCH REST
(Continued from page 34)

and away from the plywood. Mark the dif
ferent thickness on the edges of' the blocks.

Turn the bench upside down and mark
out the positions of the blocks at the cor
ners, staying two inches from each of the
two sides. The thickest portion of the block
should face the center of the plywood, the
thinnest portion points to the corner of the
plywood. It is best to mark the block thick
ness on the plywood, in order to avoid as
sembling errors.

Fasten the blocks to plywood with three
screws. Screws must be of different lengths
to avoid going through top of plywood.

Drill a 14-inch hole through the center of
the block and through the plywood. A 2%
inch bolt, top countersunk, then provides
the necessary strength for rough handling.

The %,-inch floor flanges are then screwed
to the angled blocks. The %,-inch galvanized
pipe legs are cut to 36 inches, since the 6
inch increment, threaded on both ends, is a
standard plumbing item. Caps on the ends
prevent the bench from sinking into soft
'ground. Many shooters find that a bench

2-3 inches lower than this suits them better.
If so, the pipes can be cut to fit. They need
not be re-threaded at the bottom; a pair of
crutch tips fitted on them will work very well.

A notch or two in the forward part of the
right side will provide rests for one or two
rifles.

A boat cushion and an automobile seat
cushion are used to bring the rifle barrel to
the shooter's individual height. A small bag
packed with sawdust is also good.

As seat I use a sturdy wooden box, that
does double-duty as a container for shooting
gear and extra equipment.

This bench will allow a good shooter with
good equipment to hold his groups down to
less than two inches at two hundred yards. But
the rest is up to the shooter, and the ~
bench will help. I know; I have tried it. ~

HUNT WITH CLEAR SIGHTS!
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VARIABLE POWER SCOPES
German optics. Larger field of view,
ission, binocular focusing, lightweight

r crosshairs.
TW-4-4X Power
TW-Zoom-Variable It to 4X
TW-Vari-Variable 2! xax

Ie free,
accuracy.
raved finish in miniature
Finest Belgian
Rand .25 cal.
to $49.95.

elr one consl era Ion.
Enjoy good shooting-
thrill to toe pride of ownership
that only Husqvarna can give you.
Popular Husqvarna models
range in price from
$129.95 to.$350.00.
Available in calibers
.243, .30-06, .270, .308, 7mm,
..358 Magnum
with strong HVA Mauser Action.
Write now for details.



RELOADING EQUIPMENT

C-H CASE TRIMMER insures per
fect uniformity from 17 cal. thru 45 cal.

ONLY $13.50

C-H CHROME PLATE DIES
are available in over 500 calibers.

ONLY $13.50

Your best
insurance for
a successful
hunt! Of all the things that

insure a successful hunt, nothing is

more important than your ammuni·

tion. When you want real accuracy

and economy, too, smart shooters

reload and recommend C·1t Reloading

Equipment. This precision line of

reloading tools is engineered to give

you the ultimate in reloading pleasure,

accuracy and performance. With

C-R you can choose your own

components and loads, get the type

of accuracy and smashing power

ONlYcustom loaded ammo can deliver.

Shoot more, shoot better •••

reload with C-H! See your sporting

goods dealer or gunsmith for

FREE demonstration.

C·H DIE COMPANY, Dept. G-IO

P.O. Box 3284, Terminal Annex
Los Angeles 54, California

In Canada: 1310 W. 6tn St., Vancouver 9, B.C.

C-H DIE COMPANY, Dept. C·IO

P.O. BOX 3284, Terminal Annex
Los Angeles 54, Calif.
Gentlemen: Please rush me FREE booklet.

NAME _

ADDRESS _.,- _

CITY & STATE _

Name of my sporting goods dealer or gunsmith is:__

--------------~--~~
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